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Abstract 

Pzinting and Visual Imagery in Literature: Three 

Contemporary Latin American Novels. Lee L'Clerc, Ph.D. Dept. 

of Spanish and Portuguese, University of Toronto. 1999. 268 pp. 

Advisor: Mario J. Valdés. In English. 

The relationship between visual representations and verbal 

language within the context of three contemporary Latin American 

novels constitutes the main concern in this thesis. The three novels I 

discuss here are: E b i o  de la madrastra ( 1988), by Mario Vargas 

Llosa; El sido de las luces ( 1902), by Aiejo Carpentier; and La carne 

de René ( 195 2), by Virgilio Piiiera 

In recognizing that these novels address an interdisciplinary 

exchange with visual practices, 1 begin this thesis with a chapter that 

broadly examines various issues and questions concerning pictorial 

representations within the context of art history and criticism. With 

this chapter my aim is to show not oniy some of the theoreticai 

approaches to pictorial imagery but also, the difficulties that verbal 

language faces when entering the realm of visual imagery. 

Throughout the following chapters, 1 s h d  examine how in the 

interaction imagdteut the pictorial becomes contextualized to seme 

the purpose of the text. Within these contexts, moreover, 1 shall try 

to show how the pictorial, as images invested with their own 

historicity and cultural values, serves as a source of knowledge, 

generates new meanings and, above ail, broadens the reading 

perspective of these novels. At the same time tirne, as 1 underlie in 

my first chapter, I have no intention of analyzing the works of art 



accordlng to the intentions of the artist. Nor do 1 subscribe to the 

c lah  that a proper contevtuaiization of a work of art, that will lead 

us to the work's initial context of production, is the b a i s  for correct 

interpretation. Rather, I shall address and interpret the works of art 

within their present textual con text whiie recognizing their historical 

and cultural values. 

What is to emerge out of this thesis is the view that the 

pictorial image invites discursivity. Yet, that it would be deceptive to 

equate the verbal with the visual because in the interrelation 

image/text, the pictorial image, recognized for what it shows in itself, 

acts independently of the written text. 
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In a letter explainhg the didactic importance of pictures in 

churches, Pope Gregory the Great writes to a bishop of Marseille, 

during a period of iconoclasm at the end of the sixth century AD., 

that: "Pictures are used in churches in order that those ignorant of 

letters may by merely looking at the walls read there what they are 

unable to read in books." 1 It was, as E.H. Gombrich observes, "of 

immense importance for the history of art that such a great authority 

had corne out in favour of painting" ( Stow 95). In other words, this 

was Pope Gregory's assertion that painting was an indispensable 

source of knowledge for it was capable of communicating 

information. These paintings in the churches had not only k e n  

created in relation to a given text, but they were pieces of evidence 

which would help explain or clarify the particular text in question. 

Sïmilarly, in terms of an interaction between the visual and the 

verbal, there is a history of early manuscript illuminations that show 

how images were used as pictorial narratives to be read with their 

corresponding text. On the fragments of the Alexandrian Romance, a 

3rd century (?) papyrus scroll in the Bibliothèque Nationale in Paris, 

for example, smail figures (actors) are sketched at the bottom of the 

text as illustrations that serve to teli a simiiar story to the one 

written. 2 In later book illustrations, furthermore, this sort of 

pictoriaVverba1 narrative interrelation is equaily evident. Of the 

many possible examples to be given, let me make reference here to 

the thirteenth centus. Spanish book Las cantigas de Santa Maria, a 

work that both visualizes and recounts the numerous miracles of the 



Cantiga # 167, illustration from Las Cantigas de Santa Maria ( 13th c.), 

in José Guerrero Lovillo, Las Cantigas: estudio am ueologico de sus 

miniaturas (Madrid, 1949) Lam. 183. 



Blessed Vkgin. For example, in cantiga 167, both through the text 

and its correspondhg six-image narrative, an account is given of how 

the Virgin resuscitates the dead son of a Moor, and how the Moor, in 

acknowledging the Virgin's actions, subsequently converts to 

Christianlty. Here, there is clearly a deiiberate attempt to praise the 

miracles of the Virgin Mary in a unified pic torwverbal narrative. 

But equally revealing is the Christian message king  communicated 

through this interartistic rendering, for the cantïgas form a part of 

Christian Spain's aim through cultural methods at converting its 

Moslern people to Christianity. 3 

These early examples are representative of the sort of artistic 

interaction 1 wîil discuss in the foîîowhg work on the 

interrelationship between images and words. In the interaction of 

pictures and text, the image is most often meant to be read dong 

with the written word, as wlth these early examples. There 1s no 

doubt that, within the specificity of these con tas ,  the visual 

representations were created to accompany the text they illustrate, 

which, in these cases, presupposes the subordination of the image to 

the word, or as Mieke Bal would say, a privuege of words over 

images (Reading 4). 

In discussing the interaction of image and word one should 

question, as Roland Barthes does, whether the image provldes or 

duplicates information about the text, or the text adds information or 

explains the image (Image 38). To provide an answer, one would 

have to analyze the context in which the interaction is suggested, or 

perhaps even according to the viewer/readerls own position. 4 To 

the Wterate person, for example, the pictures in the diurch could be 



providing information about the text But to the priest reading the 

text, the opposite could be the case. At any rate, perhaps the most 

immediate way of understanding the precise nature of this ancient 

cultural mode of lookingheading is to consider today's mass 

publications. It wiü suffce to read a newspaper to see how the 

image is treated as an import, assigned to/and articulateci by the 

context of a text. It  is virtually always the case, as with these early 

examples, that it is not the image but the word which takes 

precedence. 

Yet, I will argue that the image in painting has its own 

vocabulary and it does not operate nor cm be regarded in the same 

sense as language. It is a vocabuIary that primarily emerges out of 

the materialis, and physicality of palnt and as regarded within the 

context of the painted space. Moreover, in a comparable way, and as 

W. J.T. Mitchell observes, "Language works with arbivary, 

conventional signs, images with natural, universal signs. ïanguage 

unfolds in temporal succession; Images reside in a realm of timeless 

spatiality and simultaneity" (Languaae of Images 3). 

1 suggest that instead of recognizing the image solely on the 

bais of its king marrieci to the word, as regarded and understood 

within a context that assigns its meaning, we could also recognize the 

image as a discourse invested with its own particular aesthetic and 

cultural values. Furthermore, it would possible to examine not only 

what the image itself brings to the text or any other similar context 

with which it interacts, but also the way the image can also signm 

something beyond itself, or beyond its original con text of production, 

or beyond the context in which it appears. To the illiterate person 



for whom the images in the church are In a sense divorced fkom the 

text to which they allude, for example, the images could be 

representative or revelatory of an art created to serve Cod and, 

perhaps, one serving to re-orient his or her vision of the world. We 

could also look, for exmple, at what some of the images themselves 

in Las cantkas de Santa Maria tells us about the Moors in Spain. 

Generally, in contrast to the visual representations of Christians, the 

S panish Moslem appears carfcaturized as ugly, physically awkward 

and, in some cases, as a dark demon-like figure or witch-like in 

appearance (Bagby 199). Through some of these images we 

recognize not only a cultural attitude that 1s antagonistic to the 

Spanish Moslem, but issues of stereotypîng, racism, and a concern for 

the welfare and salvation of a Christian society that ultimately 

manages to expel the Moors from the peninsula 

This study, then, is concerned with the interaction of images 

and words within the context of three Latin American novels. More 

specificly, this is my attempt at reading these literary works 

according to visual representations that are seemingly brought into 

the text to reinforce the discursivity of the verbal but does more 

than this. I will try to show how a focus on the image not only helps 

us link the event(s) in the painting with the event(s) in the novel, 

but also helps us see how the image broadens the reading 

perspective and our understanding of the novel. Therefore, my aim 

in this thesis is to consider and to focus on the importance of the 

image in these novels by insisting on the importance of it as a source 

of knowledge that helps to communicate and generate new meanings 



in the text in question. In this sense, 1 wiil conslder the image not 

merely as providing a field of vision within the text but also, for 

helping to articulate and organize the narrative perspective of the 

novel. Yet, 1 wish to maintain, in spite of the textual assumption that 

the visuai image as a visual language is meant to be read aiongside 

the text in which it appears, the image remains an entity in itseîf and 

independently of the written text. 

The value of my thesis lies in my attempt to bring to the realm 

of Latin American literature some of the rnost current debates within 

an art historical and critical context, as weli as various issues of 

in terpre tation and socio-cultural meanings. My analysis of these 

literary works, through an interdisciplinary dialogue, and a concern 

for the larger historical and cultural horizon, provides the reader 

with a broader understanding not only of the novel but of the world 

i tself. 

Reading these novels involves looking at their exchange with 

the visual, which not only discloses meaning but also constitutes the 

discourse through which the text also operates. These novels provide 

the reader with a socio-cultural sphere that is found not only within 

themselves but beyond and outside the text itself. 1 WU turn to the 

world of painting, to the history of art, or even to a particular 

cultural community that has been instrumental in produchg the 

meaning of a particular image (e.g., the meaning of Saint Sebastian as 

understooâ within queer culture). Therefore, 1 hope to put into relief 

the underlying interdisciplinary and cultural practice that takes 

place in these novels, with the hope of generating a continuhg 



interest in the teaching of literature in relation to the visuai 

experience. 

The choice of these particular novels and the nature of my 

study requires some comment. First, it is my personal interest in 

painting that brought me to the selection of these novels. Second, 

since my aim is to provlde with this thesis a study that goes beyond 

the traditional approach of reading the " text for the image," these 

novels allow themselves to be read according to the visual 

representations that fonn part of their Iiterary context. 5 And third, 

I feel that painting in these three novels is made accessible to the 

reader as an entity in its own righ:, not as a passing descriptive 

reference, nor as if it were serving as a prop to the verbal narrative. 

In other words, in these novels painting is k ing  used beyond mere 

decoration and aesthetic contemplation. My feeling is that within 

these novels painting is brilliantly conceiveci as a fundamental tool of 

communication and is as important as the word. 

What unites the four chapters in this thesis is my 

preoccupation with the way we think and the way we see the image 

in painting. This, as it wili be noticed in my first chapter, is my point 

of departure. As an exhiblting artist for the past ten years, and ever 

since my early days as an undergraduate art history student, 1 

continue to believe that much of what has k e n  or is k ing  written 

about painting, in the hopes of explaining what the image is about, is 

above al1 a form of expression that ultimately mirrors the position of 

the person who writes. That is, whether we write about what we 

think we see in a painting or whether we write to explain it 

according to an acquired or preconceived knowledge of information 



(e.g., the source of the image or the intentions of the artist), writing 

about painting is more about writing itself than about painting. As 

John Berger puts it in Wavs of Seeinq, "The way we see things is 

affected by what we know or what we beiieve" (8). 

1 have corne to understand that the intention of the artist can 

neither be held (as often is the case) as a c l ah  towards 

understanding or interpreting any work of art. Most recently, I 

exhibiteci a body of work deahg with the idea of "dis-pai~g" the 

shoe in terms of its king a product, an object, as well as an image. 

This was the result of my reading of the work of Jacques Derrida, in 

The Tnith in Painting. with regards to Van Gogh's shoes and his 

views on the correspondence that Martin Heidegger and Meyer 

Shapiro established for several years on this subject. Thus, 1 set out 

to represent single shoes with the hopes that viewers would see and 

understand each image as I intended: in terms of an ailusion to the 

shoe king a product (in the Heideggerian sense); or alludlng to its 

being a fetishistic object; and, also, as an image representative of 

" bisexual syrnbolization," both as an "erected limp" and as 

representative of " fernale genital organs" (in the Freudian sense). 

However, even with the help of a catalogue that explaineci and 

acknowledged the source of my work, the viewers' response had 

more to do with their own experience and theh own ways of looking 

at art than with my own intentions. Just to give an example, a work 

was bought because it was believed to be a pictorial representation 

of one of the Italian designer Wvatore Ferragamo's early design; and 

thus, a work of art hangs today in a particuiar estabkhment serving 

as an apparent "good" advertlsement for the s e h g  of shoes. 



Therefore, 1 have corne to understand that, above dl, it is the 

work of art that ultimately revds itself in its interaction with the 

viewer. For this reason, in this thesis I have tried to let the works of 

art 1 discuss stand as much possible on the& own. Akhough I 

recognize that 1 am doing the very same thing 1 find so problematic: 

how to verbalize painting. 1 would have prefwed, in fact, not to 

have written anything at ali about painting. My choice in discussùig 

the visual image would have been one simïlar to the pictorial essays 

Berger brings forth in Wavs of Seeing. But then again, this is a thesis 

about the interaction between images and text, and to proceed iike 

Berger is to privilege the image and to ignore the slgnificance of the 

word, as weli as aiming to overcodng verbality which is not my 

intention here. 

The Content of this Thesis 

Before setting out to discuss the interrelationship between 

painting and text in the three novels 1 have chosen, and since the 

focus of this thesis is primarily on the pictorial image, it is important 

to inquire into art history and art criticism for understanding the 

image as it stands within that field. As Salim Kemal and Ivan Gaskell 

write, art history "seeks to define the circumstances in which the art 

object was initiaily produced and perceived. . . . [and] art criticism 

[is] inherent in art history" ( Lanauaee of Art Historv 1). In my first 

chapter 1 aim to draw attention to a few of what 1 consider to be the 

dominant critical methodologies to be found within the field of art 

history and art criticisme I will acknowledge some of the studies 

(e.g., Erwin Panofsky's) that have set the ground for understanding 



certain types of painting which are to be discussed in this thesis. Yet, 

1 do not subscribe to any single theoretical approach or method, 

although I do recognlze the importance and value of these forms of 

inquiry into painting for they provide other possible ways of 

giasping and understanding of the pictoriaL 

1 begin the first chapter with a passage from a dialogue 

between a critic and an ar t is t  that shows the difficulties one is to 

confront when dealing with the subject of painting. 1 choose this 

passage because several issues are ralsed, such as: notions about 

imagery in painting; artist's intentionafity versus spectator's 

reception; meaning and interpretation; the work of art as a thing in 

itself; the work of art as defmed by its own materiality and 

physicality or by its cultural context of production; and the role art 

history, or the art critic, plays in explaining the image in painting. 

Moreover, I choose the work of minimalist Robert Ryman, an 

artlst whose work 1 believe brings painting to its essential nature, 

which is, paint itself, because it serves to develop my argument 

against the artist's determinhg the work's meaning and the seeming 

authority of theoretical approaches. First, here Is an artist who 

clearly articulates the reasons behind why he paints the way he 

paints. And yet, the work itself in its interaction with the pubîic, as 1 

attempt to show, betrays his authority. Even if we were to 

understand Ryman's concern with "painting the paint," what he has 

given us are surfaces painted white. In other words, 1 recognize the 

intentions of the artist and the work's historical and cultural context 

of production, but as viewer, my experience has more to do with the 

image itself. 



Secondly, through the work of Ryman 1 try to show some of the 

difficulties 1 fmd when applying methods or theories to the image in 

painting, and sorne issues about the relationship between language 

and the pictorial image. in particular, 1 am concemed with how the 

image is mediateci by language. Thus, 1 will try to underlie the point 

that, understanding the image from a theoretical or methodological 

point of view can lead us to understand more the approach than the 

image itseif. But above ail, my intention is to show the problematics 

when dealing with visual representations, which become the more 

evident in the reading of the novels 1 set to examine here. This 

chapter is necessarily somewhat concise and dense, compared with 

the other chapters, because of the wide range of theoretical material 

1 covered. Indeed, it threatened to become a thesis in itself. 

The subject of my study in Chapter Two centres on Mario 

Vargas Llosa's novel Elonio de la madrastra. This novel is unlike the 

two others 1 wiii discuss here, for the works of art that form part of 

the text are actually reproduced within the text itself. This novel 

reveals itself as an inquiry into spectatorshlp, for it provides us with 

the kind of viewing that painting has provided us. Painting, 

moreover, appears alongside the text as a mode of reading that 

visuaily confirms the novel's verbal scenarios. More accurately, we 

read what appears to be a reading of these paintlngs and, in this 

sense, we get the feeling that this is a textual presentation in which 

visuai representations appear as if tallor-made by the verbal. 

Both the verbal and the visual are, however, realities in 

themselves. Ln any case, in this chapter 1 shaU examine the way this 

novel speaks in relation to what it shows. This is a literary work that 



demands the reader to recognize and conslder the importance of the 

visual when reading this noveL Furthmore, my aim is to show how 

the text appropriates the apparent narrative of the visual for the 

purposiveness of the verbal; that is, how the images are here 

accommodated, or appropriated, by the ver bal narrative so that they 

help shape the novel and visually inform the reader. 1 suggest that 

we must recognize that these images In themselves presuppose a 

separateness, for regardless of their appearing as if manufac tured by 

the metaptorical language of the text, they are invested with their 

own historiai and cultural values which they bring to the text. 

The question arises in this novel as to whether correct 

interpretation of works of art, as in some of the claims made in art 

history, presuppose proper contextualization of their initial context of 

production. This consideration WU lad  us to an understanding of 

the intendeci meaning of the work E.H. Gombrich, for example, as 1 

discuss in my first chapter, argues that the correct contextuaikation 

of the statue of &os in the centre of Picadiily Circus WU lead us to a 

correct interpretation of this work of art. Panofsky, too, offers a 

similar argument when discussing da Vinci's Last Sumer. 

Through my analysis of this novel, I set out to analyze and 

interpret the visual representations according to their initial context 

of production, but also, according to their new context whlch 

produces and validates their existence, for it is where the images 

acquire their new meaning. Thus, it is within this new context that 

my interpretation emerges. Fra Angelico's AMunciation may indeed 

be representative of a certain Biblical passage, but here its symbolic 

value is allied to that prescribed by the text. Just as Marcel 



Duchamp's famous urinal ceases to have the same function as 

initially intended once it is displayed within the walis of a museum. 

Or, similarly, just as contemporary American conceptualist Sherrie 

Levine's urinals, duplications of Duchamp's, take on a different 

rneaning when she multiplies and presents thern in golden forms. 

This to say also that, while 1 recognize that painting counts as a 

symbol that owe its existence to its own symbollc scheme-this 

being Nelson Goodman's point of view-, in th ls  novel, painting 

counts as a symbol that owes its existence to the symbolic scherne of 

the text even if this means to privilege the tevt over the image. 

In Chapter Three, I focus my examination on Alejo Carpentier's 

El siglo de las luces. Here, again, 1 WU examine the way the works of - 
art that are part of this novel complernent the verbal, but not as 

happens in the novel by Vargas Liosa, where the visual is ultimately 

thematized to serve the purpose of the text. In Carpentier's work, 

there is not a rearrangement of the "visual textuality" by the text, as 

Bal would say, rather a contextualization that allows for the image to 

be itself and for what it brings to the text. Unlike in Eioaio de la 

madrastra where the visual ultimately becomes assimilated as a 

construction of the text, in Ei sin10 de las luces the visual does not 

lose its symbolic value nor what it embodies. Monsu Desiderio's 

painting in Carpentier's nuvel, for example, retains its apocalyptic 

"visual textuality ," unlike Fernando de Szyslo's abstract painting 

which in Vargas Llosa's novd becornes the image of a vagina. 

In this chapter, then, by locating the culnual and social milieu 

in which these works of art were created, 1 intend to show how, in 

the& interaction with the text, these visual representations produce 



their own narrntivity, visually vaJidate the verbal, and therefore 

broaden the novel's story. Essentially, as in Vargas Llosa's work, I 

view them as another mode of reading. However. this reading is 

more evident here since th& visuality is not provided by the text, 

but serves equaiiy as thls text's testimony of the Baroque and the 

Century of Enlightenment Thus 1 propose a reading El sialo de las 

luces in terms of a recognition of the conditions that emerge out the 

work of art's own social and cultural context that 1 suggest is crucial 

in our understanding of the novel itself. I want to recognize also that 

images and text simultaneously in terpenetrate and inform. each 

other-unlike in Vargas Llosa's where the text penemtes the image, 

which in tum appears to inform the text. This then is what foms 

rny basis for the construction of meaning. 

The last chapter is an analysis of Virgilio Pîiiera's La carne de 

René. As in the other two novels, here we have a literary work that - 
invokes visual imagery as a supplement to the verbal and which 

ultLmately helps disclose textual meaning. Unlike the other two 

novels, the interrelationship image/text seems not as impiïclt nor 

does it appeaï to be at first reading fundamentaliy relevant. Here 

we do not have images, as in Vargas Llosa's work, nor are there even 

references to particular works of art by particular artists, as in the 

work by Carpentier. M a h l y  the references are made to the 

iconography of familiar religious imagery, of Christ and Saint 

Sebastian, but in this novel, they appear aitogether differfnt from 

the& original context of production. 

True, in this novel these images can be recognized according to 

conventional iconography, yet, within this specific context, they are 



also recognized in terms of king supplied to us by the context of the 

text. More accurately, the images are rdrawn by verbal language 

and, in this sense, they are presented by the text as invested and 

exempiified by the symboiic and cultural context of the novel. They 

are verbally constructed so as to express a certain knowledge of 

human conditions and surrendered to the expressiveness of the text. 

These images, in other words, serve to explain and further articulate 

the parodic formulations generated in La carne de Re&. 

Here, my investigation centers mainly around the cultural 

significance of the image of Saint Sebastian and what it brings to the 

narrative of Pifiera. 1 will examine first the symbolic value of this 

image in relation to the historical U e u  in which it was produceci. 1 

do this to show how this image exhibits a religious iconography that 

appears aiiied to the socfo-cultural context which originally ascribed 

its iconic and religious meaning. Secondly, 1 will examine how the 

image of Saint Sebastian, in the process of its reception, cm also 

acquire a different meaning from that traditionaiiy associateci with 

the historical circumstances of its production. I wish to show how 

the image of Saint Sebastian, within the interpretative framework of 

contemporary queer culture, is understood as an icon for 

homosexuality. 

In recognizing the image of Saint Sebastian as a discourse on 

homosexuali~, mabîy constituted by the discursivity of queer 

culture and identlffed within the symboïic scheme of this novel, 1 

would suggest that La came de René provides for a readiag on 

homosexuality; and, as I understand this reading on hornosexuality, 

according to a certain homosexual aesthetic (what 1 caU, 



homoesthe tics), rather than homosexuality as deftned by h o m o s d  

acts. Furthermore, by locating the image of Saint Sebasüan within 

the interpretative framework of queer culture, 1 hope to underlie the 

way works of art resist k i n g  defined by "the circumstances in which 

[it] was initially produced and perceived," as art history seeks to 

define (Kemal and Gaskell 1). For in their interaction with the 

viewer, their interpretation depends also on the communicative 

intentions of the community. In the Gadamerian sense, works of art 

cannot be lirnited in their interpretation to thetr own historical past 

for they also elicit a response in theh present moment. 

With this thesis then 1 am mainly concerned with two issues: 

fustly, the way we look, respond, and set out to ascribe meaning to 

the pictorial image; and secondly, with the interactions of visual and 

verbal representations within the context of literature. My aim, on 

the one hand, is to produce a context of analysis that not only 

stresses the importance of the visual image in relation to literature, 

when studying these and other simiiar literary works, but also to 

pursue a line of argument that will raise questions with regards to 

the way we speak about the image. Given that I am ultimately more 

interesteci in the image itself, 1 WU show how problernatic it can be 

if we subscribe to any theory or method of approach when analyzing 

visual representations. Yet 1 am conscious that I have to invoke, for 

example, iconography and semiotic notions of representations when 

doing my own analysis of certain images. This aporia confkms the 

necessity of language and the importance of art historîcal references 



when one is to discuss visual representations and the need not to be 

confineci by any one interpretation, even my own. 

Having been guided by phenomenological hermeneutics, 

particularly as explaineci by Mario J Valdés in his short but valuable 

essay, "Paradigma t&rico para cornentarios hermenéuticos," rny aim 

is to show how "todo texto tramciende sus condiciones de produccion 

y se proyecta hacia condiciones indeterminadas, que son las de la 

lectura" (Valdés, " Paradigma 403 ). Furthemore, I am attempting 

when considering both the text and the visual representations, to 

bring forth a reading that is based on my experience as a 

readerhiewer of these works, rather than one according to the 

intentionallties of the producers of these works. In this sense, 1 have 

set out to interpret these novels and the visuai representations 

according to my own cultural background of reference as well as to 

what cons titute them culturally and historically. 

While researching for this project 1 came to the reaiization that 

writing about art is, primarily and ultimately, a way of presenting 

art as displayed or validatecl by writing. This is not, however, to 

dismiss the importance of the word when explaining the image or 

seeking a "shared representative order" with the visual, but to say 

that most writings about art ultimately reflect the mere context that 

produces them. 6 This reflection of writing is not uniilce the way we 

speak about art, which is evidence of our own particular experience 

when looking at it, as well as an evidence of what we think we see 

the art displaying. At any rate, what underlies my position with 



regard to the visual image might be best explaineci by the two 

introductory quotes in the chapter which follows. 



Chapter One. Theoretical Study of Imagery in Painting 

Everyone has to stand before a picture as before a 
prince, waiting to see whether it wili speak and 
what it will Say to hûn; and, as with the prince, so 
he himself must not address it, for then he would 
hear only himself. (A Schopenhauer, The World As 
WU and Remesentalion 2: 407) 

Our attitude towards the image is inexuicably 
bound up with our whole idea about the universe. 
(E. H. Gornbrich, Symbolic Images: Studies in the Art 
of the Renaissance 125) 

In an interview with contemporary American painter Robert 

Ryman, known for his minimalist and reductive monochromatic 

white paintings, the Italian art critic Achille Bonito Oliva said to the 

artist, "There seem to be no images in your paintings. Or would you 

say that images do exist in your work?" To this, Ryman responds by 

there is an image, the image is the pallit, the procedure, 
the brush, the way the painting is done-this actuaily is 
the image. The size of it, the thickness, the type of paint, 
aii these things become image. . . . if you mean an image 
like a figure or a iandscape, or something, no. . . of 
course. That isn't there. . . . The painting itself is the 
image, always. (Oliva 87) 

Clearly when viewing one of Ryman's "white" paintings the 

temptation is to say that there are no images in his work for all we 

see is white palnt on a surface. Or on purely theoretical grounds, we 

can endorse the wideiy held clairn that abstract painting represent 



Robert Ryman, Desianate (1990), in Flash Art Summer 1991: 92 



nothing other than itself. 1 There seems to be nothing else we cm 

irnmediately relate to other than white paint, as it has ken applied 

on a surface that reveals other layers of paint and traces of vertical 

or horizontal brush strokes. Even as we look at the title for some 

dues, there seem to be none. The painting may be tltled Desimate 

(1990), or Locate (1989), but al1 we stlll see are these white surfaces 

and no apparent relation between name and named, or between the 

"image" and ourselves. 2 

When evaluating the work of Ryman it is possible to speak of 

the absence of figurative representation in terms of both a negation 

of the recognizable and the recognition of a colour on a surface. And 

yet it is also possible to Say that the purposiveness of this kind of 

representation is to bring to presence an image. In Kant's term, 

Ryrnants work appears to be "as free from ali constrains of arbitrary 

rules as if it were a product of mere nature" (1 49). However, the 

apparent underlying absence of recognizable imagery, or of visual 

narrative, is pan  of the struggle by many a viewer not fafniliar with 

this type of painting. The fact Is, the work of Ryman is often 

questioned as k ing  art and often dismissed as k i n g  just white palnt 

on a surface by many museum visitors. 

Why does the work of Ryman seems so problematic? On the 

one hand, the work appears to be addressing the complexîties and 

concerns of its producer. No less hue also is the assumption that 

conceptual and minimalist art has k e n  produced for a llmited 

audience, for those involved in the art world who are famiiiar with 

certain conventions of image making. On the other hand, what seems 

unworthy for many a viewer seeking the pleasure of looking at 



paintings on a Sunday afternoon is the experience of having to look 

at a surface painted white. This is understandable because, as 

Cristopher S. Wood observes, when painting 

casts a spell with color, painting abandons its re- 
presentational function, and instead presents something 
entirely unprecedented. This presenfation is not a 
proposition that can be evaluated for m t h  content, but a 
performance that inescapably raises the Issue of the 
performer's intentions or sincerity. . . . A work's capacity 
to disarm a beholder with sensory effects is in no way 
logically coordinated with that work's capacity to advance 
a proposition about the world. (89) 

I t  soon becomes obvious why Ryman's work does not meet the 

traditionai viewer's expectation of what an should be. The work, as 

the artist tells the critic, is less about the image as tradltionally 

understood (Le., in relation to the external wurld), and more about 

the relation between paint and the act of painting: its surface, its 

tactile physically, and the process of its construction. Not 

surprisingly, many viewers fmd themselves as if feeling "deprived" 

of the pleasure of linking the painted image with an exterior 

observed reality, which is what we often do when looking at so caiied 

"rcprcsentationcll" or "figurative1' paintings. 3 

Let us look at the critic's statement: "There seem to be no 

images in your painting." Oiîva is obviously laying claim to the 

traditionai formulation that an image in painting is "something" 

understood as pointing beyond itself, or "something" that would be 

ascertaùiably famlliar to the viewer: eg., a landscape, a s a  Me, a 

portrait, or other forms of representation understood ln terms of a 



relationship with whatever flnds itself represented. In other words, 

for many viewers this would be the case, that there seem to be no 

images in the work of R y m a n  because there does not seem to be a 

proposition of a certain relationship between the painted space and 

the space of the observer. In addition, for many viewers the colour 

white appears to be the thing to be interpreted, nor only because 

that is what we see but because that is aU that is there: white paint 

on a surface. 

Let us now consider what the artist has previously stated with 

regard to what his intentions are: "to paint the paint" and to refer to 

the idea that the image in painting is "first and fmaily paint itself" 

(Storr 24). Thus, as in his conversation with the critic, he brings into 

account that his paintings are visual formulations on the rnateriallty 

and physicality of paint, and that they refer to the act of painting 

itself. In other words, he is evoking the modernist claim that 

"painting is nothing other than itseif" (Harkness 9). In this sense, it 

would be said that we must consider, when determinhg the meaning 

of the work, that his paintings are representatîons to be understood 

within the context of the paht itseif. Therefore, the hterpreter of 

his work would need to understand and recognize that the plastic 

elements q u a l e  as king not only pan of the aesthetic make-up of 

the work of art, but a h ,  as an integral part of what we are caiied 

upon to recognize as the image in painting. 

How then are we going to interpret Ryman's work? m a t  

would be "the" vaiid interpretation? There are those who say that a 
correct interpretation is one that coincldes with that of the artist. 

Richard Wollheim, for example, says that: "if we are to understand 



painting . . . we have to start from the perspective of the artist" 

("What the Spectator. . ." ( 101 ). In other words, if we were to 

interpret Ryman's work as a reference to "whiteness," or as a 

reference to the spiritual significance of the colour white, it would 

mean that we have not understood the work and our interpretation 

is wong. As the artist says, the colour white 1s just: "a neutrai colour 

that aiiows for a clarlAcation of nuances in painting. . . . 'Whiteness' 

as such is not the work's subject or essence" (Storr 16-17). 4 In other 

words, we can Say whatever we want to say about the painting, but 

the argument would hold that a vaUd interpretation involves having 

an acquired knowledge of information on the purposiveness of the 

artist. 

Just to digress for a moment, the same thing seems to happen 

in literary criticism, where the argument for the consideration of the 

author's intentions as a b i s  for interpretation has a long history. 

For example, E.D. Hirsch, for example, who writes "in defence of the 

author" in VaLidltv in Intemretation, States that "if the meaning of a 

text is not the author's, then no interpretation can possibly 

correspond to the meaning of the text, shce the text can have no 

determlnate or determinable meaning" (5 -6). Therefore, his view 

that "aii valid interpretation of evev sort is founded on the re 

cognition of what an author meantt' ( 126). Yet the argument also 

holds, as Chris Baldick sîmply puts it, that "any information or 

sunnise we may have about the author's [or artist] intention cannot 

in itself determine the work's meaning or value, since it SU has to 

be verified itseif" (1 10). 5 



To agree with the claim that understanding painting means 

understanding the intentions of the artist is to say not only that 

interpretation of works of art resides less with what we see and 

mwe with the artist's one-sidedness meaning, but that works of art 

are restricted in their interpretation. Even if this cldm were m e ,  it 

could be said, as Woliheim States, that verbal supplements to the 

work of art "will not aiter what we see: the most it wiil do is alter 

what we say" ("What the Spectator" 142). My point here is that, 

while Ryman claims that the intended meaning behind the making of 

his work is the idea of "painting the paint," what we s e ,  above dl, is 

a surface (or surfaces) painted white. Therefore, what constitutes 

the work itself is not only its materiallty and physicality but that to 

which we respond, the image, which in this case is a white surface. 

Let me give another example. In Meaning in the Visual Ar ts ,  a 

study that has becorne part of the art historycai canon, Erwin 

Panofse telis us about a certain "Australkm bushmanN who does not 

recognize the subject in Da Vinci's The Last S u ~ w r  ( 1495-98) 

because to him the work conveys "the Idea of an excited dinner 

party" (35). To this Panofsky adds that "to understand the 

iconographical meaning of the picture he would have to familianze 

with the content of the Gospels" (35). In other words, Panofsky 

seems to be suggesting that the "Australlan bushman" has 

misunderstood the painting because of his unfamiliarity with 

Christian iconography and the artist's intended meaning. 6 

But what in the painting besides Western symboiic conventions 

and verbal supplements (induding the title), prove that this is Christ 

and his disciples? Da Vinci's work, in fact, is flrst received by what it 



Leonardo da Vinci, The Last SUDW (c.  1495-98), Santa Maria delle 

Crazie, Milan, in E.H. Combrich, The Stow of Art, 12th. ed. (London: 

Phaidon, 1972) 225. 



represents: the representation of a gathering of men. The 

relationship between the figures and the rest of the composition (eg., 

the table, the food, the fashîon, and the gestures of the figures) is still 

recognizable as an indication that this is the representation of an 

exciting dinner Party. In other words, as Rudolf Arnheim says, "The 

context in thne and space can be suppiied by verbal interpretation. . . 
. Pictures by thernselves show much, but prove next to nothing" 

(3 10). 

To be sure, as Ham-Georg Gadamer points out, some painting in 

"a limited way. . . retatn[s] its historical origin within itself' 

(Phllosoohical95). D a  Vinci's The Last Sumer is indeed historicaily 

located within a particular cultural and social historicity. But it is 

situateci in the present too, and what the work cornmunicates, as 

Gadamer also observes, transcends its own "historical horizon." The 

" Australian bushrnan's" way of viewing Da Vinci's painting is an 

example of how painting not only gets to be re-read, re-fraîmmed, 

and re-interpreted, but also, of how the work has îts own historical 

present too. This is not uniike, for example, the situation one finds in 

the short story by Jorge Luis Borges, "Pierre Menard, autor del 

Quijote," where Menard's rewriting of part of Cervantes' text 

produces a different reading three centuries iater. I t  is the same 

passage, word by word, but it becomes an entirely new creation not 

oaly because of the writing process but also because of the mader's - 
reception and contextuaiization of the most hunediate tes. / 

The same holds mue for Andy Warhol's Last S uowr ( l986), 
which becomes more of an evidence of a historical present than an 

attempt to retain the nostalgia of a historical past. As with Menard, 



Andy Warhol, Last Sumer (1986), Spiegel Collection, New York, in 

Klaus Homef, Andv Warhol 1928-1987: Commerce into Art, nans.  
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Warhol seems to have shortened the distance between the past and 

the present but at the same time, the dissolution and fragmentation 

of the past becomes inevitable. Warhol's Last Sumer, repeated twice 

and mechanically assembleci, mlrrors its new environment and it 

coincides with the public's present collective experience. Uniike the 

work that preceded it, Warhol's work emphasizes not its cuit value 

but the value of a material world where products and art are 

multiplieci and reproduced to be consumeci quickly. 

It can further be argued, as W.J.T. Mitchell writes, that "when 

claims are made that some images . . . can tell stories or articulate 

complex ideas, . . . the image 'in itself does not express these things, 

excep t by parasitical dependence on verbal supplements" (1conolog;v 

79). 8 A painting by Ryman, for example, does not express in itself 

what the artist says it is about What it does tell in itself, as I see it, 

is that white paint has k e n  a p p W  to a surface. Likewise, what Da 

Vinci's Last S u ~ w r  in itself shows is thirteen men standing and 

sitting around a table. Or let me say, to bring back the example in 

the introduction, it is the word which asserts to the illiterate person 

in the church that, in viewing Da Vinci's Last Sumer, he or she is 

viewing a representation of Christ and his disciples. Besides the 

cultural context of production, In other words, it is by way of an 

analogy with language that painting is said to represent what it 

represents. This is to say that it is the word that mainly ensures the 

symbolic conventions or concepts that are said to be deployed within 

a visual representation. 

What is certain about painting, as Martin Heidegger puts it, is 

that it "belongs, as work, uniquely within the realm that is openecl up 



by itself" (41 ). Also, we can not overlook the fact that painting is 

historicaiiy, socMy, and culturally conditioned; and that It mirrors 

the weltanschauung (world view) of the artist, as weli as that of the 

society from which (s)he emerges. In the case of Ryman, it c m  be 

said that his work stands as a continuation of previous practices of 

non-figurative paintings in Western culture, and that it relates to an 

artistic miiieu in New York in the rnid-sixties that witnesses the 

emergence of minimalist art. Moreover, it is indeed the work that 

shows that the artist has subscribed to an artistic movement that 

aimed (among other things) at rejecting traditional modes of pictorial 

representation and at mirroring a particular social and political 

reaiity in America's post-World War II, that of productivity and 

consumerism. 9 

The reason for this commentary on Ryman's art is because it 

draws attention to that enormous territory which is art history. If 

we look closely at our introductory passage again, More we set out 

to discuss critical theory as it pertains to art criticism, we can see 

some issues that are inMnsic to the study of painting: that the artist 

is the first to give meaning to the work of art, but subsequently, 

other meanings are brought to it by the viewer; that there is also an 

intention of the work of art independent of that of its creator; that 

painting is historically conditioned, it is iinked to the speclftcity of an 

artistic creation and to a particular geographical configuration; that 

the image in painting, insofar as it permits itself to be viewed, 

mediates between k ing  recognized in relation to itself or in relation 

to some other veriAable m o d e  and, as Dilnot and Garcia-Padj'illa 



state, that "every stance towards representation in painting, is in fact 

a stance towards a concept of 'being,' and towards the means 

whereby 'being' is known, structured and represented. . . . 
consciously or unconsciously exernplifled in the formal choices made 

by an artist or image-maker" (43). 

Furthemore, 1 also recognize withln this context , as M.H. 

Abrams points out with regards to the total situation of art, that: 

"four elements . . . [the artistic product, the artlst, the universe, and 

the audience] are discrimlnated and made salient, by one or another 

synonym, in almost aU theorles which aim to be cornprehensive" (6). 

This shows, moreover, that any attempt to study painting in Western 

culture is bound to confront not only a variesr of artistic practices, 

but also, diverse frameworks of theoretical and critical discourses 

that bring to the forefront a never ending debate on the image in 

painting. Furthermore, the dialogue between Ryman and Oliva is just 

one of many examples that clearly indicates how in the history of 

Western art, as Gombrich points out, "we have this constant 

interaction between narrative intent and pictorial realisml' (Art and 

Illusion 13 1 ). 

Therefore there is a plethora of "ismsn-premodernisrn, 

modemism, postmodeniism- that uidicates that what continues to 

emerge in most discussions on painting, whether out of the necessity 

to distinguish between what we view as the plastic elements (e.g., 

the brushsmkes, the colours, the organization, the svle, the 

volume), and what we are called upon to recognfie as the image 

(whatever the painting is about), is the view that painting either 

refers to "something" outside of itseîf, or to itself. This is to say, as 



Jacques Derrida simply puts it, that most discourses on painting "are 

perhaps destineci to reproduce the iimit which constitutes them, 

whatever they do and whatever they say: there is for them an inside 

and an outside of the work as soon as there is a work (The Truth 

11). 

In what follows 1 will consider, mainly and briefly, those 

approaches that seem more effective in addressing issues of artistic 

practices and interpretation at a theoretical level: namely, how the 

pictorial image cornes to be interpreted according to mimetic and 

resemblance theories, and according to semiotic notions of 

representation. In these accounts it is assumed that palntîng, given 

the artistic practices and the circumstances surrounding those 

engaged in its practice (the artlst), mirrors not only the physical 

world but a h ,  the cultural and social environment in which it was 

produced. 

In looking at the Platonic conception of mimesis, 1 am simply 

trying to look back at the mots of the Western idea that painting is 

an oppositional art, recognized in relation to "somethingu outside of 

itself, and according to distinctions between "mcial" and "naturai" 

signs. This wiil lead me to E.H.Gombrich, who argues in favour of the 

"naturalness" of the image and the resemblance theory of 

representation wîthin a context where distinctions between natural 

and conventional signs are made. m i n  Panofsky's critical study of 

the icon, and his Merentiating between an iconographical analysis 

and an iconological interpretation, is an approach that bridges 

hermeneutics and semiotics and is a practical mode1 for the 

iconographie interpretation and reading of certain images. Moreover, 



Nelson Goodman, who challenges Gombrich by clalming that the 

image in painting is "independent of resemblance," and that 

denotation is the "core of representation," provides us with an 

account of symbofic theory. Lastly, I explore the daim that painting 

is a system of signs determineci not only by the historical and 

cultural values of the artfst and the environment from where it 

emerges but also, by a link between pictorial signs and the signs in 

Unguistic-related systems. 

With these studies, 1 seek no interpretative truths, nor do I 

intend to recover a certain pictoriai etymology either within 

theoreticai practices or withîn particular works of art. My aim is to 

recognize these canonicai works, and to further the argument that 

the aim of interpreting painting can be a way of explaining, 

re framing and recon text ualizing the work's image, rather than 

alming at finding our way back to the artist's intended meaning. 

Thus, 1 start with the hermeneutic premise that, relating to art as 

well as to literature implies that a certain modification takes phce In 

the spectator or reader (Cadamer). As Mario J. Valdés points out in 

World-Making, just as every reader "uses models of coherence basai 

on iife experience in general and, specifically, on previous readings" 

(1 2), whatever we do when looking at paùiting, and whatever 

meaning we assign to it, would largely depend as much on our 

repertoire of looking at other works of art, as according to our own 

historici~ and our own cultural space. 

What 1 am proposing here is a hermeneutic approach, which 

will open up to us the possibiiity of establishing an interaction 



between the culture of the painting and the iiving culture of the 

spec tator. As Gadamer observes, hermeneutics alsa 

wanis us against the conviction that a procedure or a 
manner of investiigation ought to become a generalizable 
rule to be applied to any and aii contexts. . . . 
Hermeneutics doesn't offer one method as a replacement 
for another. Hermeneutics wams us away from the error 
of using methods as a replacement for the process of 
seing the contents and values of works of art. 
("Interview" 79-80) 10 

My position in the context of this discussion is that, whiie 1 

recognize that painting is inherently historicized, 1 concur with 

Gadamer that " [t] he reality of the work of art and its expressive 

power cannot be resticted to its original horizon" because "the work 

of art has its own present" (Philoso~hical95). One of the 

distlnguishing features of any work of art is, in the Gadamerian 

sense, its king a "work-in-itself." Thus, my understanding of 

palnting is based on the view that painting has something to say 

independently of what the artist htended. This 1s not to say, 

however, that 1 wiii set out to reduce painting to the realm of my 

interpretation, as determined by my own historicity and prejudices. 

Rather, my attempt here is to seek possibllities of understanding the 

work of art within the work itself, and thus, communicating my own 

experience. 

But let me now turn to the image in painting. Whether 

painting is "mute poepy" or not, to recali Simonides of Ceos's famciis 

statement, we can agree with the view that painting's most 

irnmediate purpose is to entertain the eye and its most salient 



quality is its mutism. In mth painting "speaks" in the sense that it 

communicates something; and, as Gadamer points out, "Expressions of 

meaning are first of ali linguistic manifestations" (Philoso~hical98). 

However, the word is clearly privileged over the image in writings 

about art. It has corne to be accepted that painting is best explainecl 

by ways of analytical, or descriptive, or metaphorical language. 

Painting is idenmed and set in action in space and time by ways of 

oral or textual narratives primarily because, as Derrida points out, 

"we can always refer to the experience that we as speaking 

beings ... have of these silent works, for we cm always receive them, 

read them, or interpret them as potencial discourse" ("The Spatial 

What we say about the image in painting amounts more to our 

own frame of reference and the context of speech or language, than 

to what it is pictoricaily represented. To say that a painting is 

representing "something" or that it means "this" is to reveal certain 

conditions of speech, writing, or thought. Verbal supplements to the 

image are a mere substitutes to descriptive details, compositional 

devices, symbolic systems, or the materialiv of the medium found 

within the painting. AU in aii, as Michel Foucault writes: 

le rapport d u  langage à la peinture est un rapport inAni. 
Non pas que la parole soit imparfaite, et en face du 
visible dans un déficit qu'elle s'efforcerait en vain de 
rattraper. Ils sont irréductibles l'un à l'autre: on a beau 
dire ce qu'on voit, ce qu'on voit ne loge jamais dans ce 
qu'on dit, et on a beau faire voir, par des images, des 
métaphores, des comparaisons, ce qu'on est en train de 
dire, le lieu où elles resplendissent n'est pas celui que 
déploient les yew,  mais celui que définissent les 



successions de la syntaxe. Or le nom propre, dans ce jeu, 
n'est qu'un artifice: ii permet de montrer du doigt, c'est- 
à-dire de faire passer subrepticement de l'espace ou l'on 
parle à l'espace où l'on regarde, c'est-à-dire de les 
refermer commodément l'un sur l'autre comme s'ils 
étaient adéquats. ( 2 5 )  

Certainly, as John Passmore points out: "it is difficult to Say a 

great deal about painting, except by tallcing about its reiationship to 

something else, whether to other paintlngs, other arts, contemporary 

social movements, contemporary beliefs, or contemporary ideas." 11 

Thus I confess that this study has more to do with writings on art 

than with the work of art itself. And 1 also recognize that there are 

limitations to be imposed upon any paintlng once we start taiking 

about it, or formulating some concept or criteria as to how we are 

supposed to understand it. The fact is, in writings on art the frame 

of reference for understanding and interpretîng works of art 

depends more or less, as Demda puts it, on our accrediting: 

a series of oppositions (meaning/form, inside/outslde, 
conteWcontainer, signified/signiner, 
represented/representer? etc) which, precisely, structure 
the traditional interpretation of works of art. One makes 
of art in general an object in which one claims to 
distinguish an inner meaning . . . and a multiplicity of 
extemal variations through which . . . one would Uy to 
see or restore the true, full originary meaning. . . . (The 
Truth 22)  

Let me now briefly discuss those theories and approaches to 

painting that, as 1 stated before, seem to be more relevant for the 

purpose of this study when addressing issues of artistic practices 

and/or interpretation. It is well known that within the history of art 



and art criticism there is a tradition of analyzing painting that can be 

traced back to Plato's condemnation of the arts in Book X of The 

Re~ublic. For Plato, whose criticism is primarily directeci at 

iilusionistic palntings and therefore at the artist's activity of copying 

or imitating the material world, painting is an imitation of imitation. 

So presumably paintlng is limited to represent the "appearance as it 

appears." 12 Thus in the Platonic scheme the fundamental distinction 

between the creation of the artist and the products of nature that are 

copied involves the recognition of the appearances of nature and 

reality. The central question is, does painting Mtate  "the real 

nature or real objects, or the apparent nature of appearances A s  it an 

imitation of a phantasm, or of uuth?" (The Re~ubiic 339). 

Now why does Plato's view and conception of mimesis continue 

to be fundamentai in most discussions in Western art? One reason, 

as Andrew Benjamin points out, is "the way in which art is invariably 

presented. (Especiaily in so far as it is the inside/outside opposition 

that determines . . . the interpretation of the flgure)" (18). But more 

to the point, Piato's view has set the stage for arguments that hold 

that the representation in painting, whether as a form of expression 

or an expression of form. or the result of the artist's observation of 

the world, is not an imitation. 

On the one hand, it is argued that painting's own condition (e.g., 

its materiality) and its king a "work-in itselfr contributes to its 

king a new entity and not an imitation. * On the other hand, as 

Derrida writes, "[i]f one eliminates the tiny difference that, in 

separating the îmitator, from the Mtator . . . one would render the 

imitator differenc the Mtator would becorne another being no 



longer referring to the imitateci" (Dfssemination 139). Above all, 

however, as Benjamin observes, mimesis is a term "deployed within 

writings on art and not within the work of art itself' ( 18). 

Thus my view is that painting can not be mistaken for the 

"real" thing because it is the reai thing. If painting is said to hold a 

mirror up, it is not to nature but to itself; and if there is a truth in 

painting, it is to be found not in what it represents, but in the 

physicaiity and the rnateriality of the palnt which ensures from the 

onset not only its belng an independent thing but a h ,  its own 

reallty. Painting, therefore, is not an imitation of truth because it 

conforms to its own truth. For paintings, to quote T.W. Adorno, "do 

not lie; what they say 1s literally me. Their reaîity . . . lies in the 

fact that they are answers to questions brought before them from 

the outside" (8). 14 

Let us now pick Our way into the twentieth century. At first 

glance what we can notice is that there are as rnany theories on art 

now as there are manners or styles of painting. And yet, regardless 

of whether painting has sornething to do or not with the imitation of 

nature, Plato's con troversial views about represen tation in art 

continue to be a f~vture in contemporary theory despite the fact that 

today's artists have clearly shown that representational acc uracy is 

no longer a concem. Arthur Danto, for example, makes an argument 

against Plato out of the work of Robert Rauschenberg and Claes 

Oldenburg by claiming that these artists have made genuine beds 

and not imitations as in Piato's account ("Artworld"l57). As we are 

told in the Re~ublïc, there exist three sorts of bed, one "which exists 

in the nature of things" and is attributed to the "workrnanship of 



Cod," a second one made by the upholster, and a third one, 

considered to be an imitation, produceci by the painter. While 

Adorno argues agalnst Plato and claims that the Greek philosopher 

"overlooked the fact that art negates the literal rdity of its material 

content" and that "the subiïmation of the concept into the idea goes 

hand in hand with the philistine blindness for the central aspect of 

art: fonn" (123). 

Others, however, seem to take Piato's view a bit further. This 

is the case wlth Gombrich, although he suggests that " representation 

is not a replica" (Art 1 IO), and States that art "has to do with the 

embodiment of our value system" (Carrier 68). Gombrich sets out to 

distinguish between natural and conventional signs, and claims that 

pictures are natural signs. 1s Furthermore, he proposes that the 

experience of finding meaning in painting is possible not just at the 

level of representation and symbolization, but also within the artist's 

own psychology. For art, as he writes, "has taught us to interpret the 

images of art as records and indications of the artist's intentions" 

(Art 232). 16 

Overall, Gombrich's resemblance theos, of representation 

provides us with a psychology of pictoriaî representation that seeks 

to explain the conception of image-making. His daim is that "ail 

representations are grounded on schernata which the artist  lems to 

use" ( Art 3 1 3). Namely, his view that the painter foilows a learned 

method of arranging the pictorial composition, by ways of lines, 

colour, and ocular accu-, and accordîng to W h e r  perceptions and 

sensations, which would correspond with that (the image) which 

b d s  itself represented In other words, Gombrich suggests that 



representational accuracy involves stylized schemata, and thus that 

recognizable images are produceci by ways of certain manipulations 

before they c m  be perceiveci as visible appearances, and what 

Gombrich calls "making and matching." 17 

To be more precise, Gombrkh's account is, primarily, an 

approach to the understaridhg of the representational art of the past. 

And it is both, the historicity of pre-modernist art and the 

naturalistic accuracy of pictorial art that seem to concern him most. 

With regard to the present, Gombrich recognizes that the coming into 

existence of what he caUs experimentai art is a break in tradition and 

a response to the problems of a modern society. He argues in S t o r ~  

of Art, however, that there are some problems to our understanding 

these new types of image-making (modem art), and that this has to 

do with the representation itself. To understand this situation, this 

modern art, he offers a solution: to look at the artwork's origin. That 

is, again, to look at the artist's intentions and the reasons for his/her 

experiments. Thus, as Gombrich writes, we wili understand that for 

some of these modernlst artists "'form' always cornes first and the 

'subject' second" (Storv 459). 

However, what is of interest for us here is not Gombrich's 

hypothesis on how the painter works, which appears to be an over 

generalization, but his view with regard to the interpretation of 

works of art Gombrich's position is that "the form of representation 

cannot be divorced from its purpose and the requirements of the 

society in which the given visual language gains currency" (Art 78). 

Or, as he says in Symbolic m e s ,  arguing Ln favor of Hirsch's thesis 

in Validitv of Intemretation: "though traditions and functions of the 



visual arts differ considerably from those of literature the relevance 

of categories or genres for the business of interpretations Is the same 

in both fields" (5 ). 

To Gombrich, if there is an intention of the work of art, it is the 

one given by the artist. An example of this is his discussion of the 

statue of Eros in the centre of Piccadllly Circus in London, England, 

which, given its location, can be taken for what it was not rneant to 

be. He writes: "once we have estabiished that Eros belongs to the 

tradition ... of mernorial fountalns we are no longer likely to go very 

m g  in its interpretation." But we will surely be wrong, as he adds, 

"if we took it to be an advertisement of theatre-land" because "we 

could never find our way back to the intended meaning" (5). 

Gombrichrs point of view can be argued not only because Eros 

could in fact be an advertisement for theatre-land, considering 

where it stands, but because he is suggesting that a valid 

interpretation is in fact limited by a certain original context of 

production. As we have been arguing, vlewing a painting by Ryman 

at a museum is not going to ensure us our way back to the artist's 

intended meaning any more than at a construction site where 

Ryman's work would be more at home if we were to consider that 

the artlst's concern is with the materiality and physicallty of paint 

Above all, as Gadamer writes, it becomes clear that: 

we talk of artistic monuments as if reproduction of a 
work of art had a documentary intention. There is a 
certain truth to the assertion that permanence is essential 
to every work of art. . . . But the expikit aim at 
recollectïon through the presentation of something . . . is 
not present in the work of art  (Philoso~hîcal100) 



At any rate, Gombrich's contribution to the study of art history 

has been not only very relevant indeed, but it has also set the stage 

for further debates. One main objection to the sntdy of Combrich has 

been his quasi Platonic views of painting. Although he recognizes 

that "it is probably no more mue to say that 'art is expression' or that 

'art is a constniction' than it was to say that 'art Is the imitation of 

nature"' ( Storv 474). Keith Moxey, for example, argues that 

representationd accuracy îs no longer the aim of today's artists, and 

that "visual representation has less to do with a perennial desire to 

obtain mimetic accuracy . . . and more to do with cultural projection, 

with the construction, presentation, and dissemination of cultural 

values" (30). 18 And, as Moxey observes, it can be said that 

Combrich's theory: 

works best in accounting for those periods characterized 
by an ever increasing concern for the effects of 
perception, such as Greek sculpture of the fourth century 
B.C., f tallan painting of the Renaissance, and French 
painting of the nineteenth century, and less well In 
dealing with periods of attenuated illusionism, such as 
the Middle Ages or the twentieth century. It also fails to 
confront the generally nonmimetic charac ter of artistic 
production outside the European tradition. (30) 

Let me now continue with the thread of art history and briefly 

discuss Panofsky's approach to the understanding and reading of 

certain paîntings. With Panofsky's iconography we wiii be deaihg 

now with historical or allegorical paintings. In Meaning in the Visual 

Arts, Panofsky examines works of art that are suited to be andyzed 

in relation to certain known literary or oral sources. He explains that 



iconography is "a description and classification of images," and "a 

limited study which infoms us as to when and where specific 

themes were visualized by which specific motifs" (3 1). H e  points out. 

moreove., that distinctions need to be made between iconography, 

"the branch of the history of art which concerns itself with the 

subject matter or meaning of works of art, as opposed to their form" 

(26) ,  and iconology, "a method of interpretation which aise ftom 

synthesls rather than analysis" (3 2). He adds: "And as the correct 

identification of motifs is the prerequisite of their correct 

iconographical analysis, so is the correct analysis of images, stories 

and allegories the prerequisite of their correct iconological 

interpretation. . ." (32). 

Panofsky's method, furthemore, seeks to reveal historical facts 

and the deepest possible meanings within the work of art. But to do 

so, this requires frum the viewer, as Panofsky suggests, a 

preconceived knowledge of information and "practical experience," 

that is, an acquired knowledge or a farniliarity with objects, speciflc 

themes, and even with the "essential tendencies of the human mind" 

(32). As well, an understanding of the historical and cultural context 

of the period from which the painting emerges. and an 

understanding of the weltanschauung of the artist are necessasr 

considerations. Therefore, a certain knowledge and "practical 

experience" are the fundamental tools for our interpretation within a 

Panofskian approach. 

But let us consider how Panofsky summarizes his process of 

i d e n m g  and interprethg the image. He explains, in a synoptical 

table, that there are three levels of meaning, or subject matter, 



present in *e work of art, and suggests how we cm interpret them. 

He proposes the following: 1) a "preiconographical description (act of 

interpretation ) " requires a " famillarity with objec ts and events 

(equipment for interpretation)," to be supplemented by an insight 

into the histoiy of style (corrective prlnciple of interpretation" that 

facilitates the interpretation of " primary or natural subjec t matter 

(object of interpretation);" 2) an "iconographical analysis (act of 

interpretation)" requires " knowledge of Literary sources (equipment 

for interpretatlon) ," to be supplemented by an insight into the 

"history of types (corrective principle of interpretation)" that 

facilitates the interpretation of "secondary or conventional subject 

matter (object of interpretation);" and 3), an niconological 

interpre tation (ac t of in terpretation) " requires " syn thetic intuition, 

conditioned by personal psychology and weltanschauung (equipment 

for interpretation) ," to be supplemented by an insight into the 

"history of cultural symptoms or 'symbols' (corrective principle of 

interpretation) " that reveals the "inninsic meaning or content (object 

of interpretation) " (Meaninq 40-4 1 ). 

In the Panofskian sense then, interpretation by ways of 

"correct" contextualization of the painting's iconography wiil lead the 

interpreter to the work's original meaning and to its king an 

evidence of the artist's artistic milieu. In other words, knowledge 

becomes a requiremen t for understanding and in terpreting correc tly 

the works Panofsky sets out to study. Yet what about the work itself 

by virtue of what it represents or the work as it lends itself to be 

measured against the cultural and social foxmation of other 

interpretive communities? 



In brief, within the context of Panofsky's methodology we wiU 

narrowly set out to confine painting to its own historical origin. Our 

task therefore will be to seek the significance of the painting within 

its original context of production rather than what it means to us 

now-unless of course, 1 am to look not at Da Vinci's but at Marcel 

Duchamp's Mona Lisa. But more important, as Mieke Bal observes, is 

the fact that Panofsky "subordinates the visually represented 

element to something else, thus privileging the symbol at the 

expense of the icon" (178). 19 This is to say that Our interpretation 

wili also be limited by certain pictorial conventions-more precisely, 

by what Panofsky c a s  symbols in the ordinary sense: "a male figure 

with a knife represents St Bartholomew, . . . a fernale figure with a 

peach in her hands is a personifkation of veracity. . ." (Meaninq 29). 

And thus his view that a picture of thirteen men "seated at a dimer 

table in a certain arrangement and in certain poses represents the 

Last Supper" ( M e a n h g  29). 

Let us now consider Nelson Goodman's account of symbolism 

and his critique of pictorial realism in Lannua~es of Art. One of 

Goodman's main arguments is against the thesis that holds that 

resemblance is the ba i s  for picture representation. His daim is that 

"denotation is the core of representation," and that ali representation 

is "conventional" (Lanaua~es 4). In Goodman's view, the image in 

painting owes its existence more to a symboîic scheme or a system 

constructed by the artlst than to whatever is given by nature. He 

writes: 



Plainly, resemblance in any degree is not sufficient for 
representation. . . . Nor is resemblance necessary for 
reference; almost anything can stand for anything else. A 
picture that represents-Uke a passage that describes- 
an object refers to and more particularly, denotes it. 
Denotation is the core of representation, and is 
independent of resemblance. (kmiuieges 4) 

For Goodman, painting is thus a symbol that exemplifies what it 

refers to and he proposes an analysis of painting within a conceptual 

h;Me of exemplftlcation. 20 This W faciiitate our understanding of 

both: what the symbol itself refen to, which is " to be judged 

fundamentally by how w d  it serves the cognitive purpose" 

(Langua~es 28); and painting's own symbolic scheme. According to 

Goodman, "a picture in one system may be a description in another; 

and whether a denoting symbol is repreçentational depends not upon 

whether it resembies what it denotes but upon its own relationships 

to other syrnbols in a given scheme" (226). 21 

In other words, as Goodman writes, a "reference to an object is 

a necessary condition for depiction or description of it, but no degree 

of resemblance is a neces- or sufficient condition for either" 

(Languages 40). Within Goodman's contes then the image in 

painting refers more to the way things are when painteâ than how 

they reaily are, which is to say that, when vîewing a painting we 

leam more about representation in painting than about the world 

itself. A picture of a cow, for example, is more about a painted cow 

or about other paintings of cows than about the cow itself; or, in 

looking at Goodman's own example, Constable's painting of the 

Maiborough Castle "is more like any other picture than it is W e  the 

Castle" (5). In thls sense the argument wouid hold that painting 



Mtates other paintings rather than Me, which is to say, to borrow 

from Wendy Steiner, that "what we take as artistk 'mirroring' is 

merely the reinforcing of conventions of correspondence" within 

painting (29). 22 

Goodman's theory, however, has ken the source of much 

criticism, ln part because of the seemingly denial of the existence of 

an outer world as a reference to what becornes visually re-presented. 

For example, W. J.T. Mitchell, who devotes a great deal of time in 

Iconology and Picture Theow to debunk Goodman's theory, writes: 

"The placement of resemblance as a product rather than a 

preconâition of representation loses much of its radicality when we 

reallze that, . . . there is no world or worlds of any sort prior to 

representation" (Picture Theorv 355). But Mitchell's most 

fundamentai criticism of Goodman, is that he declines to reflect "on 

the history of any of the arts," and that: 

He has lictle to say about certain time-honored topics 
such as censorship, the moral or didactic functions of art, 
the issues of poiitics and ideology that enter inevitably 
into the making and using of art. He does not question. . 
. the historicity of the concept of art itself, and seems to 
proceed on the assumptïon that this is simply a universai 
categoxy that can be descfibed from a neutral, analytic 
perspective. ( Iconolow 7 1 ) 

In my opinion, another problem with Goodman is his claim that 

painting exemplifies, or symbolizes, what it refers to according to its 

symboiic scheme, which is to say that meaning is produced not 

within the context of the viewer/painting interaction-even if the 

symbolic scherne is aïready implied in viewer/painting interaction- 



but within the formulations of a symbolic scheme or system. But let 

me bring back Ryman's work again. Does a painting by Ryman 

exemplify what it refers to? One argument may hold that Ryrnan's 

work serves no symbolic function, as the artist States with regards to 

the colour white, for If the work stands for any thing it 1s said to be 

the painting's intemal properties In isolation from everything else. 

Thus a typical painting by Ryrnan could be said to be referring to 

non-symboiic properties. And yet as Joseph Margolis puts it, "the 

question remains whether ln possessing whatever properties it does 

possess (non-syrnbolic properties), a work of art must be said to 

refer to or symbolize any or ail such properties" ("The Def~nition" 

141). 

Certainly Panofsky, Gombrich and Goodman suggest that 

language provides a model for amlyzing painting. Their studies 

clearly provide a contes for further semantic manipulations of the 

image in painting. Panofsky's methodology, which is less about the 

surface and the materlality of painting, proposes the readlng of 

pictorial imagery in relation to the conventions of certain symbols 

and in relation to oral and iïterary sources. For Combrïch, images 

"apparen tly occupy a curious position sornewhere between the 

statements of language, which are intendeci to convey meaning. and 

the W g s  of nature, to which we can only give a meaning" (Svmbolic 

2). Goodman's theory, which involves the recognition In painting of a 

symbolic system, is set forward as a model of investigation that, 

among other things, proposes a link between artistic expressiveness 

and metaphorîcal discourses. 



Let me now move into the field of signs, where new contexts of 

signification are brought to painting within sign system frameworks. 

Among some recent commentators, the prevaiiing account is that in 

painting there emerges out of the visual representation a particular 

pictorial vocabulary that can be analyzed as a sort of utterance not so 

unlike that found in linguistic-related systems. The view is that 

painting deploys signs that are formulations of a certain social 

reality. And because painting is in constant touch with the outside 

world, it is "batheci in the same circulation of signs that permeates or 

vcntilates the rest of the social structure" (Bryson, Call imun a). 
How is painting going to be measured then? In the following 

accounts painting appears understood as a cultural paradlgm, viewed 

in tems of its interaction with the living culture and in relation to 

the given language of the community. Here, the argument that holds 

that the painter does not work in a historical vacuum, and therefore, 

that his/her artistic production inevitably owes its existence to a 

particular culture and social formation; but also, because painting is 

said to exempw the signifying system of language. Similar to 

Goodman's viewpoin t, for example, Norman Bryson writes: 

the structure of painting is not so dissimilar to that of 
language: it, too, unfolds in duration, indeed twice over- 
once in painting practice, and once again in the activity of 
viewing; and it, too, possesses a repertoire of iconographie 
forms whlch the viewer needs to know if he is to assign 
the individual painting to its appropriate semantic 
neighbourhood." (Vision 120) 23 

To view painting, accorâingly, as a system of signs is to either 

subscribe to the scheme devdoped by the American philosopher 



Charles Sanders Peirce, known as semiotics or semeiotics, or to that 

developed by the Swiss linguist Ferdinand de Saussure, known as 

semiology. 2-1 Generally speaking, the Peircean scherne will enable us 

to distinguish certain classes of signs within the work of art, thus 

making possible the identification of the subject and its distinction 

from the object. In a similar manner, a semiological approach would 

be baseci on a scheme that is conceived on the model of linguistics 

and involves distinguishing between signifier and signifiecl. Within 

semiotics and semiology painting wu be treated, ultimately, and as 

in Goodman's approach, as language and will be viewed, as in 

linguistics, as a metaphor for organizing meaning. In any case, as 

Jonathan Culier points out: 

The offerings of Saussure and Peirce are thus in various 
ways complementary. Moreover, they occasionaily reach 
the same conclusion though beginning with different 
assumptions. Saussure, taking the Unguistic sign as the 
nom, argues that al1 signs are arbitrat~y, involving a 
purely conventional association of conventionaily 
deiimited signifiers and signifies. . . . Peirce, on the 
contrary, begins with a distinction between arbitrary 
signs, which he c a s  'symbols,' and two sorts of motivated 
signs, indices and icons; but in his work on the latter he 
reaches a conclusion si& to Saussure's. . . . Despite 
their dlfferent points of departure, Saussure and Peirce 
agree that the task of semiotics is to describe those 
conventions that underiie even the most 'natural' modes 
of behavior and representation. ( The Pursuit of Sims 
24) 

Semiotics/serniology, therefore, when applied to the visual ar ts  

will aim at reveaiing the nature of the work's meaning rnainiy by a 

process of i d e n m g  whatever signs are said to be deployed within 



the pictorial representation. This context, then, proposes an 

understanding of how modes of signification (Pierce) and arbitmy 

signs (Saussure) operate within painting. By conceiving painting as a 

system of slgns, as in language and iinguistics. painting wW be 

approached therefore as a social sign and wiii be govemed by the 

science of s$ns that governs linguistics. What happens to painting 

then? As Juiia Krfsteva explains: "A particular 'sign' has already 

come into king. . . . The question, then, is to insert the signs of 

language into this already-produced reaiity-sign- the painting" 

At any rate, between the Saussurean and the Peircean mociel, 1 

beîieve that Pierce's typology of signs works best for the purpose of 

formulating or constniing a semiotics of painting. Peirce's scheme 

wiîi provide an insight into the process by which the signs operate 

within a system of relation, between the type of sign and its object. 

Priniarily, it wiii set out to underly how painting deploys certain 

pictorial conventions that tan be recognized as king semiotic 

strategies. 25 As CuUer observes, a Piercean mociel would stress how 

the different modes of signs function, as w d  as theh signification: 

An 'iconl involves ac tua1 resem blance between signifier 
and signified: a portrait signifies the person of whom it is 
a portrait less by an arbitmy convention than by 
resembîance. In an 'index' the relation between 
signifier and signified is causal: smoke means fre 
because fire is generally the cause of smoke. . . . [In] the 
'slgn proper,' however, the relation between signifier and 
signifieci is arbitmy and conventional. shaking hands 
conventionaliy signifies greeting; cheese is by convention 
an appropriate food with which to end a meaL (Saussure 
96) 26 



Nevertheless, a semiotic approach to painting seems to work 

best when analyzing what takes piace at the level of the image play 

in representational painthgs or, in other words, the type of pictorial 

imagery that appears f W a r  to the viewer as an observeci exterior 

reality that has b e n  brought to the space of painting; and what can 

be understood in painting as a social constructed sign. What foliows 

then is to underline the relationship between the subject and the 

O bject. But what happas with non-representational paintings or 

abstraction? And what system of relations and distinctions can a 

semiotic approach make out of colours? 

There is the painting, the canvas has k e n  painted white, and 

suddenly there is a sign and possibly a repertoire of iconographie 

forms. Obviousiy it is noc the painting's own reallty that bnlngs 

about the sign, but rather it becomes a sign by ways of verbal 

supplements provided by the artist, the critic, or the viewer, and a 

sign which is then understood within a "language/painting analogy." 

But what if we were to view abstraction for what it seems to show-- 

a representation that nuns itself inwards and whose "reaiity" grows 

from within itself? Perhaps then we would be able to see that if 

there is a pictorial vocabulary In abstraction it is to be found in the 

interplay between the surface and the paint, not within the 

"language/painüog analogy," and certainly not in relation to any 

exterior observeci realiiy. In other words, it is within the presence of 

colour and the materiality of paint where the language of abstraction 

can be said to be revealed. 



In truth, even with a painting by Ryman where there seems to 

be an absence of a iink between signifier and signifieci, we can 

always reconsuuct, as Culier writes, a "system of conventions from 

which a whole group of signs derive" (Saussure 97-98). Slmilarly we 

cm even establish meanings by ways of modi@ing and 

contextuaiizing pictofial fom and pic torial expression within a 

system of relations of similarities and differences. The painting, of 

course, becomes something else. Thus, as Moxey says, a new sign is 

"created by the interpreter in the process of understanding" (33). 

No less m e  is the fact that a semiotic approach opens up the 

possiblllties of understanding painting by bringing into the work the 

unexpresseci. I t  can be argued, nevertheles, that a semiotic or 

semiological approach says less about painting and more about the 

context in whfch painting acquires its verbal meaning, or, as Mitchell 

puts it when alluding to the approaches of Bal and Bryson, "semiotics 

privileges textuaVlinguistic descriptive frameworks [and] Far from 

avoiding 'the bias of privileging language,' semiotics continually 

reinstates that biasn (Picture 99). What happas to painting is a 

transposition from its muted testirnony, re-enacted as a system of 

signs, to a levei where it is understood as language. A semiotic or 
semiological approach simply sets out to probe that painting m o r s  

an extemai reality, that of language and that of a world of sociaily 

constructeci signs, but not that of painting itself. We must ask 

ourseives then whether either representational or non- 

representational painting can be reduced to the scientific principles 

of models which have tumed to linguistic instruments, and make the 

centre of theîr investigation either the arbitraIy and conventional 



nature of signs or distinctions between signifier and signifled (Culler, 

Saussure 97). 

Let me summarize. 1 have brought to this discussion some of 

the best known approaches to the study of an understanding of 

painting in Western culture within the context of theoretical and 

critical interpretation. First, 1 have focused on painting as an artistic 

activity that has been put at our disposition by the workings of an 

artist. It is a visible record of an experience put forward as a 

recollection, depiction, or re-presentation of "something" that 

ultimately, in its interaction with the spectator, needs reception and 

interpre tation. 

Second, i have tried to show how painting acquires meaning 

once in the public context. For some, the work is to be understood in 

relation to the artistls intended meaning. For others, this is a fallacy 

because an acquired knowledge of information on the intentions of 

the artist is useful insofar as it provides us with certain information 

about the anist's own vocabulary and the reasons for the work But 

the argument holds that the intentions of the artist do not determine 

the slgnif~ance or meaning of the work for it still has to be verifleci 

by a community of viewers. In addition, I have suggested that there 

is also another possible way of approaching painting, that is, in terms 

of the intentions of the painting itself, lndependently of the artistls 

intentions, and even independently of our own interpre tative 

framework; and this, a suggestion not u&e the une made by Eco 

when he writes: " there is a thlrd possibility. There is an 'intention of 

the text"' (Intemretation 25). 



Third, I have Wied brïefly to show that when we set out to talk 

about painting, what we do is mainly set in motion the pictorial 

image and transform it into a narrative scene within the context of 

language. This we do by means of a process of refiguring the image, 

or re-framing it, or re-contextualizing it. With PanofsQ, for 

example, it is not that the scene in Da Vinci's Last Sumer becomes 

the basis for the interpretation of the painting. What becomes the 

basis for the interpretation of the painting is that which Is verbdy 

supplemented under the assumption that It helps us to understand 

the apparent meaning of the work In other worcis, the image, when 

subordinated by the word, simply becomes something else. 

Fourth, 1 have focused on the ongoing debate with regard to 

how we can understand and interpret the image Ln painting. 

Primarily, these approaches either set out to restore the original 

intended meaning, or provide insights into- ways of looking and 

reading the image in painting. The issues and questions are mainly 

about how painting bears a relation to some exterior observed 

reallty, or to itself, or to external world signs. Painting is either seen 

in tems of k i n g  a copy of the world, or resembling the world, or 

exemphfjdng-or symboking- what it represents, andhr 

dephying signs that are part of a social structure. 

The fifth point is that painting, king rooted in culturai and 

social formations, m o r s  the weltanschauung of the artist. It 

becornes a window to the historicity of the period from which it 

emer&es, bearing wimess to style. political, social and cultural issues, 

as documented by the artist in his/her intemefation to the world. I t  

is not difficult to trace detai ls of Western dviLization, for example, 



through the visual imagery we have inherlted. However, my 

argument is that, when interpreting a painting, there is as much of a 

clash between the viewer's historicity and the historicity of the work 

as there is between the culture of the spectator and the culture of 

the artist. 

Nevertheless, as 1 have suggested via Gadamer, it WU be futile 

for a contemporary viewer to restore the historical past of a work of 

art. We cannot confine the work to its historical past because the 

work iwlf "has its own present." A background of information on 

the historicity of the work will certaïnly lead us to an understanding 

of the particular cultural milleu from which the painting emerges; 

but the end of our interpretation is a refiguration of that ps t ,  rather 

than restoration of it. The way we respond to a painting of the past 

will be differen t ftom the way a viewer contemporary of the creator 

responded to It. There will be, then, what Gadamer calls the "fusion 

of horizons,"-that of the viewer and that of the painting and in 

which what is acknowkdged is that our present history is a 

continuation of past histories and cultures which have formed Our 

own. 

I would like to make a finat comment. ln my search for a most 

workabk theory of art, or perhaps the most complete formulation 

towards an understanding of painting, 1 found that there are many 

formulations and many "vaiid" theories on art. Even those theories 

that are perce- as belng wrong and fmd themsefves being 

tkbunked by other theoretical approaches to art cm be said to be 

vaiid. I mean the work of Nelson Goodman, for example, whose 

valuable argument against the resemblance theory of art is very 



much criticized by W. J.T. Mitchell and who, in fact, dismisses 

Goodman's work "as a typical product of a certain kind of modem 

mentallty. . ." ( Iconolow 7 1 ). 

1 have learned, funhermore, that the aim of each of the 

approaches to painting I investigated, stated one way or another, is 

to make the image in painting more comprehensible, and aU withln a 

certain frame of reference. A semiotic approach, for example, sets 

out to inquire and "clarifjf' painting accordhg to a frame of reference 

of linguistic-related systems. Panofsky does something similar also 

when he proposes the study of painting in relation to its own 

historicity and according to an original intended meaning. In this 

sense 1 agree with Derrida when he says, again, that most discourses 

on painting "are perhaps destlned to reproduce the Limit which 

constitutes them. . ." (The Tmth 11). 

No less true is the fact that there are many ways to respond to 

painting just as there are many ways to respond to the universe, as 

Gombrich seems to suggest in rny introductory quote. And each time 

we talk about painting, let us recall Schopenhauer again: we are 

mainly listening to ourselves. There are many vaiid theories on art 

but, as Moms Weitz points out with regard to the conceptualization 

of art: 

That there is no extant true theory is supported by the 
disagreements among the theories themselves. Each 
theory purports to enurnerate the definhg properties of 
art  and to succeed in-this endeavor as its cornpethg 
theories do not Yet we are as fa t  h m  unanimity on a 
mie theory as ever we have ken. More important, 
though, is the range and assortment of deficiencies 
r-egarding the deflning terms whidi are expresseci in the 



disagreements, for there is not in the entire history of 
aesthetics a putatively m e  statement about the nature of 
art that has not been castigated by its opponents as 
incomplete, too inclusive, circular, founded on dubious 
features or principles, vague, or untestable. ( 153 ) 

Yet regardless of whether the pleasure of looking at painting 

may have surrendered to the seriousness of theoretical and critical 

writings, or to many disagreements, painting itself continues to be, as 

Weitz says, an open concept. And the only thing that changes is what 

we say about painting, for the painting itself remains there forever, 

frozen in time and space. We are going to continue tu talk about 

painting either in terms of its apparent visual narrative, or symbols, 

or signs, or colours. We may andyze it according to the artist's 

intended meaning, or according to the meaning given by the 

interpretation of other interpreters, or in relation to itself. We rnay 

view it as a reference to the real world, or in relation to the artist's 

own experience, or according to a concept regarding painting itself. 

We may see it in relation to the artist's mood, or the mood of an era, 

or even the mood of who is interpreting. We may think that it 

deploys high ideals, or obscure concepts, or just nothing at aU We 

are going to continue to look or read, or as Gombrich says, "testing it 

for its potentiaiities, trying out what nts" (Art 227). 

The task that now confronts my project is to examine 

verbalizations of paintings in Uterature, but to recognize that the 

paintings themselves function as a continuous subversion of any 

verbalkation since they act independently of the written text. 



Chapter Two. Showing and Telling in Mario Vargas Llosa's 

Elogio de la madrastra 

You are the only one who can never see yourself 
evcept as an image . . . even, indeed especiay, in 
the case of your body, you are condemned to the 
repertoire of its images. (Roland Barthes, Camera 
Lucida: Reflections on Photogra~hv 8 2) 1 

There is also an '1' speaking, and any number of '1's' 
speaking differently before the 'same' 
painting. (Julia Kristeva, Desire in Languarre: A 
Semiotic A ~ ~ r o a c h  to Literature and Art, 2 10) 

The fact remains that the bond between image and text, part of 

my discussion in the previous chapter, is prin;arily mediated by 

language. With such coexistence, it has become widely accepted that 

it is the word rather than the image that best explains their 

interaction. 2 1 have shown this in the example in my introduction 

where the image may help the iiliterate person but ultimately, in this 

type of interaction, it is the word that explains and provides meaning 

to the image. However, this also raises a question as to whether, in 

Roland Banhes's words, "the image duplicate[s] certain of the 

information given in the text, or [hl the text [which] add[s] a fresh 

information to the image?" (Image/Music/Text 38). 

In any case, the answer to Barthes's question would obviously 

depend on the purposiveness of either text or image within the 

context of their interrelationship. Let me give a few examples. 

During the civil war that took place in May of 1997 in Congo, 

formerly known as Zaire, a photograph of a civilian man with his 

hands extended upwards and looking toward the s@ ran in several 





daily newspapers. Behind the man, at a distance, five soldiers 

holding their weapons can be seen standing up and scatterd in 

different positions as they look around the area. Nothing in this 

photograph tells us that the man in the foreground is about to die. 

However, in reading the text that accompanies this image, we were 

informeci that this is the photo of a man moments before Zairian 

rebels executed him on May 16 In an alley outside Kinshasa. Here it 

can be said that the text adds "fresh" information to the image. 3 

Something different happens, however, when we look at the 

interrelationship between image and text in ilîuminated manuscripts. 

In the Utrecht Psalter (Reims, c. 820, Library of the University of 

Utrecht), for example, a correspondence between the text of the 

Psalms and the visual narrative of the drawings has been 

established. If we look at the illustrations to Psalm 1 1 verse 5 

(Utrecht, Bibliotheek der Rijksuniversiteit) we see, as Florentine 

Mütherich and Joachim E. Gaehde observe, "the Lord stepping from 

his cosmic throne to hand a lance to an angel while the oppressed 

and needy rise frorn their dejection to witness the event" ( 19). This 

image is Uustrating in part the passage that reads: "For the 

oppression of the poor, for the sighing of the needy, now I arise saith 

the Lord. . ." (19). Here the image is duplicating the text, although 

the interrelationship tedimage can also be understood as king 

symbiotic, for the text is also duplicating what the image shows. 

In addition, there is another context where the text re-presents 

what the painting shows by sening in motion its apparent visuai 

narrative. The narrative strategy of the text is that of transforming 

the static scene of the painting înto a sort of tableau vivant. A mode1 



for this kind of exercise is to be found in Manuel Mujica Lainez's 

novelista en el Museo del hado ( l984), where we are told that "el 

novelista cuen ta aqui 10 que vio y oyo" ( 1 1 ). In this novel, however, 

we do not have the actual imagery. What we have are verbal 

references to titles or descriptions of known paintings by known 

artfsts, just as Alejo Carpentier does in his siglo de las luces. In 

Lainez's, the figures and objects of the works of art that hang on the 

Prado's walls become part of an animated scenario that is integrated 

into the broader context of Me: "suelta Velazquez el pincel, y las 

Meninas se frotan los brazos entumecidos; . . . [Almjan al sue10 los 

fusiles, los del Tres de Mayo, y sus victimas cornentan lo bien que, 

una vez m b ,  han mirnado su patético cuadro vivo ante el publico" (9- 

10). 

This lads us now to what interests me in this chapter: the 

interaction of image and text within the context of a novel; more 

precisely, to the interrelation between the scene in painting and the 

narrative of a text as in Mario Vargas Llosa's novel Elonio de la 

madrastra (1988). And here too, as in the work by Mujica Lainez, it 

is as if the scene in the painting becomes what the nanator "vio y 

oyo." However, unlike the work by Mujica Tairiez, what takes place 

in Vargas Llosa's novela is rather a thematic correspondence 

between what seems to happen in the static scenario of the painting 

and what takes place in the text. 4 

Let me give you an example. At the beginning of chapter five, 

as in five other chapters, we encounter a visual reproduction that 

seems to function as a visual epigraph to what follows in the text 

What do we se: a pictorial scene reminescent of a pastoral landscape 



in which two young naked women sit by a pool in a woodland glade. 

Taking in account the sensuousness of their bodies, the robes and 

rich blue velvet covering the ground and the naturai setting, the 

painting creates a sense of tranquility that seems disturbed only by 

the two hounds drinklng from the pool. The woman to our Ieft, 

sitting lower in the composition, appears as if tuming her body and 

head siightly forward, looking in the direction where the spoils of 

hunting have k e n  placeâ. Her cornpanion, sitting with her legs 

crossed and dominating the scene, is s h o w  lowering her head and 

fixing her gaze towards the place where a quiver and arrows have 

been left. This is a mythological painting representing Diana, the 

Coddess and virgin huntress, as she 1s resting with one of her 

nyrnphs after the hunt. 

How does this image relates to the text? We read in Vargas 

Llosa's novel: 

Esa, la de la izquierda, soy yo, Diana Lucrecia. Si, yo, la 
diosa del ro ble y de los bosques, de la fertilidad y de los 
partos, la diosa de la caza. Los griegos me llaman 
Artemisa (69). . . . En breve, esta etema inmovilldad se 
animara y sera tiempo, historia Ladrah los sabuesos, 
trinarii el bosque, el agua del rio discurririi cantando 
entre la grava y los juncos y las coposas nubes viajarh 
hacia el Oriente, irnpulsadas por el mismo vientecillo 
jugueton que removefi los rizos alegres de mi favorita 
(74-5 1 

Clearly in this novel by Vargas Llosa, there is an attempt in the 

text to forge a relationship between the verbal and the visual by 

ways of turning the visual into an animated narrative scene. 

Therefore the reader is also invited to be an active viewer and to 



recognize that both, the seeable and the sayable, dissolve into unity- 

-unity that is ultimately achieved not by mere reading and looking, 

but by recontextualizing the given visual reproductions within the 

context of the t a t .  

Furthemore, these paintîngs are hked by various details 

which are sometimes skilfully constructed by the text or ensured by 

the events of the verbal narrative. Thus, as they are represented in 
a new context, these paintings acquire a new referential s t a tu  as 

reformulated by the text. What we are being told, and what we see, 

are semantically and syntacticaliy embodied In the text. Language 

and the responsive readerhiewer are the producers of the paintings' 

meaning in this novel. But more important, to quote Wolfgang Iser, 

these paintings function in this novel as a sort of: 

guidance for the reader, . . . reference points, which fn 
their residual famillarlty provide a background through 
which the new system presented in the l i t e r q  work can 
be approached and against which it can be measured. . . . 
The recurrence of these elements, too, provides a 
framework for new rearrengements in the novel at hand 
and guides the reader in part through the recali of his 
reactions to the materid to which allusion is made. (100) 

What happens in Vargas Llosa's novel with the paintings is 

comparable to what happens in the film L' hvwthése du tableau volé 

(1978), by the Chiiean Raoul Ruiz. It  can be said that in both film 

and novel, the story moves from painting to painting. 5 As in the 

film, in the novel there are seven paintings (if we include the detail 

of Bronzino's Alegoria del amor that appears on the cover of the 

book) which are mostly Iinked by a common factor. In the Alm aii 

the paintings, re-enacted through the medium of tableaux vivants, 



portray the cult of the androgyne (with the exception of the Arst one, 

a reproduction of Diana the Huntress). In the novel, ail the paintings 

(with the exception of the last one) show or aliude to the therne of 

the eroticized body. And as in the fiim, where the collecter ventures 

the hypothesis that the interconnecdon of this group of painting is 

ensured by a play of mirrors, in the novel the interrelation 

image/text is ensured by the verbal duplicating the information of 

the image. Can we then, as the coliector in the Alm asks, "accept that 

what lies behind these paintings is merely a novel?" 

In this chapter not only wiii I focus on what painting itself 

shows and brings to the text, 1 will also address the way painting is 

contextualized. More accurately, 1 wiil ~IY to show how in the 

interaction irnage/text, verbal discursivity is ultimately a way of 

representing again the image in painting. If the images in this novel 

becorne an integral part of our reading it owes to the text's way of 

adapting, recontextuaiizing, and making them fit into the story we 

are k ing  told. Painting, above ali, is brought into this text not only 

as a mode1 for reading but also, to help and further articuiate the 

text itself. In other words, within this context what the visual 

reproductions show WU correspond with what the novel tells 

because the text attributes to their meaning. 

In turning Our attention to the novel, let me begin by saying 

that, at a fifit reading, there seems to be in El@o a primary story 

which appears to have no hunediate relation to a series of six 

stories; these are accompanied by six full-colour reproductions of 

known paintings. This happas, for aample, when we move from 

chapter 1 to chapter II, where suddenly we are dealing with a 



painting and a different story which in itself contains another story. 

Structurally this novel reminds us of Vargas Llosa's La tia .lu& Y el 

escribidor, for it is also constructed according to a formula of 

alternating chapters. 

Of the fourteen chapters and the epilogue, nine (including the 

epilogue) refer to the events and the charaeters of what Is considered 

to be the primary story, and the other six are presented as 

embedded stories--1 will use the term Erame story here-with 

their respective paintings. Therefore we have here various levels of 

alternating narratives that shift from a narrator's text ( primary 

stov) to an actor's text ( frame stories). And too, we flnd that within 

the frarne stories there are also other embedded stories which are 

also subject matter in the paintings present in this novei. An 

example of this is what happens in chapter II, in which the 

embedded story that ernerges out of this frame story is that of King 

Candaules which is also theme in the painting by Jacob Jordaens. 6 

In this novel, then, there are three possible levels of story- 

teiling: one that emerges from the primary story; one that emerges 

from the frame stories that are interrelateci with the paintings; and 

one that emerges from the paintings themselves. But to be more 

precise, it can be said that in this novel there are thirteen visual and 

verbal stories, for each of the six frame stories, each of the six 

paintlngs, and the main story, is a narrative in itself. Nevertheles, 

they function in correspondance with each other: they are 

interconnecteci and arrange3 as a homogeneous narrative. In all, this 

a text that clearly suggests a link between each level of narration 

and attempts to find in painting, as Rosemary Geisdorfer Feal 



observes, a "hguistic counterpart, In both the primas, text and the 

embedded stories of the nove1" (88). 

ûveraîi Elogio appears to be a simple story that has been 

placed by some within the context of erotica 7 We become witnesses 

both, through the visuai and the verbal, of various situations that 

a h d e  to, for example, seduction, exhibitionism, voyeurism, and 

fetishism. In other words, the text provides us with an account of 

various sexual activities that can be seen as king  emblematic or 

expressions alluding to semai love, sexual taboos, and sexual 

behaviour between the sexes. Sex, in other words, as mediated by 

language and staged as an experience. But, as Geisdorfer Feal argues, 

" [t] he result . . . is an erotic novel that lacks the essential ingredient 

of. . . eroticlsm, for in the inner workings . . . of the protagonist in his 

amorous rituais, the t e s  does little to arouse us  and much to disgust 

us, or at least to amuse US' (89). (emphasis added) 

Although it is not my intention to argue about the erotic value 

of Vargas Llosa's novel, 1 cannot help but to comment on Geisdorfer 

Feal's account because of her position as a spokesperson for "us" ali. 

I was certatnly sexually aroused by some of the novel's m a l  

details. Likewise, as it happens in erotic literature, 1 felt that this 

novel set out to satisw the buming curiosity of the reader/voyeur. 

But more important, at the centre of these apparently meaningless 

and "disgusting" sexual scenes, what emerges is a discourse of 

sexuallty, of sex as the language of the body. 

At any rate, the erotic aspect of this novel, with its repetitive 

descriptions and visual suggestions of that which has do with sex, is 

but a point of reference in the story. The erotic may be seen as a 



leitmotif in the novel because of its repeated appearence both in the 

text and in the images, but it is not, as I see it, what this novel is 

about Elogio de la madrastra is the story of a woman who goes from 

being praised to be punished for having become a semiallzed 

mother-a situation that can be better described as a sort of 

Peripetia or reversal of the main character's fortune. In addition, it 

can be argued, as Giuseppe B e W  observes, that: 

L'erotismo è solo un pretesto, una sorta di 'trompe 
l'oeil,' un modo per contrabbandare motivi più seri, di 
più profondo momento. . . . Per sua stessa natura il libro 
erotico, quando non è volgare, è noioso e repetitivo, ma 
non e questo il caso deii' Elogio de la rnadrastra. . . . 11 
romanzo di Vargas Llosa ci porta, in tutti i modi, a 
formulare un discurso molto diverso. ( 18- 19) 

Telling 

Let us now turn our attention to what takes place in the 

primary stoxy. Primarily, the story centres around a bourgeois 

family of three and their maid in conternporary Lima. The story 

begins on the day of Lucrecia's fortieth birthday. As we are told 

later, she has k e n  marrieci to don Rigoberto, a middle age widower 

who fs a general manager in an insurance Company, and who has a 

young son called Fonchito. At this level, the narrative is in the third 

person and, with the exception of the chapters devoted to don 

Rigobertoas nightly rituals, the focus revolves W y  around Lucrecia 

and her relationship with the two males. But, practicaily, the story is 

placed within two written documents that are going to be 



instrumental in the downfall of Lucrecia: a note, as the provider of 

temptation, and an essay, as the proof and reason for expulsion. 

The sign of temptation emerges right away. On the night of her 

birthday, Lucrecia cornes home and finds on her bed a note left there 

by Fonchito. In it, Fonchito apologizes for not having any money to 

buy her anything for her birthday but promises that as a present he 

is going to be the first in his class. Adding, as a way of letting her 

know what he thinks of her, that: "Eres la III& linda y yo me sueiio 

tdas las noches contigo" (15). According to Rafael Lampugnani, 

"Fonchito's birthday note is symbolically placed on Lucrecials piilow, 

denoting his intention to occupy his father's place in the matrimonial 

bed" (2 0). 

To Lucrecia, as we are told, this note means that Fonchito is 

finally recognizing her as the substitute mother: "Esas lineas eran su 

aceptacion en la familia, en verdad" ( 16). She reacts to this sign of 

affection and acceptance overwhelmingly. As she goes to the boy's 

bedroom, she says to herself: "me Io he ganado, ya me quiere ..." (16). 

This new situation now seems to prove her Mends wrong, who had 

reminded her, that: "Ese nia0 te o d W  siempre, te har& la vida 

irnposible. . . . $-do ha sido feUz una pareja donde hay hijos 

ajenos?" (52). 

However, it will soon become obvious that Fonchito's sudden 

disclosure of affection towards Lucrecia is rather of an incestuous 

nature. The phrase, "me suefio todas las noches contigo," seems to 

clearly denote the boy's coming of age M y .  This begins to 

materialize as soon as Lucreda, hocently, goes to see the boy in his 

bedroom. In other words, the text sets the stage by telling how 



Lucrecia has gone almost naked to see her stepson: "Habia olvidado 

echarse encima la bata, iba desnuda bajo el Ugero camisbn de dormir 

de seda negra. . ."( 16). And this is followed by Lucrecia's reallzation 

that in Fonchito's eyes there was " una fnfrada que pasaba de la 

aiegria al desconcierto y se fljaba, atonita, en su busto" (17). This, as 

Lampugnani observes, "suggests the possibility of an ' incesmous' 

relationship develo ping" (20). 

Nevertheles there is more to this initiai scene of seduction 

which sets the seemingly erotic tone of the novel within the verbal 

context. While in the boy's bedroom Lucrecia begins to feel s d y  

aroused by Fonc hito's playfulness and affectionate kisses and as she 

leaves the boy's bedroom, she flnds herself questioning: " jEra posible 

que la caricia inconsciente de un niiio la pusiera asi?. . . Porque, 10 

cierto es que Uameaba y tenia las piernas mojadas" (20). This 

situation is further confirmed by don Rigoberto when he tells her: 

"Le habriis dado malas ideas al chiquito. Esta noche tendra su primer 

sueiio erbtico. . ." (2 1 ). 

The question is, who is the sexual provocateur in this scene? It 

al1 seems to point to Lucrecia, for having presented herself before 

Fonchito aimost naked and for not having rehsed his sexual 

advances. She dso blames herself for what she sees as her 

seemfngly uncontrolable sexuality and confiicting desires. She lets us 

know about this when she says: "Qu6 iba a haber d c i a  en éi! . . . 
jLa podrida eres tu, Lucrech!" (19). Fonchito is a child, and as we are 

told, he is "la personifkacion de la inocenda" (19). And no less m e  

is the fact that, as Lucrecia moves from a level of passive submission 

and feeiing guilty to a level of active seduction and w W g  



participation, she appears to be enjoying her new sexual 

arrangement "No sentia remordimiento ni vergtienza Tampoco se 

consideraba una cinica Era como si el mundo se plegara a ella, 

dOCllmente" (145). 

Yet, when the novel ends it becornes clear that Lucrecia has 

been ambushed by an angel of love disguised as an ange1 of God, or, 

in other words, a trickster who strategicaily lures Lucrecia into his 

well orchestratecl game with a double entendre birthday note and 

then betrays her through a written expose he has guiitlessly written 

for school, entitled "In Praise of the Stepmother." This is an intemal 

duplication of the novel in which he himseîf is a character and which, 

as his father says, "Parece el de una novela er6ticaW ( 17 2). View this 

way, Fonchito is then both the seductor and the betrayer: both roles 

are confirmed in this story by his seeming innocent birthday note 

and by his final essay. 

At the expense of Lucrecia, the novel ends with the impression 

that order (i.c, male order) is restored in don Rigoberto's house: the 

incestuous mair socially and physically sanctioned and the 

stepmother's senual diiemma finally resolved. Yet, if ail ends for 

Lucrecia, as well as for don Rigobeno, there fs a new beginning for 

Fonchito. After Lucrecia's departure Justiniana becomes an enticing 

sexuallzed maid, and is king asked to take on the role of legitimate 

mistress of the house. What is the last image we have when we close 

this book? It is a repeated scene of the initial encounter between 

Lucrecia and Fonchito, but with Jusüniana now king  lured into 

taking the stepmother's de: 



Sinti6 que el nMo se quedaba rigido y en silencio, como 
meditando lo que debfa responder. Después, los bracitos 
enlazados en su cueilo preslonaron para obllgarh a bajar 
la cabeza, de modo que la boquita sin labios pudiera 
acercarse a su ofdo. Pero en v a  de oirlo musitar el 
secret0 que esperaba slntio que la mordisqueaba y 
besaba, en el borde de la oreja y el comienzo del cueilo, 
hasta estremecerla de cosquillas. ( 1 97) 

There is, harrever, a significant detaii early on in this story that 

c m o t  be taken for granteci, for not only does i~ reveal L u a ~ i a ' s  

unconsclous sexual fantasies but also, an iconography of her wentual 

martyrdom. This detail is given to us by way of an analogy of 

Lucrecia with Saint Sebastian. As we rad: "Eiia gimio, adolorida y 

gozosa, mientras, en un remobo confuso, divisaba una imagen de 

san Sebastlan flechado, crucificado y empaiado. Tenia la sensacion de 

ser corneada en el centro del corazon?" (23). This is an allusion no1 

only iinked to the apparent pleasure of the sufferlng flesh as 

penetrated or pierced-this king a particular reading of the image 

of S t  Sebastian which 1 wili discuss in my fourth chapter-, but also, 

is inevitably linked to martyrdom as a result of betrayal. 8 

Cleariy, at this point in the novel, the analogy of Lucrecia with 

Saint Sebastian aiiudes more to the penetrated body than to symbolic 

martyrdom. However, it can be sald that the notion of martyrdom 

that Is implicit in the image of St Sebastian is analogous with what 

ulrimately happens to Lucrecia at the end of the story, that is, in the 

terms of an understanding of Lucrecia not as a victim but as a 
martyr, of love. For Luaecia is punished for her consdous actions 

and her beiief that what she was dohg was benefidal to the others: 

"Estaba segura, ademh, de que, si esta enrwesada situacion [con 



Fonchito] se mantenia, don Rigoberto seria el dichoso beneficiario. . . " 
( 150). Moreover, Lucrecia emerges in this novel as a passive and 

eroticized woman who is ultimately punis hed by symbolically having 

her flesh penetrated by penises. And these are penises which, as 

with the arrows piercing through the body of St. Sebas-, can be 

seen (syrnboiically) as king representative of a certain power and 

order. 9 

In brief, it also becomes clear that from the Ume Lucrecia 

enters the scene, she wants to be a nurturing mother. But in what 

can be seen as the reversal of her fortune, she ends up king  a 

sexuallzed mother. Subsequently, she becomes the site for both 

males' sexual fantasies and gradflcation, and her relationship with 

the two males is essentially negotiated through her sexuality. Ail in 

aii, to borrow Laura Mulvey's words, Lucrecia becomes "a signifier 
for the male other, bound by a symboiic order in which man cm iive 

out his fantasies and obsessions. . ." ( 1 5 ). 

Telling and Showing 

Let us now foiiow, as we move from the primary story, the 

construction of the hame stories and th& respective paintings. Each 

of these frame stories is n m t e d  in the first person and they appear 

in correspondence with the primary story and each of their 

respective paintings. Rita Gnutzmann says that these stories 

"constttuyen descripciones de cuadros Ur que], . . . [s]e pretende que 

estos cuadros estan en casa de don Rigoberto y algunos incluse- 

como estimulo-en el dormitorio de d o h  Lucrecia" ( 170-7 1). By 

conmut, Geisdorfer Feal says that the interrelationship between text 



and image can be understood in t e m  of "what the author imagines 

the palntings to be speaking" (89). I would argue, however, that this 

is rather the text's attempt at finding a correspondence with the 

events in the patntuigs Indeed, these are storles that seem to have 

been enacted from the reading of each corresponding painting. But, 

as M. Keith Booker says, these paintings are "used to generate a 

serfes of narratives that are hfghly sexual in orientation and that are 

in terspersed with the central plot hvolving an incestuous 

rehtionship between a pubescent boy and his stepmother" ( 163). 

Overail, this novel's Frame stories and their corresponding 

image for the most part appear to be revealing scenarios designed 

for a male reader/spectator, given that reading and looking is mainly 

about female sexuality and the female body. The first evidence of an 

interrelation between text and image is found, as 1 already 

mentioned, on the cover of the book As a sort of introductory image, 

this painting cm be seen as the first of the series. Now, as the 

coîiector in Ruiz's films asks, "what is there Ln this painting to make 

us think it is the fîrst of a series," and what leads us from it to the 

text? In addition to its location, this image seems to make claim to 

the main issue we are going to be deallng with in the story the 

sexual involvement between an angel-like boy and a Venus-lîke 

woman. It presupposes, in other words, an initial reference to the 

subject matter of the novel which is immediately evident in the text, 

as a sort of disdosure of this original sight when we read about 

Luaecia being fondled and kissed by Fonchito: "sus manecitas la 

tomaron de las sienes y le echamn hacia atrh la cabeza," and 

Fonchitots "labios rozaron los suyos" (19). But more important, to 



borrow h m  Dilnot and Garcia-PadiiLa, Bronzino's allegory stands 

here as a metaphor which "implies consciousness" and "it turns and 

reflects on the conditions of meaning and representation" in the 

novei (44). 10 

Furthemore, the text proposes an iconic relation, in the 

Piercean sense, between Fonchito and Bronzino's Cuptd. Again, "an 

icon involves actuai resemblance between signifier and signifieci" 

(Cuiier, Saussure 96). For example, Fonchito is described as having 

fine features, clear eyes, transparent skin, and golden curls, and as 

"un archgel de estampita de primera comuni6nM (167)-just like 

Bronzino's cupid. In addition, the reading of Cupfd as a conventionai 

mode1 for love and seduction cm enable us to understand the way 

the character of Fonchito appears to be constnied in the novel. In 

fact, the portrayai of Fonchito in the novel resembles and reminds us 

of the Cupid (Eros in Greek) portrayeci in a poem by later Greek 

poets. As quoted in Edith Hamilton's book, we read: 

Evil his heart, but honey-sweet his tongue. 
No mth in him, the rogue. He is cruel in his play. 
SmaU are his hands, yet his arrows fly far as death. 
Tiny his shaft, but it carries heaven-high. 
Touch not his treacherous gifts, they are dipped in flre. 
(36) 

But there is something more that can be said about the 

interrelation image/text if we were to look at Bronzino's entire 

painting ( te., what has ken left out of the cover). What the text 

does not let us see is that around Venus and Cupid there looms an 

impression of anger and disapproval Everyone around them, with 



the exception of a happy flower-throwing putto, disapproves of their 

actions-this is clearly exemplifiecl in the composition by the masks 

and the figures representing Hatred, hconstancy, and Time. 

According to Helen Gardner, "The idea of the picture is that of love, 

accompanied by its opposite, hatred, and plagued by hconstancy, is 

foolish, and its foily will be discovered in time" (487). 11 

Something simiiar happas in the story. Lucrecia and Fonchito 

are placed in the foreground of the story withln the context of a 

sexual affair that represents not only adultery but also incest. This 

of course, considering the nature of the affair between a woman and 

a young boy, sets the stage for the judging of the& action. As with 

Venus and Cupid, in Vargas Llosa's novel the f lair between Lucrecia 

and Fonchito will be revealeded with the passing of time and they 

wffl be judged. Ultimately, anger and disapprovd descends upon 

Lucrecia and Fonchito via don Rigoberto and Justiniana. Don 

Rigoberto expells his wife from the house and Jusdniana disappmves 

of Fonchito, to whom she says: " Hiciste que tu papa la botara de esta 

casa como un perro. . . . jk mentiste a todo el mundo, Foncho!" ( 19 1- 

92). 

I t  can further be said that, as in Bronzino's painting, Vargas 

Llosa's work reveals to the readerhiewer a situation that is very 

intimate. We observe and read about a woman who becomes 

sexuaiiy aroused as she offers herself to a boy. We become 

accomplices of private moments of seduction and copulation. In 

other words, as in the painting and in the text, we become wimesses 

of an activity, lnsinuated in Bronzino's painting and made explidt in 

Vargas Llosa's novel, that can be describeci in terms of indecency and 



perversity. Both painter and writer are in fact forcing a voyeuristic 

perspective on us, for both artists through their work are laying 

claim to the beholder/reader on a voyeurist level. 

The paintings in this novel are cleatly seminal in producing 

meaning, in addition to their king placed alongside a text that seeks 

a visual correspondence. Let us look now at what happens in the 

second chapter where a suggestion between the scene in the canvas 

and the tale of this Arst framed story 1s obvious. The visual 

reproduction is that of a painting by the Flemish artist Jacob 

Jordaens, titled Candaules, rev de Lidia muestra su muier al mimer 

ministro Gkes (1648). Whfle the story given is a version of the 

legend of Candaules, King of Lydia in the seventh century B.C.: an 

account In the flrst person, like the other frame stories, about what 

leads the King to aUow his prime minister to see the queen naked. 

kfore reading the text, we are invited to contemplate a visual 

scemrio where a woman, prominently placed at the centre of the 

composition and highîighted by the brightest lîght that f a s  into the 

room, stares right back at the viewer while exposing her fleshy 

buttocks. Here the viewer is watching the watcher, the female figure 

who looks at us, as weil as the watchers of the unsuspecthg Queen. 

In this version of the betrayal of Queen wdo, Jordaens has placed 

the King and his prime minister on the upper-right side of the 

composition, hidden behhd the curtain as they watch the attributes 

of the Queen's body as she disrobes in the prlvacy of her room and 

unaware of the presence of these two men. 

As in the painting, the focus of the story centres around the 

Queen's buttocks and sexuality. What the King intens to teii us, after 



briefly fntroducing hlmself and describing the location of his 

kingdom, is that he is most proud of his Me's  "grupa," not 

necessarily the land he governs, nor his courageous people. Thus the 

text moves from overwhelmingly prafsed descriptions of the Queen's 

buttocks, "dura y acaso tan enorme como dicen las leyendas que 

sobre ella corren por el reino" ( H ) ,  to its final viewing-not only as 

ailuded in the text but aiso as visually represented in Jordaens's 

work The King, in other words, is seeking confirmation in this tale 

that his wife has "el trasero m h  hermosow in the kingdom. 

Now, hame story/ painting seem to be already preannounced 

in the primary story at the end of the first chapter when Don 

Rigoberto asks his wife while making love to her, "who am 17" Her 

response 1s that he is King Candaules and, as a way of adding to her 

husband's sexual fantasy, that she is the Queen of Lydia In addition, 

as in both frame story and painting, the presence of a voyeur in the 

matrimonial bedroom is also suggested when we read: "como 

asomando y desapareciendo en un espejo que pierde su azogue, se 

delineaba a ratos una carita inausa, de hgel nibicundo" (22). This 

scenario is similar to that in the tale of King Candaules, as the King 

wonders whether his wife is aware that they are being watched: 

"Acaso presentia que, aquella noche, quienes gozabamos en esa 

habitacion enrojecida por la candela y el deseo no éramos dos sino 

tres" (36). 

I t  is worth noting here that, as Geisdorfer Feal points out, in the 

legend narrated by Herodotus, when the Queen learns about her 

husband's betrayal, she orders Gyges to choose between being killed 

or killing the King. Gyges then kills the king and becomes king and 



the Queen's husband (97). Now with regards to Jordaens's painting, 

Roger k dtHulst points out that "there is no doubt that this story was 
also given a moral meaning in the seventeenth centuryl' (230-1). But 

is this to say, as Geidorfer Feal appears to be saying, that Vargas 

Llosa has failed in his apparent re-presentation of Candaules's story 

because he does not bring into the text the classical oedipal tragedy 

and the moral impiicadons of this legend? 

What Geisdorfer Feal seems to be saying is that, in this 

interartfstic connection, litemy mimesis would be essential so that 

the nuthfulness of the relation between the original story and 

Vargas Llosa's story would prevail. This is to say, as she seems to be 

suggesting, that Vargas Llosa should have done what André Gide did 

in his play, where the oedipai theme is retained* As she says, what 

happens in the story by Vargas Liosa, is that "The potential for 

tragedy gives way to erotic farce, which, of course, relies heavily on 

word play to provoke scandsitlzed laughter" (97). In other words, 

Geisdorfer Feal cridcizes Vargas Liosa not only because, in the 

relation between referent and vehicle, he seems to have faiied at 

imitation, but because, as she says, "as the end of the work shows, 

the punishment for oedipal guilt must be shifted directly onto the 

woman" (97). 

One thing 1s clear, however, Vargas Llosa's story of "Candaules, 

rey de Lidia" is not a re-presentation of either Gide's play or the 

story told by Herodotus. The story has k e n  appropriated and it 

resembles these previous two by vimie of a certain correspondence, 

such as the name of the characters, the theme of voyeurism, and the 

nature of their rehtionship. Nevertheles, it seems pointless to 



appmch this story in terms of its mimetic potentiai. As it would 

seem pointiess to criticize Francis Bacon for not having captured the 

serenity of the mode1 for his Studv from Portrait of Pow Innocent X 

(after De Velazquez, 1965). Besldes, is there any suggestion in Vargas 

Llosa's Uterary creation that the text is tryîng to prove iconic or 

symboiic truth through the given intemiation îmage/worc?? 

As we move to the next hterartistic connection in chapter five, 

voyeurism becornes aiso a point of reference in both the story and in 

the visual reproduction of François Boucher's Diana des~ués de su 

baAo ( 1  742). Here, as In chapter two, the frame story seems to be - 
re-presentîng the space of the painting and an event that has already 

happened in the prîmary story. On the one hand, we are told about 

Dlana Lucrecia and Justiniana, the maid, who are being watched by a 
hldden voyeur of whom they are aware. Just as Actaeon, in the 

myth of Diana, Fonch (or Fonchito) assumes here the mle of the 

voyeur. But, unme Actaeon, he is not tumed into a stag. Rather, he 

is to perform alone within the confines of his hlding place for the two 

women who WU be engaged in simulated sex: "Ahora, en este misrno 
instante, Justiniana y yo vamos a actuar para él y Foncin, 

simplemente pe~maneciendo allf, detrfis, entre el m m  de piedra y la 

arboleda, actuara también para nosotras" (74). 

A situation can be recognized in this scenarlo, that points to 

both, the pleasure in the seeing and being seen, or an instance in 

which voyeurism, as John Updike observes, "ls exciting not ody  to 

the seer but to the seen" (109). 12 There is more, however, to the 

suggested correspondence between text and lmage tn addition to 

what I said at the begtnnlng of this chapter. In the fouowing 



passage, for example, the text establishes a thematic correspondence 

between the verbal and the visual by setting in motîon the scene in 

the canvas: 

En breve, esta eterna inmovilidad se animara y sera 
tiempo, historia. L a d m  los sabuesos, Mnara el 
bosque, el agua del rio discurririi cantando enne la grava 
y los juncos y las coposas nubes viajzuh hacia el 
Oriente. . . . Elia se moverii, se incllnara y su boquita de 
îabios bermejos besarii mi pie y chuparil cada uno de mis 
dedos como se chupa la iima y el h 6 n  en las 
calenturientas tardes del estio. (74-7 5 ) 

On the other hand, image and tale are said to be the source of 

both don Rigoberto and Lucrecia. As if pre-announceci at the end of 

chapter four, it is suggested that what we are about to read and see 

in chapter five is part of don Rigoberto's "fantasias y extravagancias 

nocturnas" (64) and Lucrech's dream "que parecia animar uno de 

esos grabados de la secreta colecdon de don Rigobeno" (65). And 

again, the frame story appears to be duplicating a scene of 

voyeurism and exhibitionism that took place in the primary story 

between Lucrecia and Fonchito. As Lucrecia exhibits herseIf to 

Fonchito, who 1s watching from the roof as she bathes, we read: 

Subitamente se incorpora. Sin cubrirse con la toalla, sin 
encogerse para que a q u e b  ojitos invisibles twieran Solo 
una vision incomplets y fugaz de su cuerpo. . . . Y, al salir 
de la baiiadera, en vez de ponerse de inmediato la bata, 
permaned6 desnuda, el cuerpo brillando con gotitas de 
agua, tirante, audaz, colérico. (63) 

The text's third frame story/image construction gives way to 

rnuch of the same: an erotic account that seem to reinvent the 



scenario in the painting and indeed, to another image/ text scenario 

that seems to have been designed as a peephole for a heterosexual 
male readdspectator. Once again, both visual and verbal contexts 

are accentuated by the image of a woman's body as she is b e d  for 

Mm, or better, as John Berger puts it, the woman is placed in an 

scenario that has been designed for the "ideal spectator, dways 

assumed to be male, and where everything must appear to be the 

result of his k i n g  there, and for whom the figures have assumed 

their nudity* (Wavs of Seeinq 64). 

Here the classical myth and the eroticism of Tiziano Vecelliols 

Venus con el Amor Y la Miisfca (1545-48), an allegory of the senses 

and a representation of a purely sensual scene, inspires and is 

intensifid in the tale by Vargas Uosa. On the one hand, the text 

duplkates and makes a tableau vivant out of the information that is 

given to us in the painting: 

Ella es Venus, la itaiiana, la hija de Jupiter, la hermana de 
Afrodita la griega. El Wedor del 6rgano le da lecciones 
de miisica. Yo me Uamo Amor. . . . El ciervo, el pavo real 
y el venado que se dlvlsan por fa ventana e s t h  tan vivos 
como la pareja de amantes enlazados que pasean a la 
sombra de los iirboles de la alameda. En cambio, el Satiro 
de la fuente en cuya testa surte agua cristafina de una 
jofaina de aiabastm, no Io esta: es un pedazo de -01 
toscan0 que un Mbil artista venido del sur de Francia 
modelo. (97) 

On the other hand, the sexual context in Tizianors painting 

becornes the source of the frame story8s narrative. Here we have an 
account of sensuous descriptions of the affection and tendemess 



lavfshed upon the female character/image in what seems a 

celebration of sexual loveWe are told, for example, that: 

El joven profesor y yo no estamos aqui dishvtando sino 
trabajando. . . . Nwstra tarea consiste en despertar la 
alegria corporal de la dora, avivana las cenizas de cada 
uno de sus cinco sentidos hasta volverlas ilamarada y en 
poblar su rubia cabeza de sucias fantasias. Asi le gusta a 
don Fügoberto que se la entrrguemos: ardiente y &vida, 
todas sus prevenciones m o d e s  y rellgiosas suspendidas 
y su mente y su cuerpo sobrecargados de apetitos. (98) 

Here again we And the same erotic obsession wtth the fernale 

body and obviously her king the object of male fantasies. We also 

And a representation of a representation in which the prfmasr 
significance of the painting lies within the context of writing, in what 

the text says. We are told that the organist is playing "con su 

laguidez obsesionante y sus suave rnaullidosw (99) as he gazes at "el 

inmarcesible cuerpo de nuestra sefiord' (102); and that young Amor 

on top of Venus is whispering to her "fabulas pecaminosas. Ficciones 

que la distraen y hacen sonreir, ficdones que la sobresaltan y 

enardecen" (100). Don Rlgoberto says to his beloved, "Tu no eres tu 

sino mi fantas km.. Hoy no se& Lucrecia sino Venus y hoy pasah  de 

terrestre a diosa y simbolo" ( 103). 

These Arst four paintings (including Bronzino's), then, ded with 

the eroticized female body and with situations of voyeurism and 

exhibitionism: they have ben, to quote Iser, "seiected and 

rearranged within the Hterary text itself according to the pattlcular 

intention of (the) text" ( 100). The same occurs with the foIlowing 

three. But with these initial paintings, it becomes clear that the text 



dmws attention to the traditional conditioning and objectifkation of 

women, which is comparable to what is taking place in the verbal 

story, where the representatlon of Lucrecia runs visibly counter to 

that of the female nude In these paintings. 

The meaning of the female character/image in this novel is that 

of a sexuai ornament that has been placed within the domain of the 

male's visual priviîege. It becomes obvious that both the visual and 

the verbal are inseparable, given the text8s consmction of them, as 

much for their apparent feladonship as for their dlsclosing that the 

female becomes a possession of the male voyeur for whom her image 

has ken conceived. What better example of this than when we read 

about how the young music tacher and Love are given the msk of 

awakening Venus's sexuallty for the sexual benefit of her master, 

who is outside the picture frame: "Venus, para entonces, gracias a 

nuestra voluntad y buen oficio, estafi pronta para recibirlo y 

entretenerlo como su fortuna y rango merecen" (98). 

Meanwhiie, the fourth painting in chapter nine, a reproduction 

of Francis Bacon's Cabeza I ( l948), offers a different display than the 

three previous images of women as imaginary objects of semai 

desire. Bacon's painting brlngs to the novel a portrayai of a male 
figure and a subsequent exploration, as told by the text, of male 

sexuaiity. Here we have the image of a head-so dlstorted that it is 

not exactly clear where it begins-of what seems to be an agonizing 

man suspended by his only ear against a dominant bladr painted 

background. The open mouth, the oniy eye, and part of his tom, as 

if trapped within the confines of a seemingly transparent cubide, are 
the only suggestions of this figure's body. And as critics often refer 



to the work of Bacon, this painting c m  be read in terms of violence, 

tonnent, isolation, and the fragmentation of the body (van Alphen, 

10). 

This painting also provides a background of reference to the 

frame story. In this flrst person narration, we leam about a man 

whose body is fragmented as a result of accidents. He Uves in a 

transparent cubicle, has only one eye next to his mouth, a hole as ear, 

open mouth because of his "desesperaci611," and stumps for amis and 

legs. In other words, both &con's figure and Vargas Llosa's 

character evoke a sense of violence and disgust in part because of 

their portrayai of disf'igured people and, to quote Enist van Alphen, 

because of the "power of absorption that accounts for the strong 

responses they muse" ( 168). 

But while the powerless figure by Bacon seems to be drawing 

attention to agony and pain, what emerges out of Vargas Llosa's 

character is also a perspective on male sexuaiiq+-more precisely, 

how the body is but an extension of the penis. For it is the 

possession of the p a i s  and the experience of erections that 

exernplify rnaleness hem. The penis becornes the male's tdentity and 

also a way through which the character finds a way of intenelating 

with the outside worid at a more personal level. As this character 

teils us, despite his ugliness and disfigured body he s ü l l  has his "sexe 

intacto" and women and chiidren have ia, fact learned to love h 

Las mujeres liegan a amarme, incluso, y los chicos a 
envidarse con mi fealdad. . . . Eilos y ellas me agradecen 
haberlos Lristruido en las r e m  combinaciones de Io 
horrible y el deseo para causar placer. Conmigo 



aprendieron que todo es y pwde ser er6geno y que, 
asociada al amor, la huici6n orghica mils vil, incluidas 
aquéllas del bajo vientre, se espiritualiza y ennoblece. 
(1 23-24) 

Bacon's image and the correspondhg text are also anticipated 

in the pr- story. Image/text is preannounced by don Rigoberto 

via a se& fantasy. This tirne, he asks his wtfe while making love to 

her: "1No me preguntas quién soy? ( 1 1 7)." To which Lucrecia 

responds: "Un monsnuo, pues" ( 1 17). However, something else 

emerges out of the parailelism between don Rigoberto and the 

imagekharacter in the fkame story, and that is an attempt to draw 

attention to don Rigoberto's relationship with his own body and his 

being, as van Alphen says about Bacon's figures, "trappeci in an 
entirely hner sensation of self" (1 15). 

In this novel, there are in fact three chapters (3.6,  10) devoted 

to the construction of the patriarchal figure, whose ultimate fantasy 

is to have written on his grave: "Aqui yace don Rigoberto, que Ilego a 

amar el epigasm tanto como la vuha O la lengua de su esposaN(46). 

In these chapters, the reader is mainly watching through reading an 

unsuspecting don Rigoberto engaging in his "abludones de antes de 

dormir" which, as the text tells us, is his favoured passtïme "Después 

de la pintura en5 tica" ( 15). Like the figure by Bacon and the 

character in the frame story, don Rigoberto is without privacy as we 

inaude in his private world: the washmom. 

When we enter don Rigoberto's private space-the text agah 

succeeds in making the reader a voyeur-we wimess this character 

worshipping his body as he thinks, "soy perfkcto" (93). Here is 

where we become aware of the nature of his sexual drive, what gives 



him pleasure, and where his narcissistic persona emerges. 13 We are 

told that "tenia la semana distribuida en 6rganos y miembros," which 

"garantkakt la perfecta equidad en el cuicîado del conjunto" (86): 

Wednesdays are devoted to the care of his ears; Tuesdays, "dia de 

pies;" and Thursdays, tirne for the care of his nose. To each of these 

nights there is also a corresponding sexual fantasy, which go from his 

fantasizing about having Luaecia's nipples penetrating his ears, to 

his using his nose in "ciertas partes de aroma propio y particular" 

(134). The washroom, as we read in the novel, "era su templo; el 

lavador, el ara de los sacrificios; é1 era el sumo sacerdote y estaba 

celebrando la misa que cada noche 10 puriflcaba y redimia de la vida" 

(132). 

What are we to make of don Rlgoberto, then? One way of 

viewing don Rigobeno, in his quest for the ideal self and through the 

adoration of his body, is as a narcissistic type. But this image 

becomes too obvious What seems to emerge out of don Rigobertors 

portrayai, as 1 see it, is rather a commentary on certain rituals 

associatecl with the body. Cleaning one's body and one's biological 

functions, as don Rlgoberto shows us, can be gratmg.  It is more 

the body and l e s  don Rigoberto's seemingly narcissistic tendencies 

what becomes the focai point here. I venture to say that what 

emerges out of Vargas Llosa's construction of don Rigoberto is not so 

unlike what van Alphen says about the work of Bacon, where the 

body is centrai to the narrative 

For the body in Bacon's paintings becomes one integrated 
sense organ. It is the space whereto the sense stimuli are 
directed, and the place where the sense responses are 



made tangible. . . . I t  is as if the body is tortured by its 
abundance of sense organs and sense experiences . . . 
m h e  body can then be read as a sign of the bodily 
response of the senses, of the bodily experiences of the 
outside world via the senses. . . . Most of the senses are 
concentrated in the head: sight, smeii, hearing and taste. 
The head becomes a 'mise en abyme' for the body as 
sense organ. (3 2 )  

The work of Bacon, for what it can be said to manifest, is 

comparable to the character of don Rigoberto, just in the same 

manner as we can leam more about Fonchito via Cupfd and more 
about Lucrecia through the female flgures in the three mythological 

paintings. But don Rlgoberto's character also evokes other images 

that are not necessarily present Ln this paftfcular work of Bacon (Le., 

in the work of art itself). I t  has been said, for example, that don 

Rigoberto's obssessions and self-anachment are indications of 

homosexual traits, According to Lampugnani, don Rigoberto's nightly 

rituals can be understood in terms of k i n g  "homosexual tendencies" 

and reference points of his "sexual inversion": 

As a matter of mutine, don Rigoberto wu. . . depilate hfs 
own M y  in a symbolic art of psychological 
castration. A favoured practice is to have Lucreda kiss 
his depiiated armpits, a substitute for female genitab, or 
to have his body symboUcalîy penetrated by his d e ' s  
nipple. . . . (212-13) 

1 would lîke to digress here for a moment What the text has 

shown until this point is that art, undoubtedly as a personal vision, is 

inherently gendemi. We can recognize that, both through the visuai 

and the verbal, we are guided here by the presentadon of a male 

gender-specific perception. This can be said with regard to the way 



the fernale body is represented in the Arst three paintings, for 

example, and, is equally evident, as it happens with the text's next 

painting by the contemporary Peruvian artist Fernando de Szyszlo, 

titled Camino a Mendiem 10 ( 1977), which becornes gender specific 

because of a mascube experience of perception. 

If until now the body has been centrai in al the pictorial 

representations, including the one on the book's cover, this is not 

what, immediately at least, cornes to mind when we look at the work 

by Szyslo that accompanies the story in chapter twelve. Nothing 

seems to suggest to me that this Is the case, not even the title. 14 

However, this painting within the context of the text is seen by 

Fonchito as king represenmtive of a part of the body: Lucrecia's 

vagina. Then again, I am reminded here of the way Panofsky's 

"Ausmdian bushman" views da Vinci's Last Sumer. 

Symboiicaliy, then, it seems as if this sexd and speaking 

picture stands, in other words, as a mlnor to Lucrecia's role in th& 

novel: a vagina. There is very iittle we know of Lucrecia other than 

her k ing  a semial servant At the same time, this painting appears 

as if Anally reveahg to us Fonchito's focus of interest, as if, 

furthemore, serving to uncover to us the site through which his 

male identity and his sexuaiity finally materiaiizes. And as if, in 

uncovering what unüi now has been hidden in the other painüngs of 

women, the text is Rnally asserting tu us with this last sexeci image 

our role as voyeur. Here thus, we are W y  looking at what has 

been the sole privllege of Fonchito and don Rigoberto, Lucrecia's 

"retrato secreto" (148). 



Furthmore, this painting by Szyszlo functions in the novel as 

summary of the events that now begin to unfold in the story, 

although what the painting expiains is somethlng that the reader 

already knows. We are told to see this painting in terms of king a 
representation of the love triangle in the nova We are told, for 

example, to view this composition as a trladfc abode: "tres patas, mes 

lunas, mes espacios, tres ventanillas y tres colores dominantes" ( 160). 

Nevertheless, primarily, what this sexed and speaking picture seems 

to want to pmject is the relationship between Lucrecia and Fonchito: 

Acaba de oficiafie una ceremonia excitante, de 
mverberadones deliciosas y crueles y 10 que ves son sus 
vestigios y sus consecuencias. Lo sé porque he sido la 
dichosa victtma: mmbién, la inspiradora, la actriz. Esas 
manchas de rubor en ias patas del diluviano ser son ml 
sangre y tu esperma manando y hélandose. Si, vida mia, 
aqueîio que yace sobre la piedra ceremonial . . . , esa 
hechura viscosa de Ilagas maivas y tenues membranas, de 
negras oquedades y glandulas que supuran grises, soy yo 
misma. Entiendeme: yo, vlsta de adentro y de abajo, 
cuando tu me calcinas y me exprimes. Yo, erupcionando 
y derramiindome bajo tu atenta mirada libertina de 
var6n que oficio con eficiencia y, ahora, contempla y 
filosofa (158) 

To this point in the novei, then, ali the visuai representations in 

the novel are linked by various details that aude  to sex and the 

body. And in relation to the text, the paintings also form a narrative 

sequence: 1) Bronzino's image, although not necessarily part of the 

tes, refers to the myth of Cupid (Fonchito) and serves as a sort of 

advertisement for the initial scenario in the novel: Luniecia king 

seducecl by Fonchito; 2) Jordaens's work, as in the passage in the 



legend of Klng Candaules, appears mirroring the theme of voyeurism 

and the probability of a sexual triangle (Lucrecia, Fonchito, and don 

Rigoberto); 3) Boucher's work, through its reference to the myth of 

Diana (Lucrecia) and Actaeon (Fonchito), points to the presence of the 

voyeur; 4) Titian's works, through the myth of Venus (Lucrecia), the 

irresisdble Goddess of Love and Beauty, puts In perspective the 

xene of the act of seduction; 5) Bacon's painting becornes a point of 

reference for a male character's (don Rigoberto) obssesivenes with 

sex and his own body; and 6) ,  as if flnally saying, this Is al1 that is 

about, we have in the painting by de Szyszlo's an abstract 

representation that is said to be that of a vagina (Lucrecia's). The 

question now is, where does the seventh painting (counting 

Bronzino's image), a religious work by Fra Angelico, fit within a 

narrative sequence that seems ensured by the representation and 

worshipping of the body and by allusions to sex? 

In the Rnal chapter we have a reproduction of La Anunciaci6n 

(c. 1437). a fresco suggesting monastic existence and depicting a 

passage in the Me of the Virgh Mary as described in the Gospel 

accoràing to St. Luke: the Archangel Gabriel arriving at Mary's house 

to announce to her that she will give birth to CMst. Gefsdorfer Feai 

pdnts out, "Of all the palntings that Vargas Llosa appropriates . . . the 

Annunciation is an m ~ m a l y ~  for not oniy it is chronoiogically the 

oldest of ai i  the works reproduced in the book, but its the only one 

that treats a relîgious theme" (99). This is m e ,  but 1 disagree with 

her view, as she later adds, that [ o ] ~  appropriate initial reaction, 
then, may be to admire the way in which the noveîist seeks to amuse 

by setting up an erotic fme based on a long standing tradition: a 



'mistery play,' in this instance a profane play on Christ's genesis" 

( 1 W .  

Iconology tells us that since medieval times the interpretaüon 

of uils image has been associated with the announcement to the 

Virgin Mary that she is going to be impregnated by God 

Iconography, a study concerneci with "conventional subject matter," 

rnight point out that the identification of both these flgures, the angel 

and the woman holdi~g her wmb,  serves to identify this scene as 

king that of the Annunciation. From other paintings we leam that 

this is the context given to this composition. But what happens if this 

pictorial composition is placed In another context? Must we view it 

the same way? fi 

Geisdorfer Feal points out that Vargas Llosa has placed this 

painting "in a dislocated cnntexr" (lûû), not only because it is the 

oldest but because of the subject matter. Obviously, Geisdorfer Feal's 

view fs based on her preconceived knowledge of information about 

the historical and conventional reading of this painting, which she 

brings to the novel. However, as with the other paintings, it can be 

argued that the subject matter and the content of Fra Angelico's 

painting lies within the text. If we were to idenm the symbollc 

meaning of the flgures in relation to the the characters of the text, 

which is what the text suggests, then we WU be able to identify this 

scene as evidence of the intenial r d t y  of Vargas Llosa's novel. The 

text clearly brings to our attention that th& tmage has been 

contextuaîized to reveal a particular context, that of the novel. And 

in thh nove in the interartistic comection, the meaning of this 



painting (as wdl as the others) not only changes but Is conveyed by . . . 
the Language of the text 

La Anunciacibn serves here as an extension of the novel and 

visual evidence of the story we are king toid. T m ,  we cannot 

ignore that in the intemlation between text and painting there are 

suggestions of iconic or symboiic equivatences. It is impossible not to 

think, from a Wstern and Christtan point of view, of the New 

Testament and of the symboiic significance of Mary, for this is what 

the painting brings to the text But here we are deaiing with a new 

context and this is not the story of the bibiical Mary, despite the 

resem blances. 

In addition, as 1 pointeci out earlier, what the text brings to Our 

attention is that some of the m e  stories are self'dently 

comparable with their models. But these taies, however, show more 

their differences with the originals than simiïarities. Literary 

mimesis, then, seems a futile attempt when comparing Vargas Llosa's 

stories with the original sources. It becomes obvious that the text is 

simply recreating the mythological and historfcal tales that are also 

subject matter in some of the paintings for the purposiveness of the 

story. But these stories become new stories in themselves, just in the 

same way as Andy Warhol's Brillo Boxes become new entities in their 

new context. Must we criticize Vargas Llosa for leavlng out the 

murder of the King in the story of King Candaules or for not including 

the punlshment of Actaeon in the myth of Diana? T U  is to say that 

the story of Vargas Llosa's Mary may resemble the story of the 

bibiical Mas> but it is not, it is the story of the Maqt in Elopio de la 

madrashra. 



Similarly, in relation to the p r i m  story, I do not see the 

duplicity of the message via Fra Angeiico's painting and its 

correspondlng story as a suggestion of king repre~exltative of 

Lucrecia and what happens to her. One would imagine that a more 

convincing imagery wouid be one representing a scene from the 

EWulsion of Adam and Eve from the Garden of Men. After all, 

Lucrecia at this point in the novel stands, as Geisdorfer Feal points 

out, "as Mary Magdalene or Eve in contrast to the Wrgin figure 

"(103); and, as Geisdorfer Feal also observes, certainiy 

what happens to Lucrecia after this chapter concludes, is 
not a glorious ascent as the Queen of Heaven, but a 
banishment, or rather, a punishment for having become 
the Sexualfzed mother. In this novel, the figure of Mary 
does not serve as the handmaiden of the Lord, but as the 
emïssary of the devil (101). 

At this point in the story, this fiame story/image of Mary does 

not seem analogous to the story and persona of Lucrech However, 

one: could venture the hypothesis that Mary and Lucrecia are 

comparable if we were to see this novel as beginning in medias res. 

It is possible to rearrange the order of the events and the order of 

the story. In this sense, this fiame story/image construction could 

be seen as an account of an event that preceeds the point at which 

the story began. Moreover In this sense, the message's dupUdty via 

this painting and text couid be seen as the introduction to the novel, 

where the namtive itself begins, and one that reveals Luuecia's 

presentiments before the events that are yet to happen. After ail, 

before Lucrecia becomes the semdized mother! she is also 



symboîically visited by the angel Fonchito, whose birthday note 

becomes the message that announces her role as Queen of men. This 

is to say, then, that at this point in the novel, what this painting and 

story are bringing to us is already part of our knowledge. 

It 1s clear that the text provides various possible relationships 

between the characters of the primary story and those of the frame 

stories. Lucrecia, for example, is comparable to the Queen of Ltdia, 

Diana, and Venus. But can we say that Lucrecia, or her story at this 

point in the narrative, 1s comparable to Vargas Llosa's Mary? Or 

could we say that Mary and Lucrecia are comparable because there 

may be, as Geisdorfer Feal argues, "an ironic subversion of the 

image's power to retain its original significance by placing it in a 
dislocated context?" (100). My interpretation is that neither Fra 

Angelico's bibiical Mary, which fs the basis for Geisdorfer Feal's 

cornparison, nor Vargas Llosa's Mary, are analogous to the character 

of Lucrecia. 

Vargas Ilosa's Mary  is, in my opinion, comparable to Justiniana 

But let us briefly turn to this Anal chapter. From the text we iearn 

that a certain rosy young man has corne to teil Mary that she, among 

all the women, Is the chasen one to be Queen among men. Mary, of 

course, is surprised by such an announcement for she believes that 

she almost does not exist and that there are more Intelligent and 

courageous girls in the village that are better fîtted for this role. As 

we learn through Mary, and what she says her Mends say of her, she 

is a very common and woman with hardly any ambition in We. She 

regards herseif in terms of king: "modesta muchacha;" "muy tirnida;" 

"apocada y vergonzoW (1 82). And says, among other things, thac 



"Yo sé muy bien 10 poco que valgo" (183); "Mi nianera de ser me 

predispone mis bien a 10 ordinario, a 10 comtin" (184); "Yo soy muy 

It is possible to constnie a relation between the two Marys. As 

the female figure in the painting, we can imagine Vargas Llosa's 

Mary as king also a fragiie-looking woman seated outdoors, 

confused and womied as she crosses her arms around her womb and 

thinking about what the beautifil angel is telling her. And it seems 

also as if Fra Angeiico's Mary is thinking what Vargas Llosa's Mary is 

saying to herself: 

No sé si alegrarme O apenarme por esa visita. Presiento 
que a partir de eUa cambiar& mi vida. jDe qué manera? 
iS& para mi bien O mi desgracia? iPor qué, en medio 
del regodjo que me causa recordar las dulces palabras de 
ese joven, siento, de pronto, miedo, corno si se abriera 
subitamente la tierra y divisara a mis pies un abismo 
erizado de monstruos espantosos al que me quieren 
obiigar a saltar? (184) 

Now, how does this image/text construction relates to the 

primary story? In my opinion, this frame story/painting relates to 

the epilogue, which here functions as a sort "in ternal retroversion." 

Does not the epilogue, as Bal puts it, serve to "elabmate on 

information already given?" (6 1 ) In my view, the facts in the 

epiiogue appear to be a repetition of what we are given in the last 

chapter. They are, as Bal writes with regards to the function of 

intemai retroversion, "identical and different: the facts are the same, 

but their meaning has changeci." (6  1 ). 



The AnunciaciOq and its corresponding story of "El joven 

rosado" clearly function here as an announcement of an event that 

has yet to happen to Mary. Conversdy, something si- can be 

said to occur to Justianiana when we reach the epïlogue. Fonchito, 

the angel-iike figure, is symbolicaily announcing to Justiniana that 

she is now the chosen one. And Justiniana, Iike Mary, is confused 

about the role she is going to be given, going from humble servant to 

sexuaîized mother. 

In other words, what accounts for Mary, and what we leam 

through MW, is comparable and serves to eiicit recognition of 

Justiniana And although the context of each of these storks is 

different, there are obvious simiiarities between these two women 

and their stories. Clearly, they are both portrayed in the novel as 

humbled servants, confuseci and unwilling to be lured into becomlng 

sexualized mothers, in contrast to the more willing and dominant 

figure of Lucrecia. And clearly too, the bibiical Mary that is subject 

matter in the painting by Fra Angelico seems more of a mode1 to 

Vargas Llosa's Maxy and Justiniana than to the Lucrecia we have 

k e n  given in this noveL 

There is something more that points to the seemuigly 

interrelation between Mary and Jusriniana As a pattern that Is 

repeated throughout the text, the passage that describes Mary's state 

of mind and motivation cornes aIive in the epilogw. Changes are 

made, but if is possible to see that Justiniana's situation and worries 

about her hiture are similar to those of Mary-even in her final 

opinion about the angel-iike Fonchito. W e  rea& 



Desde la partida de doila Lucrecia tenia el presentimiento 
de que también a ella la acechaba un peligro aqui y vivia 
sobre ascuas, con la permanente sensacion de que si se 
descuidaba un instante caeria tambien en una ernboscada 
de la que saldria peor que la madrassk Habia sido una 
impmdencia encarar al nino de ese modo. No 10 haria 
nunca mils porque Fonchito, aunque 10 fuera en edad, no 
era un nirio, sino alguien con maiias y retorcimientos 
que todos los vtejos que ella conocia Y, sin embargo, sin 
embargo, mirando esa carita dulce, esas facciones de 
muilequito, quien se 10 hubiera creido. ( 195 ) 

Yet despite the critidsm contra Vargas Llosa for his apparent 

portrayal of Lucrecia and Mary, it can be said that in this novel it is 

rather the male figure who cornes out as k i n g  the "emisary of the 

devil"-as Geisdorfer Feal says of the function of Mary in this novel. 

What happens to Lucrecia, in fact, 1s best described by Justinfana 

when she says, as she becomes aware of her new situation, "caeria 

también en una emboscada de la que saldria peor que la madrastratt- 

-indeed, an ambush from where the hidden Fonchito came out to 

attack Lucrecia, just as represented in the pafnthgs by Jordaens and 

Boucher, where the hidden voyeur waits for his prey. Whereas for 

the story of "El joven Rosado" and La Anunciacion, let us remember 

that they corne at a point in the story after we have seen what has 

happened to Lucreda, which is to say that, bound together, painting 

and story serve here too as a sort of warning to Mary and Justiniana 

of the presence of the emisary of the devil, and which in this case, is 

the angel as weil as Fonchito. 

The Paintings 



Undoubtedly, these paintlngs rernain and ac t independen tly of 

Vargas Llosa's text. They are clearly invested wi th their own 

cultural and historical values which, in any case, they bring to the 

novel. This can be recognized within the text itself by their mere 

presence and, with the exception of de Szyszlo's painting, by way of 

textual references that seemingly allude to the initial meaning that 

was ascribed to them. Yet, as 1 argued in chapter one, works of art 

are not limiteci in their interpretation by correct contextualization of 

their initiai context of production because they also have a present, 

in this case, that of this novel. These paintings are here, clearly, an 

extension of the verbal narrative. In their new context, as auxiliary 

to the text, as well as by virtue of their k ing  appropriated, they 

becorne evidence of the historical and cultural repertoire of this 

Peruvian novel. Better yet, as Gérard Genette writes, they serve in 

this novel as a kind of visual language that refers 

to the succession of even ts, real or fictitious, that are the 
subjects of [the verbal] discourse, and to their several 
relations of linking, opposition, repetition, etc. 
[Therefore,] 'Analysls of narrative' in this sense means 
the study of a totality of actions and situations taken in 
themselves, without regard to the medium, linguistic or 
other, through which knowledge of that totaiity cornes to 
us. . . ." (25) 

Within this context, to look at them, is to look at them through 

the eyes of the text. They are to be understood, primarily, in their 

interrelation with the text, and they can be identifieci as king part 

of a texnial scheme of equivalences, or comparable constructions. 

The text itself, in fact, reminds us of the importance of understanding 

these paintings within the context of this carefully consmcted 



contemporary stoqc "Ahora, deja de mirar. Ahora, cierra los ojos. 

Ahora, sin abrirlos, mirame y mirate ta1 como nos representaron en 

ese cuadro que tantos miran y pocos venu ( 16 1 ). Here thus in the 

interrelation between images and words, as Barthes puts it, the text 

"is indeed the creator" (Image 40). 

No less true is the fact that it al1 cornes out even most 

successfuiiy when we look at the paintings themselves, as they are 

magnificently held together and articulateci as a narrative sequence. 

They can also be regarded in themselves as being a story, for they 

are within the text the product of the author's imagination and the 

result of an ordering (Bal, Narratology 49). What these paintings 

seem to Say helps us to see how the story of Eloeio de la madrastra 

was constructed and what we are king  told. As we move from 

painting to painting, it al1 seems as if these pahtings, as Barthes puts 

it, "duplicate certain of the informations given in the text" (Image 

38). 

A brief look at these paintings, in the partfcular order 1 see 

them, will suffice: 1) Bronzino's Alegoria del amor, despite its 

locatfon, makes me think that this is the first of the series of images. 

First, it prepares us, or wams us, about the context of the novel. I t  

shows, just as the work itself, a detail of what sort of story awaits us. 

A story that, it might be supposed, brings on an account of a 

reiationship between a goddess-me woman and and angel-like boy. 

And second, let us a notice that what is shown in the cover is just a 

detail: the experiential moment of two flgures lost in their own erotic 

interaction and where the lack of spatial depth could be safd to 

suggest that, in this scenario, the concept of rime and space have no 



meaning for these two figures; and a h ,  the symbolic significance of 

the scene in Bronzino's painting is kept from us with this visual 

detall so that it fits the intentions of the story. 

2) Jacob Jordaens's Candaules. rey de Lidia. rnuestra su mufer 

al mimer ministro Gkes brings about the issue of voyeurism and 

introduces us to the third main character who is going to form part of 

a love triangle. Here, however, the figure has taken her clothes off 

and, unlike in the previous image, she is aware that she is k ing  

watched in this case by us, the readerhiewer, who is going to 

experience and be a participant also in the events of the novel. 

3) François Boucher's Diana desiiués de su baiio further 

suggests the erotic scenario in which the fernale figure is the focus of 

attention. It serves also to emphasize the issue of voyeurism and it 

brings forth the fourth character in the story. And now, after the 

goddess-like figure has been presented to us first paniaily and then 

from the back, we have a sense of-or at least we are invited to 

imagine-what she looks llke. 

4) Tiziano's Venus con el Amor v la Musica brings us to a more 

harmonizing context that serves to illustrate the involvement at this 

point of the goâdess-iike figure with the two male figures. They are 

shown as if truly enjoying themselves in an environment marked by 

the presence, as the title suggests, of love and music. And, as In the 

detail by Bronzino, such Is the enjoyment in this scene that the 

figures are not aware of the passing of time and the world outside, of 

the sunset and the presence of a couple and animals, which c m  be 

seen in the background. 



5) Bacon's Cabeza 1, seems to be isolating one of the three main 

figures as if to draw attention to the condition of man whose 

fragmented body is al1 he possesses. This image seems to be 

announcing too, judging by the umerving unrest of this figure show 

with an upward gaze suggestive of pain, that the story is about to 

take on a new dimension as if anticipating the painful experience 

that awaits one of the characters in the novel once he finds out what 

has k e n  kept a secret Rom him. 

6) Fernando de Szyszlo's Camino a Mendieta 10 serves as a 

showcase to the inner nature of that which the younger male in this 

story has so much sMved after-that which has directed the male's 

sexual impulses, and without which, as Schopenhauer would say: 

"this impulse sinks to the level of a disgusting need" (539). This is an 

image that throws light, at the same time, to the way the female 

body becomes O bjectlfied by the male possesseur. 

7) And f 'al ly,  there is Fra Angelico's La Anunchcion, a 

pictorial representation that in this novel stands more as a 

cautionary tale-a sort of, Beware of the Angel-than in relation to 

its original context of production. Here, the female figure is far from 

resembling the voluptous and naked goddesses we find in the other 

paintings; and the angel appears as a messenger of God. Yet, in 

relation to the novel, the suggestion of a sexual encounter stiU 

remains. This angel, as we remember him from Bronzino's and 

Tiziano's painting, stands here as a symbol of seduction disguised as 

a messenger of God. This is how the angel has operated before, 

giving first a certain impression of goodness and then emerging as a 

semial  rogue. And Mary appears to be remembering this too, as she 



sits there with her arms wrapped around her body with distraught 

tenderness, kozen in silence with a blank and far away stare and not 

king able to look at the angel's eyes. 

Conclusion 

It al1 seems to fit together in unity and clearness as if painters 

and writer were worklng together in the creation of this novel. 

Aithough it becornes clear that in this novel, as Barthes would point 

out, the text "directs the reader through the signifieds of the 

image(s), causing him to avoid some and receive others; by means of 

an often subtle 'dispatching,' it remote-controls him towards a 

meaning chosen in advance" (Image 40). This is to say that, even 

though these paintings act independently of the written text and 

could be understood according to their original con text of production, 

within Vargas Llosa's novel the paintings' message is substantially 

different. As with the reception of da Vinci's Last Sumer by the 

"Australlan bushman," our reception of these paintings accords with 

our own experience, in this case, as provided by the story in Elogio 

de la rnadrastra. 

In my opinion. it is impossible to imagine Elogio de la 

rnadrastra without its visual references for these paintings enable us 

to further visualize the visuai aspect so highlighted throughout the 

story, and they add an undeniable aesthetic efféct to the novel. 

Some, of couse, will claim that the same effect could have k e n  

achieved by the mere mention of these paintings, in which case text 

and image would have k e n  iinked together by the& semantic, 

paradigrnatic and syntactic relations. But whatever the case, there is 



no doubt that Vargas Llosa, as it is said in the fflm LtHvwthèse du 

tableau volé, has added "a noveîist's skills to those of the painter [as] 

he plays cleverly on our curiosity as spectators." 



Chapter Three. Visual Representations as Supplement to 

Alejo Carpentier's a Siglo de las luces 

The grand design of Goya. . . appears to us little by 
little, revealing itself as an evolving canvas on a 
territory both Spanish and universal, of a time both 
past and present, both luminous as a Castilian 
summer sky and horrid as a cold wintry bog. 
(Carlos Fuentes, "Goya and the Spirit of Revolution" 
95) 

Par le feu de l'imaginaire et ses inventions 
d'artisan, les peintures de Desiderio projettent tout 
à coup une effervescence de fureur, une 
exaspération aussi grandiose que silencieuse. . . . 
Les dômes qui éclatent, les architectures qui 
s'écroulent, les rotondes éventrées, les idoles 
livides, les Frontons q u i  s'ébrèchent et les temples 
marqués d'une énorme croix noire révèlent une 
hantise, celle de la dévastation et de l'Apocalypse. 
(Pierre Seghers, Monsu Desiderio ou le théâtre de la 
fin d u  monde 8) 

Alejo Carpentier, to a certain exten t, is indebted in El siglo de 

las luces to the works of two painters: the Spanish Francisco de Goya 

y Lucientes ( 1716-1828) and the unfathomable Neapolitan artist 

best known by the name of Monsu Desiderio. First, there is the title 

given to this novel in Engllsh: Exdosion In a Cathedral, that owes its 

existence to Monsu Desiderio's painting Ekplosion dans une église (c. 

1617-1631), and which suggests the link that exists in this novel 

between the visual and the verbai. 1 Next, consider Carpentier's 

comments when, in referring to the works by Goya that form part of 

his novel, he says that "elles conduisent le lecteur vers un 



dénouement que je croyais goyesque. Toute la fîn est une vision de 

Goya" Carpentier adds: 

D'ailleurs quand j'ai un chapitre difficile à faire, je pense 
toujours à un peintre. . . . Le iivre est dominé par la 
couleur rouge, 11 n'y a pas un chapitre 09 l'image du sang 
est absent. . . . Le rouge est une constante et ne disparait 
qu'à la fin quand on ferme les rideaux de la maison de 
Madrid, alors que Sofia et Esteban ont disparu dans le 
soulévernent du 2 mai contre les troupes napoléonienes. 
(Muller-Bergh 40) 

In this sense, it cm be said that El siglo de las Luces is a novel 

aiîied to excess and drama, partly inspired by the apocalyptic theme 

that is central in the work by Desiderio and by the human misery 

and tragedy that is theme in the works by Goya Thus understood, 

Desiderio's image provides the text with a dramatic spectacle of 

chaos while Goya's serves to document the horrors of war. Fused 

together with the text, these works of art also serve to further 

articulate and mirror the text's own commentary on the Century of 

Enlightenment, in particular, in relation to the text's commentary on 

the historicity of the period which is here reveaied as a grand 

theatre and paradoxical in spirit. Carpentier also confirms this when 

he says that: 

el Ubro se llama asi porque el Sig10 de las Luces, que se 
ha dado como ejemplo de la cordura, del pensamiento 
Nosofico, de la paz y de la calma y todo 10 que usted 
quiera, es uno de los siglos m&s sangrientos-econoda 
basada en la esclavitud, represiones, castigos, hechicerias, 
matamas de protestantes, etcétera-que se ha visto en la 
historia. Por 10 tanto hay juego de palabras en el titulo. 
("ELrecurso" 212) 



In El sklo, there is a level of verbal signification that runs 

parallel to the symbollc value of the images invoked in this novel. 

Iconographically speaking, there are passages in this novel in which 

verbal imagery seems to have emerged out of visual imagery. The 

same cm be said for the spatiaVtempora1 context of the novel which 

coedsts alongside that of the images. Therefore, the text bdlds on 

the narrative motifs of the works of art, in particular, on the themes 

of chaos, violence, and the historical. Moreover, these subject- 

matters filter into the novel from the images which, as with the work 

by Goya, become evidence of the development and outcome of the 

novelts own commentary on the French invasion of Madrid. In 

particular, as with Goya's etchings, and to borow from Alexis 

Marquez Rodriguez, the visual imagesr serves to explain "episodios 

vinculados medularmeme con la Revoluci6n Francesa, y mAs 

concretamente con su proyeccci6n en las colonlas que Francia ya 

entonces mantenia en el Caribe" (24). 2 

Carpentier does not consider El sin10 de las luces "una novela 

hist6ricaW ("Cuatro preguntas" 12 1 ). This is a novel, nevertheles, 

that ailudes to the spirit of an age, the Enlightenment, and to certain 

events around the time of the French Revolution. Historicai facts 

alongside the information brought by the works of art are fed into 

the novel. We may agree with Carpentier when he says that this is 

not a historicai novel, but it becomes obvious that history is central 

in his narrative; and also by way of what the works of art brlng 

themselves to this novei. This is a novel that reveals itself as a 

textuai landscape of the end of the 18th century and beginning of the 



19th century, within a particular geographical configuration, and 

coloured by both the historicity of the period and the historicity of 

the selected works of art. In El sialo. the textual framed space is at 

the same time both fictional and historicai. 3 

In what fdiows, 1 will try to show how there is a paralleUsm 

between what happens in the space of the canvas (or paper, as in 

Goya's etching) and the noveL 1 hope to show also how the verbal 

elabmates on the discursivity of the images, as an allegorical 

strategy, while the visual element itself affords us a further insight 

into the story and serves to generate new meanings. 4 This I will do 

by focusing not only on the existing narrative Hnk between image 

and teut, but also focusing on the historical milieu of the works of art 

and their own s y m  bolic value. 

At the same time, I am guided here by Mario J. Valdés when he 

wrftes that, " [t] he dialectical process of appropriation is primarily the 

projection of a world, a proposal of a mode of king-in-the-world 

which the text discloses" ("Paul Ricoeur" 279). In relation to my 

analysis here, 1 belleve that the tes's use of the imagery is but a 
form of appropriation which serves to disclose not only the world of 

the visual, but also helps to project or mirror the world of the text. 

Thus the recognition that in the novel by Carpentier, the works of 

art, as Catherine E. Wall puts it, "ultimately unfolds as an active 

participant at the narrative level of the novel" (148). Providing 

furthennore, as in Elogio de la madrasaa, and to quote Iser again, "a 

Framework for the new rearrangements in the novel" (100). 

The works of art that are constitutive of El sido appear in this 

novel as visual equivalents of the verbal. In a sense, a sirnilar 



situation to the one we found in Eloeio de la madrastra exists, 

although here the situation is dtfferent. If in Eloaio the visuai serves 

the verbal, the best example king the painting by de Szyszlo, in a 
sigle it appears as if the verbal is serving the vbual, malnly because, 

in this novel the works of art do not appear divorceci m m  their own 

historical context; and ~OO, because the novel's own historical context 

dudes to that of the works of art. At any rate, the symbolic value 

and what the images embody is precisely that which the text 

discloses about them, and about itself. Through both the visual and 

the verbal the text reveals to us an aesthetic c o n m t  between 

darkness and light; the soclo-cultural and histocical milieu of the 

Baroque period; and the documentation of chaos, human tragedy, and 

revolu tionary ideals during the Century of Enlightenment. 

Despite the text's appropriation of works of art for the purpose 

of its own nanative, in El siah de las luces the reader is not being 

asked, as 1 understand it, to see the visual as a construction of the 

verbal. Therefore, we read the works of art for what they are and 

show, even when they are linked to episodes that are the text's own, 

and as if they are creating new stories within the context of the text 

unlike in Elo~io de la madrastra where the text proposes an 

iconographie reading of, as Bal would say, "what it is not there" 

(Reading Rembrandt 207). s Let us recall what happens, for example, 

to the painting by Boucher, which becornes a visual tale of Lucrecia 

and Justiniana king watched by Foncin and therefore, a construction 

of the text. 

In addition, uniike in Elogio de la madrastra where the images 

that form part of the visuaVverbai relationship form part of the text, 



in - El siglo there are not visual representations. The works of art are 

either describeci verbally, referred to by their titles, or simply found 

disguised as part of the taual narrative. In other words, if an 
attempt is to be made at reading thls novel in reîation to the works 

of art that are part of the text, we must seek the images elsewhere. 

And the attempt should be made, for in El si& the verbal and the 

visual are brought together as an essentlal part of the reading and 

understanding of this novel. 

In what follows, 1 will a h  consider, what Mieke Bal explains in 

her dfscussion of iconographie reading for the purpose of a critical 

ideological position, that "a work of art entertains at least three 

systematic relationships: one with the context or the litemry and 

artistic environment, one with the historical context that frames it, 

and one with the preceding artistic tradition, the pre-text" ( 1 89). 

Moreover, 1 propose a reading of this novel according to at least 

three levels of narration: through the narrative content of the works 

of art themselves, through the textuai narrative, and through the 

interrelationship between the verbal and the visual. 1 write with the 

understanding, to borrow from Valdés, that here the text "remains 

the mediator in the process of the fusion of present meaning and 

past significance" ("Paul Ricoeur1' 2 79); s u ,  the same can be said 

about the works art, both vvithln this novel and independently of the 

written text, 

The works of art 
First of dl, let us look into the main works of art that are 

constitutive of this noveL These are Monsu Desiderio's EhAosion 



dans une église (referred to in the novel as a painting by an 

anonymous artist); Goya's paintings, Dos de Mavo de 1808 and Tres 

de mavo de 1808, and the series of etching from ftom the plates of 

Desasms de la Euerra; and two paintings by unknown artists, 

Degollacidn de Inocentes and Deca~itadon de San Dionisio. Other 

references to works of art are made: Wiliiam Hogarth's The Rake 

Promess; Ceflini's sculpture Perseus; and Paolo Uccello's horses (as in 

the fresco Eauestrian Monument for Sir John Hawkwood). Textuai 

passages, moreover, also seem to emerge fiom works by Pieter 

Bruegel the Elder and Eugène Delacroix But primarily, the text's 

interaction with the visual is established through the works of 

Desiderio, Goya and the two paintings dealhg with the theme of 

beheading . 
Now, if in Goya we have one of the most recognizable names in 

the history of Western painting, in Monsu Desiderio we have not only 

an obscure pater but also an enigmatic figure who for three 

centuries has b e n  the source of some confusion and discussion with 

regard to his work and identity. Who is Monsu Desiderio? According 

to the studies by F e l k  Sluys and Pierre Seghers, two writers who 

seem to have unraveled the punk, Monsu Desiderio was the name 

under which two French bom painters from Metz worked in Naples 

during the first half of the seventeenth century. These two painters 

were Didier Barra and François Nomé who, as foreigners living in 
Italy, were called by the Italian appellative of "Monsu," fkom the 

French monsieur (Sluys 9-10). However, as Seghers tells us, it is 

François Nom6 (b. in Metz in 1593) who through "l'irréallsm de ses 
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peintures . . . va devenir le vrai Monsu Desiderio, celui qui passera à 

la postérité sous une appellation d'enseigne!" (34). 

François Nomé iived and worked during what we know as the 

Baroque period-a time during which Europe was k ing  ravaged by 

reiigious wars, in particular the Thlrty Year's War from 16 18 to 

1648. I t  is also an era that gives birth to our modern theatre, to the 

staging of Me as a theatre or llfe as a dream, and to modem 

metaphysics. Shakespeare and Lope de Vega were writing their 

greatest plays around 1600. Francisco de Quevedo was writing his 

metaphyslcai, moral and religious poems, and Calderon de la Barca 

was writing his most famous work, La vida es suefio. Descartes's 

mathematical method becornes a way for philosophical reflection. 

Similarly, he sets out out to probe the existence of two different 

forms of reallty, "thought" and "extension" ( the Cartesian dualism of 

mind and matter), arguing that that they both originate from Cod 

Spinoza, in contrast, identifies Cod with nature, his point of view 

k i n g  that human Me is subject to the universal laws of nature. 

In a sense, it can be said that in Emlosion dans une &lise 

Nomé visually manscribes some of the issues that were k i n g  

presented through iiterature, theatre and philosophy. His work is 
allied as much to a Baroque art typifled by Hght and dark, as it is to 

the staging of elaborate theatricality-often pompous and 

flamboyant- and to the symbohc meaning of Cod. But we fmd too 

In his work a subject matter that became the vogue during the 

seventeenth century in southern Europe: an interest in the depiction 

of andent ruins-in particular, Roman ruins. The French painter 

Nicolas Poussin (1 594-1665) and the italian Salvator Rosa (1615- 



l673), for example, are two painters whose work shows this 

renewed interest in Roman ruins. Their paintings, where this subject 

matter is theme, show spaces enriched by fantastic landscapes filleci 

with idealked Roman ruins and the suggestion of nostalgia for that 

distant past. They show pictorial spaces in which the geography of 

the past is transformed into a nostalgie experience of the artist, and 

the physical world becomes iîiusionary ( Zucker 47-49). 

Yet the work amibuted to Nome stands apart from the work of 

his contemporaries. The Baroque elements are there, but Nom& 

work seems far from king nostaigic. In his pictorial spaces, ancient 

ruhs and the imaginary architecture appear as mere visual props, 

backgrounds to this artist's seeming fascination with the dark side of 

life and with destruction. Unlike the works by Poussin and Rosa, for 

example, where there is a sense of tranquility and nostdgia for the 

glories of Rome, in Desiderio's work, the architecture serves as a 

frame of reference for chaos, fear, and, as noted in the introductory 

quote by Seghers, for the Apocalyptic. 

Gothic architecture serves as background prop for Nomé's 

mysterious and macabre-We pictorial atmosphere in J3mlosbn dans 

une éniise . The juxtaposition of Light and dark overly emphasizes 

the eerie quaiity of this painting. Through light, one of the main 

expressive means of the Baroque artist, divine illumination, 

enllghtenment, reason and truth are symboiicaliy suggested, while 

danger, evil, bhdness, and death are suggested through dark Not 

surprisingly, the background of reference of thîs painting is said to 

be reiigious. On the upper left corner, there is an inscription that 



suggests the intended reiigious symbolism of this painting. 

According to J. Pantce Marandel: 

Nom4 has represented, in fact, a little-known episode in 1 
Kîng 1 5: 1 1- 15, identifleci in the inscription in the upper 
left corner. Asa, King of Israel, is credited with having 
reestablished the Judaic faith after a lapse of his people 
into paganism, which Asa's own mother had perpetuated. 
According to the book, the destruction of the pagan id01 
took place on the banks of the Cedron, but Nom6 placed 
the event in a church like temple, giving it a dramatic 
dimension that allowed him a spectaculat display of 
c haracteristic effects. ( 5 6) 

Just to establlsh a certain parallelism with the Uterature of the 

time, we are reminded too of a passage from Quevedo's "Poemas 

morales": 

iOh grande horror! Pues cuando de ejemplares 
rayos a Dios armo la culpa, el vicio, 
veictimas le templaron los pesares; 
y hoy le ofenden ansi, no ya propicio, 
que, vueltos sacrilegios los altares, 
arma su diestra el mesmo sacrificio. (268) 

In other words, Nomé's pictorial narrative is at once a 

representation that alludes to the rellgious and moral universe, to 

the transeendental and the immanent, to the sacred and the profane. 

The signs are there in the church that reaches up to God and tao, in 

the desecration of the sacred and the apparent punishment of the 

symbolic explosion. But above aii, we are witnessing here the 

collapse, whether by God or a cosmic explosion, of one of the symbols 

of civilization and one of man's greatest monuments to God: the great 



cathedd, which wiil soon be reduced to a stockpiie of nothtngness, 

of scattered ruins that are already beginning to appear on the lower 

right corner of the painting. These mùis wlll then be llnked to the 

measuring of time, as if measuring also how nature brings humanity 

down to earth, and to humanity's yearning for the past as becornes 

obvious in the works by Poussin and Rosa. This is a painting that can 

be said to mirror a Baroque attitude and, to borrow fmm Giiies 

Deleuze, the Baroqw period as viewed in terms oE 

a long moment of crisis, in which ordinary consolation no 
longer has much value. There results a collapse of the 
world. . . . An aggravatecl justification has to correspond 
to the enormfty of the crisis: the world must be the k t ,  
not only in its totaiity, but in its detail or in all of its 
instances. (68) 

In looking at Nome's Emlosion dans une &lise, we fînd two 

events taking place at the same time. On the right side of the 

painting where the eye is lmrnediately drawn, we witness an 

explosion taking place. The source of the explosion originates from 

above, not only suggested by the yellow paint but also by the 

sculpture of the man leaning on the falling cow who lmks up in the 

direction of the ceiling. Everyiliing is suspendeci in time and space as 

if it were a waming for more to corne. It will be a rnatter of time for 

all the visible signs of man's civiiization in the cathedral-what rnay 

have been seen as indestructible architecturai construction--to be 

shattered and scattered around as the Stones and sculptures that 

have already fallen dom. 



In contrast to the three marblelike sculptures at the end of 

the nave, three men stand nearby as if dumbfounded by the 

explosion and the broken columns that are ready to fall on top of a 

panic-stricken man who covers his head as he tries to run away From 

the falling Stones. Ail in aiI, this side of the canvas is dominated by 

an extraordinq effect of light and darkness, and by an ment that 

sets in motion chaos, and suggests a confrontation between Me and 

death. As for the raging explosion, which takes on a symbolic 

meaning of the apocalypse, it is a reminder of the strength of Our 

inexplicable universe or, perhaps too, as a reminder of the presence 

the God. 

On the left side of the canvas, in the left aisle of the cathedral, 

we witness another kind of destruction. Here man is the protagonist. 

H e  is desmying what he himself has built Just as in Jacques 

Bertaux's drawing Destruction of the Eauestrian Statue of Louis XN 

( l792), where an act of iconoclasm is taking place, two men, dwarfed 

by the grand sale of the architecture, are shown mutiiating or 

beheading the b u t  of a sculpture that has fden to the floor. 

Considering that what they are doing is taking place in a church, this 

is an act of iconoclasm. Now, considering that in Western art we tend 

to read from left to right, as it has been traditionally documented 

within the reaim of art history, md a narrative is k ing suggested 

not only through the visual but through the bibIical passage of 1 King 

15: 1 1-15 inscribeci on the upper left corner of the canvas, the 

explosion appears s1g-g the subsequent punishment that man 

receives-in this case by God- for his sinful paganism and 

blasphemous act. 
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Overall, the mood in this painting alludes to the grandiose, the 

theatrical, the supernatural, and to both man's vandaiism and 

nature's inevitable destruction-or Cod. It is a space in which man 

appears powerless, srnaii and almost insignificant before the 

monurnentality of his own universe and the destruction he cannot 

avoid. He is just a part of a spectacle of chaos and apocalypse where 

the main role has been given to God, and where the final utterance 

seerns to be, to borrow From Paul Zucker, as he comments on the 

work of LO. Bumacini, to " forget about the inherent symbolic 

character of ruins, and accept them at face value as images of the 

harshness of reaiity" ( 107). 

As in the painting by Desiderio, the works by Goya chosen by 

Carpentier for his novel are iargely dominateci also by themes of 

destruction, chaos, and fear. Uniike the work by Desiderio, however, 

the source for Goya's horrific pictorial narratives is not some 

inexpiicable phenornenon but the wrongdoings of mankind. Each of 

Goya's images brought to this text shows unsavory and brutal scenes 

connecteci to the invasion of Spain by French troops in 1808. From 

these images, Goya's art emerges as a contemplation and 

commentary on the Spanish people's opposition to authority. His 

works tnirror an age when the people of Europe were fightlng for 

what they believed were their natural rights as citizens. Goya's time 

was, in brief, an age of idealistic beliefs in progress and scientific 

discovery, when the basic foundation for the development of a more 

progressive world was being laid in accordance with humanity's 

inherent knowledge and reason. It  was an age of cultural optimism, 



and of " practical reasonV-the Kantlan formulation that humans 

were capable and able to differentiate between right and wrong. 

Regarding Romantic art, one partfcular trait wi thin the 

Romantic movement was the underlying notion that art as a mode of 

self-expression was to be freer, as opposed to the limitations of the 

Classical ideals of perfection, control and order (Vaughan 10-13). 6 

The Romantic artist went beyond the limits of knowledge, pursuing 

the unknown, the mysterious, and the unattalnable. They 

documented an era of industriaiism and progress. But a h ,  they 

documented, like Goya, the horrors of war and a European society 

that was becoming richer because of contlnuous colonialism and 

slavery. The Romantic artist seized the problems of the day, and 

th& art transcendecl the immediate tirne and provided, to quote 

Vaughan when speaking of JeamJacques Rousseau's doctrine, "a 

stimulus towards a timely humanitarianism" (18). 

The work of Goya has been ptaced within the context of the 

Romantic movement, and the subfect matter of his work and his 

painttng style deflnitely unite him with his contemporaries. 

However, his work also sets him apart from his pers. Unlike many 

of his contemporaries who, for example, were concerned with 

romanticizing the world through landscapes, or the sublime, or the 

articulation of classical or ailegorical themes, Goya was more of a 

sodal commentator of his time. CeRainly a major figure in the 

history of art, William Vaughan says that he was "the greatest of the 

age." Adding that, "Like Blake, Goya is often thought of as an isolated 

phenomenon; a solitary genius (isolateci still more in later years by 

deafness) in an a i h g  society" (85). 



In this novel, the works of Goya are certainly haunted by the 

spirit of an ailing society. AU that is ptesent in these visual telling, 

through shocking images that centre on the relationship between 

victims and victimizers, is a documentary of the cruelty that resulted 

korn the French invasion of Spain. The year is 1808, the French 

army occupies Rome and takes Barcelona and Madrid, and the 

Inquisition is aboiished by Napoleon in both Italy and Spain. Joseph 

Bonaparte becomes Ung of Spaln Beethoven composes his Fifth 

Svm~honv, initially honoring Napoleon. Kaspar Friedrich palnts his 

The Cross in the Mountains, suggesting salvation through the image 

of Christ 

Napoleon's decision to take Madrid and crown one of his 

brothers as Klng of Spain prompted the people to take up arms and 

defend the city. Goya, as Pérez Sanchez and Sayre say, "could have 

witnessed (this) on May 2, 1808 in Madrid" (186). In hb painting 

Dos de mavo de 1808 ( 1 8 M), the main action in this visual 

choreography-let us remember that Goya painted this work six 

years after the fact--springs from the people's own hermitism and 

wiiiingness to perform an act of seWsaCTiftce as they to prevent 

the entrance of the foreign m p s .  7 According to a French solder 

who was a participant in the invasion, "the streets were seething 

with obstinate people armed with guns, pistols, swords, pikes, axes, 

sticks; nothing but cries of death and revenge rent the air" (Vega 

186). Another source also recounts this: 

In this city such was 'the fury of the people, and such 
the insolence of the guests, transformai into masters,' 
that once the confrontations began, it was clear that the 
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war was to be a 'cruda guerra'. . . fought by a people that 
showed themselves to be 'not only disposeci to sacrifice, 
but &O anxious to do so. . . . The upper classes stood on 
their balconies in districts where shots were not king  
fired, and, watching and Iistening, Med to understand 
what was happening, [while] only enraged civiLians could 
be seen in the street-almost all of them belonging to 
the lower classes-provoking , and some soldier or 
another restraîning them. Of the first kind there were 
those who demonstrateci biind courage, hurling 
themselves at the French-who were armed and in 
groups-looking for certain defeat and death. . . . Gangs 
began fonnlng so ridiculously armed that it was foolish 
to believe they could take on French soldiers.' (Vega 
186) 

Goya presents us with a sirnilar nanative. As in the above- 

mentioned account, in Goya's visual narrative we recognize a mood of 

tragic rnadness and the pligh t of the victims: peasants hurllng 

themselves at the better armed French troops, fighting with knives, 

sticks, and with their own hands. This is an image that manifests 

violence through the fury and brutallty of both sides In a space 

where even the horses are falling victims of this human carnage. 

Notice the French soldiers with their m e s  and sabres ready to kill 

the Spanish nationalists; but notice also the sadism of the Spanish 

peasant, almost at the center of the composition, as he stabs again 

and again the falling French soldier. 

The acts of violence as knowledge of that historical even t 

follows with Goya's Tres de mavo de 1808 ( 18 14). This is an image 

where violence, contrary to what Paul Crowther says, is indeed a 

"vehicle of a partisan narrative about the rights and wrongs of the 

Peninsular War" (55). True, it can be said, as Cmwther adds, that 

"The image is manifestly addressed to our tragic sense of Me, to 
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feeiings of pity for the victims, and to our outrage at the continuhg 

barbarity of the human species" (55). But, whatever Goya's intention 

were, this image serves as a visual testimony and a historical 

reminder of the senseless execution of Spanish people by the French 

army on the third of May of 1 808. Certainly, it is a visual 

commentary on the wrongs of the Peninsuiar War. 

Here, we, the viewers, are the only witnesses to this night-the 

massacre. We arrive just a t  the moment when the faceless Mng- 

squad (as if Goya did not want to immortalize them) is ready to 

continue with their executions. The first thing we may stare at fs the 

Christ-like figure of the man in the open white shirt. The iight from 

a box lanten placed on the ground directs us to him. He is ciearly 

the focal point in this visual t e m g ,  his presence looms over the 

whole composition. Above ail, it is his gesture and heroic attitude 

that draws us to this man, as he h g s  out his arms in defiance of his 

mon-to-be executioners. Soon this white-shirtd man will be 

colouring the yeilow ochered ground with his own Warin crimsom 

blood. Death is obviously inevitable, it wili arrive even though we 

WU be forever waiting for the flring squad to discharge their 

weapons, for its presence is already there in the form of piled up and 

scattered bodies on the ground. 

There is something else in this scene, however. Between the 

faceless firing-squad and those waiting their turn to be executed, 

there stands the world Here the world appears not only as a 

background Image to the executioners but in the form of a great 

Christian monument: the Catholic Church. The only Ught that we see 

in this image serves to illuminate the absurdity of wartime deaths. 



Here, Ught is allied to unreason and death, whereas that which stands 

for civillzatfon is analogous with darkness. The background 

architecture, as a symbol of civilization, emerges therefore as an 
ironic juxtaposition in relation to the event that is taking place in the 

foreground. Was Goya m g  to exernpw the values of the Century 

of Light, the age of reason and progress, with this juxtaposition? 

The Spanish people's swggle against the new established 

power was also document& by Goya in a series of etching that he 

began in 1810, and which were to be known, as the eighty f'ive plates 

were assembled and titled in 1 863 by La Academia de Bellas Artes 

de San Fernando, under the title of Desastres de la Guerra. These 

images show, as if in a continuous narrative, the atrocities committed 

by the French army wMe on Spanish SOU fkom 1808 to18 14. These 

disturbing images document such events as, women being raped, 

men king slaughtered, mutllated bodies king left rotting by the 

roadside or hanging on trees, women and chiidren suffering from 

epidemics and hunger, sick people lacking the necessary assistance, 

and a house collapshg on top of an entire family as a result of 

bombs, 

With these images, Goya certainly left a visual documentation 

about the level of fear, horror, and suffering caused by Napoleon's 

army. But his art is also revolutionary in that it awakens a yeaming 

for freedom, for that which seems unattainable during wartlme 

These are images that serve to Wustrate too the paradoxes of the age 

of reason and, as wd, they proclaim that without social justice there 

cannot be progress. Each of Goya's thirteen images, referred to in 



Carpentier's novel, is a story in itself: single accounts of what the 

Spanish people had to endure under French domination. 

The other pahtings that are part of the text's visual/verbal 

interreiationship are Deeollaci6n de Inocentes and Deca~itacih de 

San Dionisio. The former is attributed to a disciple of the Spanlsh 

Pedro Berruguete (d. 1504) and the latter to an imitator of another 

Spaniard-and contempomy of Nomé-José de Ribera ( b. 159 1-d. 

in Naples Ln 165 2). Here the relation of text to image is proposeci 

through the iconography suggested by the titles of these two 

paintings, which is setf-evidenc "beheading." 

We may not know exactly to which paintings Carpentier is 

referring, but al1 the same, we have seen this kind of iconography. It 

is weii documented, for example, in D'Antoine Caron's Massacres du 

Triumvirat ( 1566), in Bruegel the Elder's Massacre of the Innocents 

(nad), in Delacroix's La Décapitation du Doge Marin Faliero ( l826), 

and in a series of drawîngs and paintings related to the French 

Revolution done by Théodoro Géricault in the early part of the 19th 

century. Thus understood, these two paintings are llnked to an 

iconography of victims and martyrs, of beheading, and mirror a 

novel in which Its particular historical period is more like "the 

Century of Heads" than the Century of Lights, as Carlos Fuentes puts 

it when writing about Goya (92). 

The novel 

Let us now look at the textual narrative before 1 set out to 

discuss the interrelationship between the visual and the verbal. As 

landrnarks, Carpentier's El siglo de las luces can be placed between 



nvo dates, 1789 to 1808.8 These two years tied to historical events: 

the French Revolution and the Napoieonic invasion of Madrid. The 

story is thus Frarned within a particular known time and space, and it 

is marked by the historicity of these two major European events, 

although the historical background and the geographical 

configuration of the novel cover a larger space: Cuba, Saint Domingue 

(present day Haiti), Guadaioupe, French Guiana, Surinam, Barbados 

and Venezuela, 

Structurally, the novel has b e n  divided into seven chapters 

which, with the exception of the last chapter, have k e n  further 

divided into forty seven sections. The story primarlly centres 

around three fictional characters-the Cubans Carlos, Sofia and 

Estaban-who, as Carpentier says, " [son] calcados en modelos vivos 

que yo conoci" ("Carpentier habla de a sido de las luces 258). There 

is also a minor hhtorical figure who had links with the Revolution by 

the name of Victor Hugues. 9 About his characters, Carpentier says: 

Luego, teniendo un personaje historico y tres personajes 
imaginarios, yo trate de centrar la novela en el eje de 
cuatro personajes, de los cuales mes eran principales .... 
Tengo un personaje hist6rico que mantengo a cierta 
distancia y ahi esta el piano narrador, y los otros 
personajes donde pongo mucho miis de mi rnismo y 
mucho mAs de mi experiencia cotidiana, porque son 
hombres que tienen la edad mia cuando yo era 
adolescente, y les atribuyo una cantidad de peripecias 
que yo vi. ("Carpentier habla" 259) 

Through the realms of the fictional and the historical we are 

drawn here to a story that sets out to document the iives of these 

four characters within a period of twenty years. Their world 



fluctuates between Europe and Arnerica. The space in which 

Carpentier's charac ters exist seems dominateci by an imagery of a 

decayfng world and of soclal revolts: death and chaos are a constant 

theme. But even more noticeable is the great disorder that seems to 

exist everywhere-a disorder that can be said to minror the changes 

brought by the French Revolution both in Europe and the Caribbean. 

Certalnly the novel's subtext and centre stage, the French Revolution, 

is always a reminder, whether the text is referring to events in Salnt 

Domlngue or in Guyana, Havana or Madrid. 

Within this context, it 1s impossible to ignore also the various 

commentaries regarding the French Revolution. This may not be a 

historicd novel, as Carpentier says, yet the text proposes a relation 

with the historicity of the period, and there is certainly a criticism of 

the errors of the French Revolution. As we read in the novel, the 

French Revolution "habia forjado hombres subiimes," but a h ,  "habia 

dado alas... a una multitud de fracasados y de resentidos, 

explotadores del Terror" ( 158). What is in question, however, the 

text recognizes, is the result of "conclusiones que acaso puâieran 

derivarse de 10 visto" (164). Therefore, the novel reveals itself 

through the eyes of its characters as "un estudio sobre los errores de 

la Revoluci6ntt ( 164) . 
One of the Arst images we are given before the actual novel 

begins is that of the guiilotine making its way to the Americas. The 

paradoxes of the Revolution, and what the new France was exporthg 

to the world, is made quite cl= ftom the start: "Con la libertad, 

liegaba la primera guillotina al Nuevo Mundon (170): the guillotine 

aiîied here to the blrrh of a new order, to a new consdousness and to 



the people's power, standing as a contradiction to the ideals of 

"Ilberté, égdite, fraternité." Reason and unreason are joined 

together. As we read in the novel's prefatory section, in a passage 

that anticipates the order of the guillotine, the guillotine makes its 

entrance as a nightmarish monster 

Esta noche he visto alzarse la maquina nuevamente. Era 
en la proa, como una puerta abierta sobre el Vasto cielo 
que ya nos aaia olores de tiem por sobre un Océano tan 
sosegado, tan duedo de su ritmo, que k nave, levemente 
llevada, parecia adormecerse en su rumb, suspendida 
entre un ayer y un mafiana que se trasladaran con 
nosotros. . . . la Puerta-sin-batiente estaba erguida en la 
proa, reducida al din tel y las jambas, con aquel cartabon, 
aquel medio fronton invertido, aquel uiangulo negro, con 
bisel acerado y frio, colgado de sus montantes. Ahi 
estaba la armazon, desnuda y escueta, nuevamente 
plantada sobre el suefio de los hombres, como una 
presencia-una advertencia-que nos concemia a todos 
por iguaL (7-8) 

In the same way as the syrnbolism of the guiilotine, the idea 

of death also marks the beginning of the novel. The father of the 

three young Cubans has just died as the story begins. Ekneath these 

two introductory images of death-one W e d  to unreason and the 

other to the nature-the traglc existence of humanity is conveyed. 

Against this Lmagery of death, decay is also prevalent. The Rrst 

image we are given of Havana is that of a city corroded by the salt of 

the sea and surrounded by "el fango" caused by torrential rains. 

Yet with death there is also a new beginning. In France the 

annihilation of the privileged classes marks the birth of a new 

consciousness, while for the young Cubans, the death of their father 



marks for them the beginning of a new freedom, a birth. The 

evolution from death to birth manifests a transition from dark into 

light and, as Schopenhauer writes, a "renewal and revival of the 

will's consciousness" (2: 500). With death, as Schopenhauer puts it, 

"consdousness is certainly lost, but not what produceci and 

maintaineci consciousness; Me is extingulshed, but with it no t the 

principle of M e  which manifested itselfin itt' (2: 496). The 

possibility of new ideas and the possibillty for the conttnuous 

development of life is therefore suggested through the idea of death. 

Foliowing the death of th& father (Esteban's uncle), the young 

Cubans isolate themselves within their living quarters and mourn for 

a year. The externai world enters the house only through Remigio, 

the sounds of the streets, and by ways of the information provideci 

by the objects and books they buy. They abandon themselves to a 

disorderly existence, sleeping during the day whfle eatirig, playing, 

and reading durlng the night: "el reloj de sol se habia transformado 

en reloj de luna, marcando invertidas horas" (3 1). As an attempt to 

be c o ~ e c t e d  to the extemal world, within their enclosed and Wted 

space, they set out to create in the house an imaginary environment 

that will remind them of EK away places consisting of piled up 

furniture, boxes and books. However, in spite of their new-acquired 

Ereedom, they find themselves alone and alienated from the world, 

"hudrfanos desamparados en una urbe indiferente y sin alma, ajena a 

todo 10 que fuese arte O poesia, entregada al negocio y a la fealdad" 

(27). 

In the meantirne, a new form of awakening is taking place in 

the outer world. But due to their mode of existence, and the fact that 



this event was hardly acknowledged in the Spanish colonies, the 

young Cubans remain unaware of the revolutionary enthusiasm that 

is sweeping through Europe and other parts of the world as a result 

of the French Revolution. While the values, ideas, and aspirations of 

the French Revolu tion are received en thusiastically by the people 

and the educated classes, and a new consciousness is born, news of 

the Revolution in the Cuban newspapers "se reducia a las noticias de 

cuatro Iheas, relativas a Francia, publicadas en el periodico local, 

entre un programa de cornedias y un aviso de ventas de guitarra" 

(90). Obviously, the Spanish monarchy was not going to let its 

colonies and the slaves worktng in the tobacco and sugar plantations 

be contaminated by the seeming power of t e m r  unleashed by the 

French Revolution. 

The young Cubans' isolation from the world iasts a year. As 

they prepare to enter another year of fun and games disguised as a 

time of mouming, someone appears in their house and changes their 

lives forever. A French businessman by the name of Victor Hugues 

practicdy forces his way into their residence and, as Roberto 

Gonzalez Echevarria observes, "sets the other characters in motion as 

he assumes the position of a second father to them" (241). Victor 

Hugues will become to the young Cubans what the French Revolution 

has become to the world, a sweeping force that will introduce them 

to new ideas whiie reforming their bourgeois existence. 

At f h t ,  Victor Hugues is regarded by the young Cubans as an 

obstacle to their way of Me, and as " una presencia M a ' '  (43). 

Eventually, as an honest sympathy for Victor Hugues awakens the 

interest of the young Cubans, he becomes their guide and protector. 



With Victor, order is restored in both the house and the business that 

the young Cubans' father had k e n  running, but which had been left 

at the mercy of a corrupt and opportunistic admintstrator. But more 

importantly, Victor brings ideas that wffl open a new world for them. 

Thus, as if flnding themselves on the threshold of the Century 

of Enlightenment, as if vision and the true perception of the world 

around them had k e n  restored, the young Cubans emerge from 

living in the reaim of darkness into a world of brightness. In their 

new daylight reality, the young Cubans begin to debate with Victor 

about f i edom of thought, sovereignty, soclal justice, popular 

governments, scienüfic inquiries-everything that had to do with 

progress and the aspirations of the French Revolution. Victor, as 

Carpentier says about him, and what he represents to Esteban, "es la 

revolucion, son las ideas nuevas, es la transfonnaci6n del siglo, es la 

renovacion de una sociedad en un larguisimo siglo que esta 

terminando. . ." ("Carpentier habîa" 258). 

Thus Victor begins to open up a different and unknown 

universe to the young Cubans, and In particular to Esteban and Soff  

who wiii grow in the shadow of Victor until the v q  end. Their 

idealism and patriotism will be indebted to Victor, for example, even 

after they reject him for ceasing to be the revolutionary he was 

when he first presented himseif to them. Esteban will follow Victor 

for several years, and Sofa will later become his lover. But Carlos 

stays behind because, as Carpentier says, "la necesidad de vivir, de 

ocupane de su negocio, 10 aburguesa y 10 pone otra vez en 10 que 

pudo ser la lima de su padre" ("Carpentier habla" 259). 



What kind of world, in contrat to the safe and happy 

bourgeois environment the two Cubans knew whiie growing up in 

Havana, does Victor Lntroduce to Esteban (first) and Sofia (later)? 

Primarily, Victor draws them to a world of contradictions: a world 

that cherishes freedom, equality, knowledge and the endless pursuit 

of progres and soclal justice; and yet, it is a world that knows no 

peace, niled by erroneous judgement, and in perpetual destruction 

and disorder-whether because of nature or the wrong-doings of 

men. From the moment they leave Havana for the first time, to their 

tragic ending in Madrid, Ws is the kind of environment Esteban and 

Sofia wffl see and experience. They iive in an era that, to quote from 

the text, "demostraba la desorganizacion y el desorden en que vivian 

los hombres que pretendian gobemar el mundo" (205). 

Moreover, the characters in this novel inhabit a space where 

Me and the world become a theatre. The text appears to mirror the 

works of the playwrights of the tirne. This world as stage takes on 

different foms. Paris, the Revolution, is referred to as "Maxlmo 

Teatro del Mundo" (130). The marine Ilté, which appears as a 

rnetaphor for the actions of the men of the Revolution, becomes "Gran 

Teatro de la Universal Devoracion" (23 1 ). The piraticai activities of 

those once allied with the ideals of the Revolution, is " T e m  del 

Absurdo" (23 7). As 1 will discuss later, this textual theatricality also 

echoes the theatricaiity implicit in the works of art that are referred 

to in the text. 10 

In this sense, Esteban and Sofia in particular, find themselves 

living in a deceptive and absurd world of dreams and illusions, and 

where what is king saîd one day acquires a different meaning the 



next day. Theirs t m  is a world where the efforts of the Revolution 

wiîl ultimately becorne meaningless and mere excuses that serve to 

justw the inhumane and corrupt actions of those same people who 

so eagerly set out to change and cure the universe h m  the Unes of 

the old bourgeoisie. Indeed, they corne to know "un mundo 

descabellado" (245 ) , as viewed by one of the French Revolutionaries 

who, ironically, has become a pirate and a slave M e r .  
From this is to be explaineci the fact that for the young Cubans, 

in a Schopenhauerîan sense, happiness "iies always in the future, or 

else in the past, and the present may be compareci to a small dark 

cloud driven by the wind over the sunny plain. . ." (2: 573). At the 

beginning of the novel, as they play, r a d  and fantaslze about a 

world they would iike to know, happiness is visuaîized in the future. 

Happiness for them is to be in Madrid and see the "Casa de Correosv 

or "la ciipula de San Francisco el Grande," or to go to México or New 

York, or to be part of the cultural iife In Vienna, Venice or Paris. 

Happiness, linked with nostalgia, of course, is also found in the p s t .  

For Esteban, for example, whUe finding himself in the unfamiliar 

European space or within the famillarity of the Caribbean setting, 

happiness is remembering or Uvlng again certain experiences hked 

to his growing up in Cuba. Happiness is related to his childhood 

memories of srneus, the min, nature, the very distinctive Caribbean 

food, and his cousins in Havana The present, with rare exceptions, 

seems to appear indeed as a "dark cloud." 

Thls "dark doud" appears in the story through the symbolic 

value of destruction/disorder and death-rningled with creation and 

birth-as revealed to us both within the context of nature and 



through the actions of men. In Havana, the violence of nature 

becornes present &ter the storm that is unleashed by the cyclone 

leaves the city "desteehada, llena de escombms y despojos-puesta 

en el hueso de sus vigas desnudas" (75). It is a natural .reality which 

the Cubans accept as part of their own existence: "Para quienes 

vivian en la Ma, el Cicl6n era aceptado como una tremebunda 

reaüdad celeste, a la que, tarde O temprano, nadie escapaban (69). 

The cyclone, rnoreover, brings on a spirit of revival as everywhere 

the people get together to once again erect that which has been 

The fotlowing may also serve to illustrate the theme of 

destruction and construction within the circle of death and birth, as 

brought out in the story within the context of the marine life. In a 

passage that echoes humanity's own existence, as Sofia observes 

from the boat that is taking her to Santiago de Cuba, on her first 

excursion out of Havana, we read: 

Sofh, observando la multitud de esas daturas efimeras, 
se asornbraba ante la continua destruccion de 10 creado 
que equivalia a un perpetuo lujo de la creacion: lujo de 
multipllcar para suprtmir en mayor escala y lujo de tanto 
engendrar en las matrices mik dementales como en las 
tomeadoras de hombres-dioses, para entregar el fruto de 
un mundo en estado de perpetua devoracion. ( 100- 1) 

This above-mentioned close observation of the world and of 

life in "perpetua devoraciOn," whfch Esteban witnesses too while 

wandering through the Caribbean islands, is what the text refers as: 

"Gran teatro de la Universal Devo~cidon, donde todos eran comtdos 

por todos, consustanciados, imbricados de antemano, dentro de la 



unicidad de 10 fluido. . ." (23 1 ). 11 Their world is as, in 

Schopenhauer's words, "the battle-ground of tormented and agonized 

beings who continue to exlst only by each devouring the other" (2: 

58 1 ). Esteban witnesses such a world through his journey arnong 

men: "un mundo sanguinario y remoto, donde todo resultaba 

absurdo" (2 14). As such, whether a reference to nature or to human 

Me what emerges, as the text puts it, 1s "un mundo colmado de 

peligros" (231). 

The predominance in the text of a landscape in perpetual 

destruction is brought out too with an account of a certaln event 

taking place in French Saint Domingue. The year is 1 79 1 and in this 

rich sugar producing island the African slaves are revolting against 

the French colonialfsts. It is the beginning of a social revolution that 

wfll culminate with the independence, in 1804, of what wiil be 

known as the Republic of Haid. As we are told in the text, beneath 

the disturbances and the massacre unleashed by the black slaves 

against their white masers, a new social order and a new conscience 

simiiar to the one that took place earlier in France was k i n g  

performed: "También habian hablado algunos de turbas enloquecidas, 

ebrias de sangre, después de un cierto 14 de Julio que estaba en 

camino de transformar el mundo" (1 07). 

The anival of the French Revolution's legacy in America echoes 

Ogé's prophecy eariier in the novel of "Llegaron los tiempos, amigos. 

Llegaron los tiempos" (92). These words, by a mulatto doctor and 

witch, educated in France and a Mend of Victor, not only serve in the 

novel as a sort of predlction to the events of 1791 in his native 



country but also, take on a historical meaning. As Mlkrquez 

Rodriguez points out: 

L a  mencion de Ogé de la frase inicial del Manifiesto 
comunista de Marx y Engels medio siglo después de 
ocurridos los hechos que se narran en la noveia, no s61o 
justifica el 'tono profético' que el narracior le atribuye al 
personaje, sino que tambien caracteriza de un modo 
inequivoco quella revoluci6n, dentro del esquema 
ideologico de dicho persmaje, tanto como dentro del que 
corresponde al novelista. . . . [L]o mismo puede referirse 
a que las palabras de Ogé presagian los transcendentales 
acontecimien tos revolucionarios que efec tivamente 
ocurrieron poco después, o la que se adelantan a las 
palabras de Marx y Engels con que cincuenta &os m&s 
tarde abren el Manifiesto comunista (27) 

When Esteban, Sofia, Victor and Ogé arrive in Santiago de Cuba 

on their way to Saint Domingue, the city's port is crowded with boa& 

from the French island, and French refugees are everywhere. 

According to the news, the events in Saint Dorningue were beyond 

control: "Se hablaba de terrible matanzas de blancos, de incendios y 

crueldades, de horrorosas violaciones. Los esclavos se habian 

encarnizado con las hijas de familla, someti&dolas a las peores 

sevicias. El pais estaba entregado al exterminio, el pillaje y la 

lubricidad" (106). 

In effect, Esteban, Victor and Ogé arrive in Port-au-Prince 

where "Un incendio gigantesco enrojecia el cielo y arrojaba pavesas a 

los montes cercanos" ( 1 15). This is an image reminiscent of heu, as if 

out of one of Hieronymous Bosch's apocalyptic pauitings. Amongst all 

the confusion, Victor flnds his house and bakery bumt to the ground 

and Oge returns with the news that his brother has b e n  publicly 



executed by the French coloniaiists. The slaves' Revolution was 

under way as if answering the c a s  of the French Revolution, which 

now asks the termination of the niling of al1 privileged ciasses. But 

beneath this bdscape of destruction and disorder, a new awakening 

and a new world order is beglnning to emerge. IncidentaUy, the 

apocaiyptic sight of Port-au-Prince, seemingly necessary and 

justifieci, materiaiizes Esteban's own prophesy: 

Los términos de 'Ubertad, feiicidad, iguaidad, dignidad 
humana,' regresaban continuamente en aqueila amopelia 
exposicitin, justificando la inminencia de un Gran Incenàio 
que Esteban. . . aceptaba como una purlficacih necesaria; 
como un Apocallpsis que estaba anheîante de presenciar 
cuanto antes, para iniciar su vida de hombre en un 
mundo nuevo. (9 1) 

From Saint Domingue, unüi Esteban returns to Havana some 

eight years later, we follow the young Cuban in his new experience in 

a new world as he foliows Victor Hugues through Europe and the 

Caribbean islands. If "los Grandes Incendios de Port-au-Prince" 

represen t Esteban's " necessary purification ," the French capital 

marks the beginning of "su vida de hombre." Immediately after 

arriving in Paris, Esteban evolves from king an observer of world 

events into an active participant of the Revolution. As a child 

experiencing new sensations, or as someone caught in the excitement 

of a grand celebration, Esteban eagerly sets out to help and be part of 

the people's Revolution. Accordingly, we see him: 

siguiendo los tambores de un desfile de guardias, 
metiéndose en cuaiquier club politico, sumiindose a la 
manifestacion improvisada, mzh francés que nadie, miis 



revolucionario que qulenes actuaban en la revolucih, 
clamando siempre por medidas tnapelables, casdgos 
draconfanos, escamientos ejemplares. . . . Con gran enojo 
de la dueiia del hotel donde vivia, se habia aparrcido una 
&ana, seguido por toâos los niilos del barrio, trayendo 
un retoiio de abeto que plant6 solememente en el patio, 
a dtulo de nuevo Arbol de la Ubertad (1 2 2 )  

After a brief period in Paris, and in recognition of his 

revolutionary activities, Esteban is sent to Bayona, Spain, to serve the 

French Revolution as a translater of revolutionary literature. 

However, Esteban soon becomes disappointed with his position and 

with the course of the Revolution. Away from the "Maxim0 Teatro 

del Mundo," bord,  and with very little to do, Esteban begins to see 

with clarity the flagrant emrs of those guiding the Revolution. The 

presence of the guillotine and the absurdity of changing the names of 

the months as well as having a ten day week were obvious examples 

of a Revolution that was becorning paradoxical and absurd. Esteban's 

disillusion with the Revolution is best illustrated in the text when we 

read: "No valia la pena haber venido de tan lejos para ver una 

Revolucih para no ver la Revoluci6n; para quedar en el oyente que 

escucha, desde un parque cercano, los fortisimos que cunden de un 

teatro de opera a donde no se ha podido entrar" (1 38). 

From Bayona, Esteban leaves for Guadaloupe where the legacy 

of the French Revolution is going to be put on stage, with Victor as its 

director. In Point-a-Pitre, the legacy of the Revolution glorified and 

officialy carried with great ceremony in the name of a movement 
that was already changing in France, is simply reduced to unrrason. 

What cornes to Guaciaioupe is a new form of coloniallsm disguised as 

a revolutionary cause-a social plague raising what was already an 



old banner in the name of "Liberte, égaiit4, fraternite." In the name 

of the Revolution, Guadaloupe sees itself transformed, flrst, into a 

pure spectacle of destruction, constant terror, fear and uncertainty; 

and later, through the pirating activities of Victor and his men, in "la 

ciudad mhs rica de Americal' (ZSS), where gold at one point is even 

used as ammunition due to the lack of projectiles (258). 

Indeed, the work of Victor Hugues in Guadaioupe bears witness 

to the errors of the Rwolution and, as referred to earlier, to the 

"explotadores del Terror." C hurches are destroyed, social and racial 

conflicts emerge, and the guilïotine "habia entrado a formar parte de 

10 habitua1 y lo cotidiano" (198). u The legacy of the Revolution, as 

Esteban continues to witness during this journey, would soon have no 

more rneaning to him. For Esteban, the Revolution was no longer a 

reaiity but an iiiusion. "Cont~~~dicciones y m& contradicciones," he 

tells Victor, adding, ''Yo sofiaba con una Revolucion tan distinta" 

( 190). Victor responds with a symbolic revelation that confirrns not 

only the errors of the Revolution but Esteban's own deceptlon with it, 

"1Y quién te mandaba creer en 10 que no era?" (1 90). 

For the young idealist and the compt revolutionary 

Guadaloupe marks the culmination of an adventure that began in 

Saint Domlngue after the slaves' revolt. As with Esteban, the vision 

of the Revolution was also becoming unbearable to Victor Hugues. 

This is clearest when Victor, in a semon that m o r s  Esteban's own 

experience, declares: "La revoluci6n se desmorona. No tengo ya de 

qué agmarme. No creo en nada" (269). Indeed, the legacy of the 

French Revolution was comlng to an end. It is the year 1798 and the 

United States declares war on the French territories in Amerka. 



And as it happens after the last scene of a theatrical performance, 

the text tells us that this is also the moment when the main prop of 

the Revolution, the guillotine, is put away "El instsu~ldento, unico en 

haber ilegado a Arnérica, como brazo secular de la libertaci, se 

enmoheceria, ahora entre los hierros inservibles de algun almacen" 

(271). 

However before returning to Havana, after a six years journey 

through Europe and the Caribbean islands, and as if to give more 

meaning to the Brst words he utters to Sofia, Esteban passes through 

French Guiana and Surinam. In the French colony, to which Esteban 

goes to brlng money and goods to Billaud-Varennes, a key figure in 

the French Revolution now exiied in the city of Sinnamary, Esteban 

flnds an "inverosimil" landscape dominateci by hurnan misery, death, 

decay and disease-a South American territory now transformed 

into a French prison and given the impression of "el asilo de locos de 

The Rake's Proaress" (272)- a reference to one of William Hogarth's 

first satirical cycles of painting ( 1 735 ) that satirized the people who 

made up the society of the Arst half of the 18th century. Of Cayenne, 

the capital, we read the following description: "mundo cuya historia 

toda no era sino una sucesibn de rapinas, epldemias, matanzas. 

destierros, agonias colectivas" (308). Ail in all, French Guiana 
appears as the dumping ground of the new French government, to 

where the old ideas and the corrupt revolutionaries were king sent 

after king judged and punished for their deplorable use of power 

during a reign of terror they dressed up as a humanitarian 

movement. 



Further still, just More Esteban's journey ends, the excess of 

unreason that he has witnessed since leaving Havana continues to 

make its appearance even In the charming city of Paramaribo, the 

capital of Surinam. Here, as if by virtue of civillty, as if the Dutch 

were trying to be correct and show the world that, unlike the French 

with the guiliotine, a more sensible and scientific form of punishment 

was acceptable, the Court of Justice of Surinam condemns the slaves, 

accused of " intento de fuga y cimarronada," to have their legs or 

arms amputated by the best "cimjano de paramasIbo" (3 12). AU the 

manifestations of unreason seem to have become possible now: 

"Somos las peores bestias de la creaclon" (3 1 3), says Esteban. 

Let us now listen to what represents here the su- of a 

revolutionary jowney by, as the text refers to Esteban, "un escribano 

sin madera de héroe" (254); and what further explains the meaning 

of his saying to Sofia, when he arrives in Havana, of "Vengo de vivir 

entre los barbaros" (313): 

Y regresaba ahora de lo inalcanzado con un cansancio 
enorme, que vanamente buxaba allvio en la 
remembrama de alguna peripecia amable . . . pintabasele 
10 vivido como una larga pesadilla-pesadilla de 
incendios, persecuciones y castigos, anunciada por el 
Cazotte de los camellos vomitando lebreles; por los 
muchos augures del Fin  de los Tiempos que tanto habian 
proliferado en este siglo, tan prolongado que totaiizaba la 
acd6n de varios siglos. Los colores, los sonidos, las 
palabras, que aun 10 perseguian, le producian un malestar 
profundo. . . . Lo quedado atras, evocado en negrores y 
iumultos, tarnbores y agonias, gritos y tajos, se asociaba 
en su mente con ideas de terremoto, de convulsih 
colectiva, de furor ritual. . . . (32 1-22) 



I t  is through this joumey that we get to know the characters of 

Victor and Esteban better, and a sense of history too, as it rests on 

the absolutely particula. experiences of these two individuals. In 

this case, what these two characters bring to us, is an account of the 

errors of the Revolution. Thus an account, as Schopenhauer says, 

that "Even the rnost universal in history is in itself only something 

individual and particular, namely a long epoch or a principal event" 

(440). In this sense, the French Revolution as an "unreachable" 

dream rests here on Esteban's own Illusion, " ( por) creer en 10 que no 

era" ( lgO), and on Vic torts own paradoxical existence. 

History as "the mere coordination of what is known" 

(Schopenhauer 440), is precisely what the text alludes to when we 

read that Esteban "dlo habia podido tener una vision parcial y 

limitada de los hechos, vision alterada a veces por la proximidad de 

nimias ridiculeces, de ingenuidades inevitables, que en nada 

menguaban la grandeza de un sobrehumano intento" (3 38-3 9). Quite 

obviously, Esteban's proximity and connection to the events he now 

recounts to his cousins brings about his subjective view, for which he 

is now king reproached. Although in truth, Esteban's view is more 

the result of "un idealismo exagerado" (338), and of his king  a 

young man who, as Luis M n  Tamayo points out, "Crece con la 

revolucion, a ella debe sus ideas y en ella encuentra el sentido de su 

vida, pero ante sus fracasos y retrocesos intentafi marginarse de la 

historia" (122). 

Contrary to Esteban's conviction that "Esta vez la revolucion ha 

fracasado" (33 7), Sofia r~ognizes the universal importance of the 

French Revolution. Arguing against his cousin, Soffi acknowledges 



that certain errors were committed by the Revolution but believes 

that these errors "servirian de utii enseilanza para el futuro" (338). 

She understands Esteban's position but, in disagreement with him, 

argues that: "los excesos de la Revolucibn eran deplorables, pem las 

grandes conquistas humanas s610 se lograban con dolor y sacrificio. 

En suma: que nada grande se hacia en la Tierra sin derramamiento 

de sangre" (3 3 8).  

Sofia, in contrast to Esteban, the tired and disenchanteci 

revolutionary, emerges as the character who seems to understand 

best the meaning of the Revolution and of the necessity for further 

changes. While Esteban now wants to be "marginalized himself from 

history," Sofia wants to be part of that same history that is king 

denied to her. Her drive for emancipation, her faith in the 

Revolution, and her yeaming for new ideas and changes is what set 

her free, and, ultimately, what brings her to Cayenne-her love for 

Victor Hugues king  also a reason-and then to Madrid. Fqually 

important, of all the characters in the novel Sofia is the oniy one that 

wiii rianscend the role aIloted to her-that of a woman relegated to 

playing out the part of housewife and guarâian of the f d y .  With 

Sofia the thread of the Revolution as a determining factor for social 

progress thus resumes its course. 

After the death of her husband Sofia leaves Havana for French 

Guiana, now a prosperous colony under the direction of Victor 

Hugues, her k t  lover and the new "Agente del Directorio" in 

Cayenne. Like Esteban then, Sofia begins to dream about a future in 

a world where she wffl be part of the new changes brought about by 

the French Revolution: "no... dejaba de sonar con feauzar grandes 



cosas, un dia, junto al hombre a quien se habia atado" (406-7). This 

was her conviction: of king  immediately useful to a cause known for 

its human rights and for promoting freedom of thought and 

conscience. 

Nevertheless soon Sofia's dream becornes a nigh tmare, as she 

begins to wimess similar social and political contradictions in 

Cayenne to those experienced by Esteban earlier in Guadaloupe; and 

soon she reaiizes that, "aca se habia regresado a los modos de vivir 

de medio siglo a t h W  (423). Victor, as Esteban tried to tell her in 

Havana, was certainly no longer the revolutionary that once set out 

to help change the world. Now, rather than seeking "(una) empresa 

magnifica" (4O7), as Sofia thought of Victor's future action, the 

" Agente del Directorio" was king instrumental in restoring slavery 

in the French Guiana by orders of the new France. 

Sofia's experience alongside Victor echoes that of Esteban. 1s 

not her impression of the world she cornes to witness, like Esteban's, 

equaily " sanguinario y remoto, donde todo resultaba absurdo" (2 14)? 

And as with Esteban, it is clear that she also " sofiaba con una 

Revolucion tan distinta" (1 90). This is clearly expressed, and 

worthwhile citing at length, in the following passage: 

Todo 10 que habia esperado hailar aqui, en este avanzado 
reducto de las ideas nuevas, se traducia en decepciones 
intolerables. Habia soilado con hacerse utll entre 
hombres arrojados, justos y duros, olvidados de los dioses 
porque ya no necesitaban de Alianzas para saberse 
capaces de regir el mundo que les pertenech; habia 
creido asomarse a un trabajo de titanes, sin miedo a la 
sangre que en los grandes empeiios podia ser derramada, 
y Solo asistia al restablecimiento graduai de cuanto 



par& abolîdo-de cuanto le habian ensefiado los libros 
maximes de la época que debia ser abolido. Después de la 
Reconstniccion de los Templos volviase al Encierro de los 
Encadenados. Y quienes tenian el poder de impedirlo, en 
un continente donde aun podia salvarse 10 que del otro 
lado del Océano se perdia, nada hacian por ser 
consecuentes con sus propios destinos. (416) 

Reaching the end of the story, SoFi breaks with Victor. For 

Sofii as for Esteban, Victor not only has turned against himself but 

he has gradually faded into a paradoxical figure, which he too begins 

to recognized in hirnself when he says: "He vestido tantos trajes que 

ya no sé cual me corresponde" (432). Undoubtedly, like the " politico" 

he clairns to be (418), and like a salamander taking great pleasure in 

the fire it lives in, Victor had shown that his existence is merely 

bound and connected to the changes in the world, or, as he says also, 

like robots "cuando les dan cuerda" (432). Behind the image of 

Victor as a revolutionary lurks the image of man searching and 

promoting his own interest through everything he did or became: 

"Panadero, negociante, mason, antirnason, jacobine, héroe militar, 

rebelde, preso, absuelto por quienes me mataron a quien me hizo, 

Agente dei Directorio, Agente del Consulado. . ." (432). 

About Sofia and Esteban (who is sent to jail in Ceuta for his link 

with the Revolution the day Sofia leaves Havana to join Victor), 

nothing else is known until we l m  from the information that Carlos 

gathers in Madrid that they both died fighting against the French 

troops that lnvaded that city on the 2nd of May of 1808. We are told 

that the last time they saw them, Esteban was foilowing a vigorous 

and determineci Sofia into the streets where the people of Madrid 

had begun their fight against the Napoleonic invasion. And according 



to a verbal report that seems to corne out of a reading of Eugène 

Delacroix's painting Liberte auidant le Peu~le (1830), Soffi was last 

seen "impetuosa, enardecida, con un hornbro en dan> y un a c m  en 

alto, Ja- vista en tal fuena y en ta1 entrega" (448). 

The interrelation text/works of art 

Let us now look at the interaction of text and works of art. I 

wili deal with the works of art as presented by the text and, as 

rnediated by the idea of a suggested analogy between the narrative 

content of the pictorlai and the narrative of the text, as well as 

according to the symboiic value of these works whether through 

what is visually represented or ailuded to through their titles. Again, 

the works of art that form part of El siglo de las luces, as in the story, 

have themes associated with chaos and the human misery that 

results from "struggles of war." The interrelation forged by the text 

between the verbal and the visual is achieved in three ways: through 

a parallelism between two levels of meaning, through a 

correspondence between text and the symbolic value of the work of 

art, and by ways of a transposition or repetition by the text of the 

events represented in the pictorial space. 

Let us look first at the textual reference to the paintings 

Deollaci6n de Inocentes and La Deca~itacion de San Dionisio, for 

these paintings, as their titles suggest, can be linked to the first 

image we are given in this novel-that of the guillotine. As we are 

told, these two palntings form part of the art collection built by the 

young Cubans' father (20-2 1). No other references are made to these 

two works until later, when Esteban, upon noticing after his return to 



Havana that Q Deca~i tacibn de San Dionisio has k e n  restored, says: 

"Parece que la sangre estuviese fresca" (325). In other words, the 

text forges a paralleiism between the bloody event in the space of 

the canvas and Esteban's own experience of the bloody world he has 

just witnessed and ftom which he has just returned. 

As Duarte MirnoseRuiz points out, these two paintings are also 

a "reférence au sacré" (170). In themselves, they bring to the text an 

iconography that can be located within the context of Christian art. 

They can be placed within a historical repertoire that includes, for 

example, such images as that of St. John the Baptist's head on a 

platter or those showing the martyrdom by beheading of St. Matthew 

and St. Matthias. In Carpentier's novel, the symbolic value of these 

works mirrors also the beheading of Christians associateci with the 

church, as in the case of the "dos capellanes monArquicos" ( 195 ) who 

becorne the first victims of the guillotine in Guadaloupe. However, 

more than references to the sacred and to Esteban's experience, the 

symbolic value of these two paintings appears allied here with the 

emblem of the French Revolution's new social order, the ghostly 

image of the guillotine. 

What appears to be central in the novel in relation to these two 

paintings, and the image of the guillotine, is the theme of beheading. 

It is the theme that occupies the foreground in the paintings, as their 

titles and the image of guillotine suggest. More than references to 

the sacred, these paintings, as with the guiiiotine, allude to the 

mutilation of the body. Paintings and guillotine stand here more as 

represen tations of executions. 13 



Moreover, the guillotine clearly alludes to the Revolution's new 

found social discourse (Nochlin 9- 1 3)-a discourse of order which, in 

the text, underlies the structure of the Revolution and sees itself 

expressed through revolutionary rhetoric and the image of the 

guillotine: "Esto y la imprenta son las dos cosas mAs necesarias que 

iîevamos a bordo, fuera de los cailones" ( 16 1 ). The guillotine 

becomes even more significant in Guadaloupe, for not only "empezo a 

centralizar la vida de la ciudad" (197), it became a reminder of the 

revolutionary discourse. It was placed right in the middle of Pointe- 

à-Pitre, it became the law, was rniniaturized as a toy, and even gave 

its name to the identity of a boat. 

Ultimately, as with these two paintings, the guillotine becomes 

a sort of matter-of-fact image-an image that, as Regina Janes put it 

when contrasting the guillotine with other forms of capital 

instruments, "evokes violence, but does not show it" (259). So too 

the paintings within the context of the text evoke violence through 

their titles but do not show it. In fact, the most brutal account of 

beheading that we have in this text becomes rather theaulcd. What 

emerges out of the faihg attempt to behead eight hundred and sixty 

five people in one day-only thirty people were beheaded, the rest 

were shot because the machine "no podia usarse para ejecuciones en 

masa" (193)-is an account with an aesthetic overtone. This is what 

we rad: "' Un trabajo de romanos "' (194), foliowed by, "En cuanto a 

10 demh, ochocientos sesenta y dnco rostros eran dernasiados rostros 

para dibujar la irnagen de uno solo" ( 194). 

Furthermore, through the image of the guillotine and through 

the textuai refmnce tu these two paintings we cm identw not only 



the spirit of an era and the dl-encompassing human drama that is 

background to the story, but also an expression of colour as intended 

by the author. The black guillotine and these paintings are accented 

by the colour red. Taken together, the guillotine and these two 

paintings are the visual equivalent as well as allegorical references to 

the text's vision of "mundo sanguinario ... donde todo resultaba 

absurdo" (2 14). They convey symbolicaîly what Carpentier, as 

quoted earlier, says of this novel: "Le liwe est dominé par la colour 

rouge, il n'y a pas un chapitre où l'image du sang est absent" (Müller- 

Bergh 40). 

But there is dso the colour black, which is conveyed through 

the guillotine and the initial account of the death of the father. The 

immediate world of the novel within the first pages emerges thus as 

a landscape dominated by the colour red and black, against a 

background either accented by the clarity of the night (the guillotine) 

or the luminosity of the red Sun. And in each case, there is an 

imagery that echoes, not directly but rather symbuiically, Bruegel the 

Elder's painting The Triurn~h of Death (c. 15 62) .  Death is the enemy, 

in the case of the guillotine, and is an army that arrives to punish 

man for his sinful existence, which is what happens to the father. 

SymboiicaUy, as in Bruegel's painting, death is here allied also to the 

idea of a certain "Last Judgement," which is expressed through the 

judgement exercised by the French revolutionaries and through the 

way the young Cuban's father died: "encaramado sobre una hembra, 

seguramente por demasiado alardear de arrestos negados a su vejez' 

(57). 



The notion of beheadfng is also a theme in the painting by 

Desiderio. If we recd, there on the aisle of the church, two men 

busied themselves cutting off the head of a sculpture that has landed 

on the ground. 1 mentfoned that, as suggested by the passage in 1 

King 1 5: 1 1- 15, their vandalisrn stands for the blasphemous. It is an 

act of iconoclasm directeci at the "seat of Ufe" and at "the spiritual 

head of the chnrch," Christ-as Christian art regards the symbolism 

of the head. 14 Here then, the notion of a headless body, to quote 

George Ferguson, means the end of Christ's "rule and control over the 

other members" (48). In the novel this can be translated, as 

Mimoso-Ruiz writes when discussing this act of vandalisrn in 

Desiderio's painting, as " la dé trônisation d'idoles révolu tionnaries 

comme Robespierre" ( 169). 

At the same time, the explosion, vandalism and iconoclasm that 

is shown in Desiderio's painting mirrors several events described fn 

El sialo. There is the description of the cyclone in Havana: "Del cielo 

caian pedazos de vigas" (70). There is also the description of the war 

in Pointe-à-Pitre in tems of "destruccion caida del cielo" (1 75 ). In 

Port-au-Prince too, the description of the event taking place there is 

very much comparable to the events taking place in the space of 

Exr>losion dans une église: "El casco de Ia ciudad estaba en Ilamas. Un  

incendio gigantesco enrojecia el cielo y arrojaba pavesas a los montes 

cercanos" ( 1 1 1 ). AU references, in the anagogical sense, seem to 

allude, as in the painting by Desiderio, to the end of the world and to 

higher spiritual meaning. Or as we r d  in the text: "Tanta 

impiedad ... nos ha llevado al Fin de los tiempos" ( 177). Ne are 

reminder also of the bibllcal passage made in the novel to Job-1-1 9, 



and which echoes the painting's own biblical reference to 1 King 15: 

The text's account of the vandalism that is taking place in Port- 

au Prince as the city bums is comparable to the narrative on the left 

side of Desiderio's painting: " donde algunos negros cargaban relojes, 

cuadros, muebles, salvados de las Ilamas" (1 11). So too the 

revolutionary iconoclasm in Guadaloupe is similar to what is revealed 

through the actions of the two men in the painting, where it is 

announced that "se derribaria la lglesia alli alzada, para borrar toda 

huella de idolam'a, y que los sacerdotes, aiin ocultos, ... habrian de 

prestar furarnento a la Constitucih" ( 1 83-84). 

But there is more to Desiderio's Emlosion dans une église, in 

particular in relation to the novel's characters. Referred to six times 

in the novel, this work has b e n  widely discussed by others. For 

example, Raul Silva-Caceres points out that this painting appears: 

siempre en situaciones claves del desamollo de la accion y 
ac tuando como recordatorio permanente sobre la 
conciencia de Esteban y Sofïa, de manera tal que Uega a 
impregnar todo el campo stmboiico de la obra y se 
constituye en una verdadera metafora epistemologica, en 
el sentido de representar una conciencia epocal ta1 como 
la perciben y proyectan los protagonistas. Obsérvese que 
el cuadro constituye en si una verdadera organizacion 
escenica de multiples funciones en el cual se entrecruzan 
otros 'textos' de alusion multiple, que van a modificar, 
completar O 'restructurar' el discurso novelesco principal 
(223) 

Mimoso-Ruiz, in referring also to Silva-Caceres view of this 

painting in the novel as a "Metaphore épistémologique," says that 



Desiderio's work "implique une spatialisation du mouvement, une 

fixation du devenir de l'Histoire, joue un rôle déterminant dans le 

réseau signifiant, mythique et ailégorique du Siècle des Lumii?resW 

( 175). In this sense, in the words of Wall, "the allegorical Explosion 

en una catedrai is representative of this development, and is one of 

the spiralîng forces at work" (155). 

In the novef, Ex~iosion dans une &lise is describeci as: 

aquella vision de una columnata esparciéndose en el aire 
a pedazos--dernorand0 un poco en perder la allneacih, 
en flotar para caer mejor-antes de arrojar sus toneladas 
de piedra sobre gente despavoridas . . . terremo to 
estatico, tumulto silencioso, ilustracion del fin de los 
tiempos, puesto ahi, al alcance de las manos, en terrible 
suspenso. (2  1 ) 

Now, neither Carlos nor Sofia seem very interested in this work 

Carlos remains indifferent to it, while Sofia, more in tune with images 

of sunny gardens and masked harlequins. feels discornfort when 

looking at it: "iY a mi que me parece absurda y desagradable" (326). 

However, the idea of an external and supernatural force as suggested 

in the work, of an event that is yet to happen in its totaiity, becomes 

more meaningful to Esteban. The painting seems to embody a vision 

that Esteban senses and associates with his future. As Juan Barroso 

points out, "aigo ligado intimamente con su futuro, como si fuese una 

premonicion de sucesos desconocidos que se le viniesen encima" 

(1 20). This is clear when Esteban says why he mes to look at 

Desiderio's work, and as a sort of prophesy, says: "Es para irme 

Subsequently, Esteban's presentiment about his future, through 

his perception of the painting, becomes reality. After retuming to 



Havana from his journey, "où est donnée la dé allégorique du tableau 

de Desiderio" ( 173), as Mimoso Ruiz observes, Esteban begins to see a 

correspondence between the unrdity of the events in the canvas 

and his own reaiity. In viewing the painting again and tuming the 

apocalyptic narrative of the image into his own perceived truth, this 

is what he sees: 

Habia alii como una prefiguracion de tantos 
acontecimientos conocidos, que se sentia aturdido por el 
cumulo de interpretaciones a que se prestaba ese lienzo 
profetico. . . . Si la catedral, de acuerdo con docMnas que 
en ouos dias le habian ensefiado, era la representacion ... 
de su propio ser, una explosion se habia producido en 
ella. . . . Si la catedral era la Época, una formidable 
explosion. . . habia denlbado sus muros principales, 
enterrando bajo un alud de escombros a los mismos que 
acaso construyeran h xnAquina infernal. Si la catedrai e n  
la Iglesia Cristiana, . . . una hilera de fuertes columnas le 
quedaba intacta, frente a la que, rota a pedazos se 
desplomaba en el apocaliptico cuadro, como un anuncio 
de resistencia, perdurabiiidad y recostrucciones, después 
de los tiempos de estragos y de estrellas anunciadoras de 
abismos. (325-326) fi 

The syrnbolic significance of this painting in the life of Esteban 

becomes even more apparent after his detention for his involvement 

with the Revolution. As he is king led away to prison, he stops in 

fkont of the work and throws a chair against it. The result is a large 

hole in the canvas and a painting falhg onto the floor, echoing the 

novel's theme of perpetual destruction and the work's own reference 

to the explosion: "cayo al sue10 con estruendo" (3 84). And too, it is 

the final materialization of his prophesy: "Hasta las piedras que iré a 

romper ahora estaban ya presentes en esta pintura" (3 84). 



Desiderio's painting also goes through a process of destruction 

and reconstruction. When it reappears in Madrid in the house where 

Esteban and Sofia lived, Carlos fhds a work "deficientemente curado 

de la ancha herida que se le hiciera un dia, por medio de pegamentos 

que demasiado arrugaban la tela en el sitio de las roturas" (439). 

And as a final reference to the signiflcance of this painting in the life 

of Esteban, we read that: 

Cuando quedo cerrada la ultima puerta, el cuadro de la 
Exdosion en una catedral, olvidado en su lugar-acaso 
voluntariamente olvidado en su lugar-dej6 de tener 
asun to, b o ~ d o s e ,  haciendose mera sombra sobre el 
encarnado oscuro del brocado que vestia las paredes del 
salon y parecia sangrar donde la humedad le hubiese 
manchado el tejido. (450) 

Emlosion dans une église, moreover, integrates the Baroque 

lnto the novel. 16 It  brfngs to the text the salient features of baroque 

architecture with its preferred curves and complex forms. It  adds to 

the text a feeling of movement as well as a sense of decoration 

through the building's elaborate ornamentation. It complements the 

text's own effects of dark and light and suggestions of external 

supernatural forces. Al1 this fllters through the novel in such 

descriptions as that of Havana, in terms oE "extraamente parecida, a 

esta hora de reverberaciones y sombras largas, a un gigantesco 

lampadario barroco, cuyas cristalerias verdes, rojas, anaranjadas, 

coloreaban una confusa rocalia de balcones. . ." (1 1 ), or that of the 

architecture: "columnas sefieras y blasones taliados en la pied m... de 

miinnoles preciosos y finos alfarjes de rosaceas y mosaicos-de rejas 



diluidas en volutas tan ajenas al barrote que eran como claras 

vegetaciones de hierro prendidas de las ventanas. . ." ( 1 2). 

We witness the Baroque through the text's allusion to the 

theatrical, and agaln to "Gran Teatro de la Universal Devoracion" 

(23 l), "Maximo Teatro dei Mundo" (1 3O), and "Teatm del Absurdo" 

(23 7)-allusions to events that become here spectacles, ( like the 

guillotine in Point-au-Pitre or the perpetual birth and rebirth in 

nature) which seern like an extension of what is visually represented 

in Desiderio's apocalyptic destruction in aU its grandiosity and 

absurdity. In addition, as MarteAnne Macé notes, the text "propose 

l'image fugitive d u  théâtre, diffuse une théâtralisation née de la 

nature, de l'Histoire qui transforment les personnages en acteurs 

amenés finalement à reconnaître leurs limites" ( 1 97). 

We witness the Baroque aiso through the characters' dreams, 

illusions, and their intense taste for life. They are like characters in a 

play acting out their very distinctive roles. And we might even say 

that in this novel, as Deleuze writes, "the Baroque entails neither 

falling into nor emerging from illusion but rather 'realizing' 

something in illusion itself, or ving it to a spiritual 'presence' that 

endowes its spaces and fragments with a collective unity" ( 125). 17 

I want to make a final observation on Explosion dans une église 

in relation to El sido de las luces. On the left side of the painting 

Desiderio has painted the figures of two men involved in iconociastic 

activities. On the right side, as a continuous narrative, he paints a 

scene of a group of three figures witnessing the explosion from a 

distance while a fourth figure c m  be seen running towards them and 

away from the evident catastrophe. Now, something simiiar can be 



visuallzed in the novel. We might even say that Carpentier has set in 

motion Desiderio's static scenario. Esteban and Victor and their 

revolutionary activities represents this novel's left side of the canvas. 

Practically, this is the reading in the first four chapters of the novel. 

Esteban's return to Havana, as if running towards Carlos, Sofia and 

her husband Jorge, who have k e n  witnessing the changing of the 

world brought by that symbolic explosion in France from far away, 

represent this novel's right side of the canvas. 

Of course, as Eco points out, "Every time one thinks to have 

discovered a similarity, it will point to another similarity, in an 

endless progress" (Intemretation 47). And as Barthes observes, in 

the coexistence teWimage not only the image is often constnicted by 

and according to the text but also, in the reading of images "each sign 

corresponds to a body of 'attitudes' " (Image 47). Thus it can be said 

too that what happens on the left of the painting in relation to the 

text is representative of the French Revolution's iconoclasm and what 

happens on the right evokes the novel's four main characters as they 

await a destruction which, as the cyclone in Havana, "ya viene" (69). 

Clearly, the text direct us to read Desiderio's painting in this manner, 

in terms of similarities between the space of the canvas and the 

space of the novel; yet, the painting itself does not show what we see 

and read in relation to the novel. 

Let me now continue my discussion with the works by Goya 

(for the purpose of order I w u  number them as 1 go dong). First I 

wlll deal with the thirteen etchings from the series Los desastres de 

la guerra. They are referred to here through their titles and as 

epigraphs to sections of the novel. Then, 1 wLU deal with the two 
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paintings, Dos de mavo de1808 and Tres de mavo de 1808, whose 

pictorial narratives have k e n  appropriated by the text and 

disguised as part of the story. 

Now something new appears through the works of Goya. As I 

mentioned earlier, these thirteen etchings form part of a seemingly 

continuous narrative of eighty five plates that show images centred 

around themes of violence, hunger, disease, martyrdom and 

heroicism. in rhis sense, a new form of human tragedy and violence 

is brought to the text. If in Desiderio's painting, simply put, is man 

destroying his own material world and viceversa, in Goya's work it is 

people against people. And if through Desiderio's work it is the 

fictional aspect of the image that intertwines with the fictional aspect 

of the text, with Goya's etching it is, as Ricoeur puts it, "the 

interweaving of history and fiction . . . by virtue of which history and 

flc tion each concre tize their respective in ten tionallties oniy by 

borrowing from the intentionality of the other" ( 18 1 ). 

These thirteen etchings, by way of their titles, prirnarily 

function here, as Bernardo Subercaseaux no tes, "como variaciones 

espacio-temporales a separar los distintos momentos de una acci6n 

continuada" (232) and as he adds, "como lndicios de transposici6n 

artistica, como sefias de los verdaderos epigrafes" (23 5). As 

epigraphs, as MimeseRuiz points out, they "renvoient le lecteur à 

des images de la mort qui ponctuent le parcours initiatique vers la 

terreur et l'univers des ombres du Siècle des Lumières (1 77-78). 18 

Clearly what they bring to the text as images, as Valerio Bozal 

observes in his analysis of another of Goya's etchings from this 

series, "Tampoco," is a landscape made of people where: 
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El moment0 de morir ha venido al primer p b o  y la 
ejecucion no es la simple desgracia que se ven sometidos 
a hacer estos hombres . . . sho el exceso mismo de la 
crueldad en que todos, en cuanto universo de sus 
acciones, se ven impiicados. Los muertos no son mAs que 
el contrapunto de las acciones, cualesquiera que éstas 
sean.. . . (208) 

1) The first direct reference to the work of Goya is made to 

etchhg # 8, "Siempre sucede" (Section N, Ch. 1). In the image, 

soldiers on horses are show racing through what seems a 

battlefield, one of them crashes to the ground under the weight of his 

horse. The title seems to allude to both: an element of surprise and 

the suggestion that in a war death is inevitable and unexpected. 

Now, rather than through what the image shows, it appears as if it is 

through the symboiic value of the title that the intended 

correspondence with the text is king made. Thus "Siempre sucede" 

and what is filtered through the image marks as an epigraph the 

surprising and unexpected entrance of Victor Hugues in the lives of 

the young Cubans. Mimoso-Ruiz, for exunple, says that this image 

"Signiflcativement . . . évoque une charge de dragons, image de 

l'invasion brutale des années napoléoniennes, connote l'entrée en 

scène violent de Victor Hugues dans la maison de Sofia et d'Esteban, 

l'invasion de I'espace famillal" ( 177). 

At the same tirne, the text seems to transpose the narrative 

context of the image into the verbal. For example, the passage that 

describes the game proposed by Carlos, as a ceîebration of a "gran 

masacre," seems analogous to what is visualized in this etching by 

Goya I t  is a t a a l  imagery that alludes not only to the aesthetic 
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element of Goya's work but aiso to the very action as suggested 

through his visual representation: 

Colgando los trajes con delgados hiios de un alambre 
tendido entre los troncos de palmeras, luego de ponerles 
grotescas caras de papel pintado, se dieron todos a 
derribarlos a pelotazos. ' iAl desbocaire!', gritaba Esteban, 
dando la voz de acometida. Y caian prelados, caian 
capitanes. . . . (46) 

2) Goya's etching #65, "~Qrié alboroto es éste?" (Section XI, Ch. 

1), brings to the text the image of a soldier in the process of writing 

something, of three figures, two of them women, holding their heads 

as in disbeiief, and two barking dogs: an image that makes reference 

to governments and their governors and aiiudes, as in etching #7 1, 

to" la injusticia de legisladores y la legislatura" (23 3), as Bozal says. 

Primarily, the text here directs us to see through the symboîic value 

of this etching's title, the disturbance that is taking place in French 

Saint Domingue, in partîcular, with the passage that describes the 

situation in Santiago de Cuba where bats and refugees from Port- 

au-Prince have amived with the news that the colony is beyond 

contro1. 

Moreover, other etchings from Desastres are echoed through 

various descriptions of what is taking place in Port-au-Prince. In 

particuh, the description of the execution of Vincent, Ogé's brother, 

is reminixent of what Goya fflustrate in etchings #39, "iGrande 

hazaiia! iCon muertos!" and #33 "~Qué hay que hacer a?" As Ogé 

tells Victor and Esteban of the fate of his brother, "le quebraron el 
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cuerpo a golpes de barra de hierro" ( 1 13 ). And then, as if reading 

what has been read from Goya's image, we read: 

Pero ya se yergue la picota; empuiia el verdugo su cabiila, 
que se ensalla en las piernas, los brazos, los muslos, de los 
reos. Terminada la faena, i n t e m e  el hacha. Las 
cabezas de los jovenes, alzaàas en lanzas, son paseadas, 
para escarmiento, a Io largo del camino que conduce a la 
Grande Rivière. ( 1 14) 

3) The hungry and the sick, king comforted by the healthy, 

are the foreground images in etching #57, "Sanos y enfermos" 

(Section XII, Ch. II). This images serves to mirror various passages in 

the novel: the Saint Domingue refugees heading to France, "enfermos 

de fiebre, de insomnie, de cansancio. . . (1 16); and the swen hundred 

prisoners awaiting deportadon to Cayenne, "hacinados en bodegas. . . 
revueltos en el suefio y la enfermedad, cornpartiendo samas, plagas y 

purulendas" (150). in particular, the situation we find in French 

Guiana, where the imagery, as If it were a direct reading of Guya's 

etching, is that of "revueltos los sanos y los enfermos, como en 

pontones, sobre suelos anegadizos, impropios para todo el cultivo, 

sumendo hambre y penurias. . ." (276). 
4) Etchlng #3 1, "Fuerte casa es" (Section XV, Ch. II), reminds us 

also of what happened to Vincent in Port-au-Prince. Here, in another 

act of cruelty, the image shows three people who have been hanged 

from a tree, a soldier puliing the legs of one the victims, and another 

as if drawing his sabre to further mutilate the hanging bodies. 

Goya's etching here serves to iuustrate the textas references to the 

barbarities of war. But Goya's etching "This is too much," takes on a 
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symbolic note. It serves to fflustrate a particularly disturbing and 

repulsive passage described in Section XW. There we read about the 

materiality of some of the books issu& on the new constitution of 

the French Revolution: "horribles libritos cubiertos de un cuero 

estraza, de garnuza y de lagarto-que las manos asqueadas se 

negaban a tocar( 15 8). 

5) In etching #30, "Estragos de la guerra" (section M U ,  Ch. II), 

the image shows the interior of a house about to collapse on top of 

the bodies of a man, a wornan and a child. The fragmented beams of 

the house, the falling woman and the chair, suggest the intensity of 

the destructive force which, as in Desiderio's painting, remains there 

symbolically suspended in time and space. This image not only 

serves as a testimony to the mgedy of wars that is theme in this 

novel, it qulte obviously rnirron too the apocalyptic passage that 

describes the British army's bombing of Pointe-à-Pitre: 

El terror se apodero de la pobladon, bajo los proyectiles 
caidos del de10 que a todas horas rnartillaban al azar, 
hundiendo techos, atravesando pisos, haciendo volar los 
tejados en alujes de barro rojo, rebotando en la 
mamposteria, el pavimento de las calles, los cipos 
esquineros, antes de rodar con fragores de tnieno hacia 
aIgo derribable-ma columna, una baranda, un hombre 
atontado por la velocidad de Io que se le venia encima. . . . 
Cada disparo resuitaba un maza~o en jaula de mimbre, 
dejando cadaveres debajo de la mesa de nogal donde una 
familla hubiera buscado algiîn amparo. ( 173-74) 

6 )  Goya's etching #66, " jExtrada devodon!" (Section XX, Ch. II), 

is said to be a critidsm of the excesses of cuit and religious 

superstition (Bozal223). In the image, a group of people kneel and 
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pray before a donkey that passes between them canying a cadaver 

in a transparent coffin. As quoted by the text, it is an Image that 

finds a correspondence with part of Billaud-Varennes's speech: "Una 

Pompa Fiinebre es un homenaje consolador que bom hasta la huella 

horrorosa de la muerte: es el uItimo adios de la natdeza" (297). 

But more than the image, it is the titie what serves here as the 

novel's further commentary on religion and the cult of the 

Revolution. We read about the cult of "el Ser Supremo" not king 

dlfferent from the worshipping " Jeovah, el Gran arquitec to" (1 88). 

We read too about "los masones," "el Dios de los catolicos,'~ "el Dios de 

Torquemada," "el Dios de los Msofos," as w d  as about men without 

Gods (188). We read about religious persecutions and yet about 

religious individuals helping the needy. We also read about this 

"strange devotion," this religious spirituality that can not even be 

erased by the fanatism of a Godless Revolution. For shortiy after the 

Revolution, "Los hombres sin Dios eran califlcados, ahora, de 

'monstruos desolados' " (187-88). In aIi, as Claude Dumas says, when 

anaiyzing Desiderio's painting and Carpentier's deaiing with the 

church, that the Cuban writer 

Por otra parte parece que no se pregunta para saber si 
esto es bueno O ma10 para el hombre, sino que se Limita a 
cornprobar y deciarar esta solidez a prueba de todo del 
templo, es decir la religi6n, pues se basa &ta en el 
espiritu religioso que es una de las constantes del espirito 
humano. (342) 19 

7) Next, etching #16, "Se aprovechan" (Section XXN, Ch. III), is 

an image that shows two thieves, as if out of Victor Hugo's Les 
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Miserables, undressing those who have perished in the battlefleld. 

Here we are also remindeci of the two men on the left side of 

Desiderio's painting, who are as opportunistic as Goya's men. Goya's 

vision of men avaiiing themselves appears throughout the novel in 

the character of Don Cosme, the young Cubans' tutor; the slaves in 

Saint Dorningue; and the French soldiers/pirates in Guadaloupe. The 

text too builds on this theme when, again, we read that the 

Revolution "habia dado alas también a una multitud de fracasados y 

resentidos, explotadores del t m r "  ( 158). This is not only a 

reference to the making of revolutionary books with human skin, but 

also to the general vandabm practiced by men disguised as 

revolutionaries. A sùnilar scenario as that found in Goya's etching 

c m  be seen in the foliowing passage: 

se tomaba cuanto fuera util. . . . Hallaba éste dos buenas 
camisas y un pantalon de nankin; daba el otro con una 
tabaquera de esmalte, O el enjoyado c m  de un reiigfoso 
venido de Cartagena . . . Se trataba ahi de un capltulo de 
tomas individuales. . . . (234-3 5 )  

8) Etching #6Z, "Las camas de la muerte" (Section XXM, Ch. IV), 

shows a figure with walldng through a Une of what is suggested to be 

dead bodies laying covered on the ground. This image appears as 

background of reference to the text's description of the overall 

situation the French Guiana. Of Cayenne, in what it seems like a 

reference tu Goya's own work, we read that "era un mundo triste, 

agobiado, donde todo pareda âiiuirse en sombras de aguaftlerte" 

(273). Of Sinnamary, we read that it was "un rarisimo lugar, que 

tenia aigo de irreal y de fantastico, dentro de la Sordida reaiidad de 
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sus miwias y purulencias" (290), and of Kurii, Conanama and 

Iracuba, as king "sLnonimos de muerte lenta" (276). The image is of 

a colony associateci with misery and death and to where some of the 

leaders of the French Revolution, like Jean Marie Collot d'Herbois, 

have corne to die. Or, to borrow from Daniel-Henri Pageauxt, it fs the 

image of "l'enfer dantesque où l'on perd toute espérance" (2 18). 

9) Goya's #8 1, "Fiero monstruo" (Section M[XII, Ch. IV), said to 

be an allegorical commentary on the regime of Fernando W (Roche 

342), here stands as an degory of Billaud-Varennes, personified as 

a monster devouring people. This appears to be the evident 

intention of the text: to use the image as a commentary on the ex- 

President of the Jacobines, of whom we rad: " del hombre que habia 

aprobado las matanzas de Lyon, de Nantes, de Arras, . . . que no 

vaciiara en pedir las muertes de Saint-Just, de Couthon y del mismo 

Robespierre, luego de empujar a Danton hada el cadalso. . ." (290-1). 
As MirnoseRuiz points out, this image by Goya in the text "n'est plus 

une ironique allégorie de la guerre comme chez Goya, mais q u e  

une atlégorie dégradée du Terrible déchu, Blllaud-Varenne" ( 180). 

At the same time, Goya's monster can be W e d  to the text's 

own other monster, the guillotine. They can both be seen in terms of 

"armaz6n, desnuda y. . . phtada sobre el suefio de los hombres" (8).  

They both embody concepts of horror and terror. They both c m  be 

described in terms of "una perspectiva falsa, una figuraci6n en dos 

dimensiones, de 10 que pronto tendria altura, anchura y pavorosa 

profundidad" ( 160). And j ust as through the guiiiotine it can be said, 

as Janes puts it, that "history is a blade that cuts whatever imposes" 
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(259), through Goya's monster history is that mouth that devours the 

consciousness and patriotism of others. 

10) In #2, "Con razon O sin e h "  (Section XXXV, Ch. V), the 

narrative context in this etching alludes to the Spanish people's 

patriotism in their fight against the French troops. It ts an image 

that reminds us of Goya's painting Tres de mavo de 1808, dthough 

here the main figure does not await his fate as the man in the 

painting. As people watch in horror, others laying dead on the 

ground, two armeci peasants (judging by their attires and the fact 

that it was the poor who rebeiied against the French) confkont the 

French soldiers just as they appear to be ready to discharge their 

rifles. The man in the foreground, the one that reminds us of the 

main figure In the painting, is shown bleedfng from his face, holding 

a knife, and boldly moving towards the soldiers. 

In the text, however, the intendeci analogy seems to be 

suggested more through the context of the title than through the 

image itself. It is iinked to the renirn of Esteban to Havana and his 

su bsequent poliîical disagreement with Sofk regardhg the legacy of 

the French Revolution. As Mimosa-Ruiz says, this image here "ne se 

réfère plus à un épisode de guerre mais à Popposition idéologique 

entre Sofia et Esteban confrontés une nouvelle fois à La Havane et au 

jugement porte sur Victor Hugues qui, contre toute raison, est 

nommé agent du Directoire a Cayenne" ( 180). But the 

contextualization of this dtle can also point to both Victor and the 

French Revolution's paradoxical existence. In particular, it can be 

noteci in Victor's seemingly justlfying judgement of himseif and the 

Rwolution when, reasonably or not, he says: "la Revolucion ha dado 
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un objeto a mi existencia. Se me ha asignado un pape1 en el gran 

quehacer de la época" (189). 

1 1) Goya's #58, "No hay que dar voces" (Section XMM, Ch.V), 

appears as a sort of advice to an audience who is going to listen to 

Esteban's account of his jouniey. Here, as with the previous 

referace to Goya's work, the text's intended analogy is made by way 

of the titie. In other words, "there is no need to shout" at Esteban 

once he sets out to aîticize a Revolution whose idds  are stfU held 

high by his cousin, nor when he sumarizes "su relato que habia 

empezado con ton0 risuedo" (334) when he says: "Esta vez la 

revolucion ha fracasado. Acaso la prdxima sea la buena" (3 3 7). 

Yet, when we look at Goya's Image, it is impossible not to think 

of Sofia standing with self-confidence and strength before a defeated 

Esteban or, as it happens later, before a sorrowful Victor. The image 

shows a group of people who have b e n  reduced to poverty and 

begging on the Street. But among the sad and saint-iike figures of 

this group of men, within the context of this human misay, Goya has 

placed the figure of a woman. She is right in the middle of the 

composition, standing talier and visibly stronger than the rest, 

looking in the direction of a man who, dred and probably ashamed of 

his situation, avoids eye contact with her. 

12) The violation of women by soldiers fs the theme in Goya's # 

13, "Amarga presenda" (Section XL, Ch. V). Just as Goya illusnates, 

Carpentier tells us about white women being raped by bladc slaves 

in Port-au-Prince during the rwolt and later, about black slave 

women king raped by white men during the rime of piracy in the 

Caribbean. Here, however, the analogy is alludeci to through the title 
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of the etching: a title which in itself evokes other "bitter presence," 

such as the guillotine and BUlaud-Varennes. But the reference here 

is to the "bitter presence" of Victor in the iife of Sofia (Santos Moray 

25 l) ,  not as understood by Sofia, but as it is understood through 

Esteban, who feels abandoned by his cousin once she decides to go 

and join Victor in Cayenne ( Mimosc~Ruiz 180-8 1 ). 

13) F W y ,  etching#47, "Asi sucedlo1' (Ch. W, second section), 

standing as an utterance that serves to confirm what is symbolicaiiy 

preannounced in the seemingly epitaphic quote from Job+ 19 that 

heads Chapter VII: " 'Y he aqui un gran viento que hirio las cuatro 

esquinas de la casa, y cayo sobre los mozos, y murferon; y solamente 

escapé yo para traerte las nuevas' " (437). Ebth Goya's "Asi sucedi6" 

and the reference to the biblical passage of Job stand here also in 

relation to the text's own utterance: I1Hasta aqui 10 que pudo saberse" 

(448), and hence, is the condusion of the narratecl events, ending 

with an account of what happened to Sofia and Esteban according to 

the information that Carlos brings to us. 

The tragic magnitude of Sofia and Esteban's death will 

subsequently be revealed, as Carpentier teus us (see his comment in 

the fîrst the paragraph of thfs chapter), through the visual narrative 

of Goya's painting Dos de mavo de 1808. As we read in the following 

passage which describes the violent confrontation between the 

Spanish people and the French troops in Madrid, in which Sofia and 

Esteban lose their Uves, words have taken the place of the image (the 

italics, emphasizing on what I consider to be the text's direct reading 

of the paintings, are mine): 
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El pueblo entero de Madrid se habia arrojado a las caiIes 
en un levantamiento repentino, inesperado y devastador. 
. . . La elocuencia, aqui, estaba en los gestos; en el impetu 
vocinglero de las hembras; en el irrefrenable impulso de 
esa marcha colectiva; en la universaiidad del furor. . . . 
Carga ban los mamelucos, cargaban los comceros9 carga ban 
los guardias polacos, sobre ma multitud que respondia al 
arma bfanca, con aquellas m ujeres, aqueiios hom bres que 
se arrimahan a los cabaifos para cortarfes los ijares a 
navajazos. (447-48) (emphasis added) 

A similar transposition from the visual to the verbal occurs 

when Carpentier invokes Goya's Tres de maYo de 1808 in his 

description of what foliows after the invasion: 

Luego vin0 la noche. Noche de lobrega matanza, de 
ejecuciones en masa, de exterminio, en el Manzanares y la 
Moncloa. Las descargas de fisfleria que ahora sonaban se 
habian apretado? menos âispersas9 concertadas en el 
ritmo m e b u n d o  de quienes apuntan y dlsparan, 
responâiendo a una orden, sobre ia siniestra escenogMlii 
exutorla de Los paredones enrojecidos por la smgre. 
Aquella noche de un cornienzo de myo hinchaba sus 
horas en un trancurso dilatado por la sangre y el pavor. 
(449) (emphasis added) 

In considering the use of works of art here, perhaps too briefly, 

I have trieci to show the importance of these images as 

contextuallzed in this noveL The fidl importance of these works of 

art becomes clear if we take into consideradon that not ody are 

these images a major component in the rneaning conveyed by the 

text but also, they are, as an evident background of reference, an 
essential part of our reading. Needless to say that the meaning 

conveyed by the images themseives are a contribution to the text's 

narrative univ, its development and final outcome. in other words, 



through the Juxtaposition and resulting tramference from the visual 

to the verbal, Carpentier does more than interiorize the visual and 

stimulate the curiosity of the reader: he makes us look at the 

presentness of the works of art as welî as back at the culture and the 

historidty of the Century of Enlightenment. 



Chapter Four. The Verbal Projection of the Visual in 

Virgilio Pifiera's La carne de René 

Another painting depic ts myself as the 'gay martyr' 
Saint Sebastian: The Weeping Flesh ( 1991 ). 1 was 
interested in re-asserting the 'gayness' of this 
image; Saint Sebastian is a perfect icon for 
h o m o s d t y .  The writhing wounded man is 
sensual, vulnerable and passive. The fact that he is 
in a rellgious ectasy heightens the eroticism. The 
wounds can also be seen as symbols of the suffering 
endured by gay people in a homophobic sociev. 
( Matthew Stradllng, "The Aura of Timelessness" 
142) 

Sebastian, the doolally Christian who refused a good 
fuck, gets the w o w  he deserveci. Can one feel 
somy for this Latin closet case? Stigmata Seb who 
sports his wounds on a thousand altars like a 
debutant. AU fags liked a good Sebastian. Mishima 
tried him on like leather chaps. . . . (Derek Jarman, 
At Your Own Risk A Saint's Testament 73) 

1 return in this chapter to Panofsky's claim that "the correct 

analysis of images" is "the prerequisite of the& correct iconological 

interpretation" (Meaning 32). Let us recali that Panofsky suggests, 

when identifying and interpreting an image or the correct motif, that 

a preconceived knowledge of information on the work and its 

history, supplemented by an insight into the " history of cultural 

symptoms or 'symbols,'" is of great importance. In this way, the 

" intrïnsic meanlng or content" of that which is the object of our 

interpretation wiii be properly revealed (Meanhg 40-41). If we 

recall, Panofsky's point of view is clearly exemplified when he 



discusses the way Da Vinci's Last S u ~ w r  is understood (or seerningly 

misunderstood) by the "Australkm bushman." 

Now, for the purpose of rny Inquiry into the novel by Virgilio 

Piflera, 1 would like to present a similar situation as that of Panofsky 

with regard to the interpretation of images according to the 

specificiv of its context of production. Here, my concern is with the 

interpretation and identifkation of the image of Salnt Sebastian. But 

first, let me bring out two accounts of how certain representations of 

Saint Sebastian, as they appear in the two novels previously 

discussed, seem to illustrate Panofsky% points of view. That is, Saint 

Sebastian is bound to a context that has prescribed its identification 

and meaning. 

In Elogio de la madrastra, we corne across a passage which 

describes a love scene in which Lucrecia visuabes the image of the 

Saint Sebastian. As I pointed out then, there we rad: "Wa gimio, 

adolorida y gozosa, mientras, . . . divlsaba una imagen de san 

Sebastih flechado, crucificado y empaladom (23); while in El sin10 de 

las luces, the image of Saint Sebastian emerges during the plague in 

Cayenne. As we are told, Sebastian as weU as three other saints are 

invoked "en epocas de peste" (429); and thus we read: "Ahora 

hvocabase a San Sebastian, en la ciudad, para afiadir un intercesor 

mzb a h trilogia de Roque, Prudente y Carlos" (43 1). 

In both these novels, the image of Saint Sebastian fs evoked 

according to traditional culturai attributes lînkecî to this saint. This is 

to say that, a reader or viewer with a preconceived knowledge of 

information on the iconography of Saint Sebastian wiil dearly 

identw and/or understand the "inMnsic meaning" or the "cultutxi 



symboiism" attacheci to this image. That is, as George Ferguson 

observeci, that: 

Sebastian is always shown as a young man whose body is 
transfixed by arrows. Often he is bound to a tree or 
stake. In ancient times, the piague was believed to have 
been brought by Apollo's arrows. Therefore, St. Sebastian 
became one of the chlef saints invoked agalnst that dread 
di~ea~e. (142) 

Yet, we are faced with hirther evidence that brlngs forth a 

different reading of Saint Sebastian's imagery. Just as we are with 

the "Australkm bushman" when he vlews Da Vinci's Last Sumer as 

"an exciting dhner party"-surely an evidence that is more 

representative of a cultural attitude than one that is characterisdc of 

Christian symboiism. What has happened then to the image of Saint 

Sebastian? From having been enshrined as a saint who stood up for 

the ideals of Christianity, Saint Sebastian is now enshrined and 

linked to homosexuallty by homosexual-identified males. Saint 

Sebastian, in other words, is no longer only understood as 

emblematic of Christian dogma and in relation to an original context 

of production, but is understd as an image that, as engaged and 

experienced in a contemporary cultural discourse, bears and seems 

to reveal itself as the incarnation of homoSexuaUty. In this sense, we 

cannot thus resmct the image of Satnt Sebastian, as Gadamer says, to 

its original horizon for it %as its own present" (Philoso~hical95). 1 

We need not assume, however, that a homoerotic iconography 

was intended to ernerge from early images of Saint Sebastian, nor 

that homosexuallty is aüuded to through the representation of this 



saint as, what Panofsky might cali, a "disguiseci symboiism" (Earlv 

Netherlandish 146). For it c m  indeed be argueci, as Richard k Kaye 

points out in his valuable essay "Losing hls Religion: Saint Sebastian 

as a Contemporary Martyr," that "there is nothing necessarily 

homosexuai in an image of a youthful, handsome male shot through 

with arrows" (87). 

What cm be said is that Saint Sebastian as an analogue to male 

homosexuallty has more to do with, to b o m w  Moxey's words, a 

particular "cultural projection, with the construction, presentadon, 

and dissemination of cultural values" (30). Stmilariy, the idea of 

homosexualizing Saint Sebastian, of his serving as an image for 

homoeroticism, as understood through verbal and visual 

representations within the context of queer culture, can be said to be 

the result, to paraphrase Combrich's initiai quote in chapter 1, of a 

particular attitude by homosenial men towards an image that seems 

bound up with a certain experience. This is best explained by Kaye 

when he writes thac 

The archesrpal Renaissance image of the saint as 
ecstatically receptive to arrows suggests, of course, a 
desire for penetration and thus embraces associations of 
male homosexiiality. The penetrated (and therefore 
femenized) male in the Renaissarice paintlngs of Saint 
Sebastian is, signîficantly, a figure of visibly triumphant 
bus. (89) 

Now in what foliows I will briefiy draw attention to the 

historicity of Saint Sebastian and to various evidence that Ilnk his 

image to a homosexual context That is, Saint Sebastian as he is 



conceived and culturallzed by a particular community which has 

deterrnined his homosexual iconicity and his being an image that 

represents a discourse on (homo)sexuaîity and stands for what 1 c d  

a particular homoesthetics. This is the background of reference for 

my hterpretation/assessment of the textual reference in PMera's to 

Saint Sebastian. In other words, that the image of St. Sebastian is 

bound to the experience of Piaera's text, and as inte~woven with the 

verbal, stands for a reading on homosemiallty. 

At the same time, a brief biographicaî comment on Virgilio 

Pifiera's M e  seems inevitable, for what led to his k i n g  

discriminatedagainst and ignored untii very recently by the Cuban 

cultural institutions, was precisely his homosexuallty. This is not to 

suggest, however, that Pliiera's We piayed itselfout in this novel, nor 

to suggest that Pifiera's homosexuality validates a pardcular reading 

of this noveL In making this comment, 1 am simply trying to 

emphasize the "queer dimension" of St. Sebastian within the world of 

î i  terature and as represen ted by homosexually iden tifleci a r t i s  ts îike 

Piilen This also explains, as Kaye puts it, and as it emerges out of 

the narrative of La came, that "Not least consequentlal among the 

elements in Sebasdan's twentieth-century cultural history is the 

martyr's usefuhess as a camp artist's vengeance on the dtadels of 

high culture and the upholders of religious hypocrlsy' (9 1). 

(emphasis added) 

Keeping this in mind, let me continue with an analysis of the 

novel. Now, although I recognize that La came de René lads itself to 

king anaiyzed through various themes, such as the culinary, the 

concept of patriotîsm, and in paTticular, the absurd and the idea of 



the double; for the purpose of my study I wiii focus on the foilowing: 

the novelgs space, the queer(ing) of the space, and the novel's 

interrelation imagdtext. 2 My purpose is to draw attention to a 

novel that presents itseIf as an account of a certain homosexual 

experience, not only through the connection between René and the 

image of Saint Sebastian, but also through, what David Wiliiam Foster 

sees as, "a 'homosexual* view of human society" (2). 3 Furthemore, it 

is a novel in which the image of St. Sebastian stands as a sign for 

homosemial experience because of a cultural attitude that has 

produces this particular meaning. In this sense, the image of Saint 

Sebas- functions in t u s  novel as cultural fom through which 

meaning is achiwed. And too, it constitutes a narrative agent 

through which we cm identm a particular homosexual aesthetic in 

its correspondence with the homosexuaiîty of René. 

Now, if Saint Sebastian's imagery is to be understood in terms 

of king allied to homosexuallty, then it would be necesary to shift 

our attention to this connection first, 

Safnt Sebastian: From Christian to Queer Culture 

Very iittle is known about Saint Sebastian. We are told that he 

was bm at Narbonne in Gaul and was brought up in the city of his 

parents, Milan. Later, around the year 283, it is said that he went to 

Rome and entered the m y  under the Emperor Carinus, who was 

subsequently defeated by Diocletlan. We also learn that Sebastian 

was a favourite solder of the new Emperor, and as a result, he was 

honoured and given the rank of captain of the pretorfan guards. 

However, owing to his Christian beiiefs, Sebastian cornes to the 



defence of two Christian soldiers, Marcus and Marcellian, who had 

been condemned to death. Because of this, a bitter and disappointeci 

Diocledan ordered that Sebastian too be shot to death iike the two 

Christian soldiers. 

Apparently, Sebastfan was Ieft for dead after his body was 

pierced through with arrows. However, owing to the aid of a woman 

named Irene, the story claims that Sebasüan miraculously survived 

and that he even went on to challenge Diodetian and denounce him 

for his crimes against the Christtans. Then, as the story goes, an 

angrier Diodetian ordered a second execution. This time Sebastian 

was to be beaten to death with cudgels and his body was to be 

thrown into the cornmon sewer (Thurston and Attwater 128-30). 

Moreover, according to Thurston and Attwater, what can be 

asserted about Sebastian are the facts about his We and martyrdom- 

-that is, facts regarding Sebasdan's connection with Milan, his king 

venerated, and his k ing  buried on the Appian Way. Regarding the 

rest, as Thurston and Attwater Say, "The story recounted . . . is now 

generaliy adrnitted by scholars to be no more than a pious fable, 

written perhaps before the end of the fifth century" (1 30). 

Nevertheless, despite the iittie we know about St. Sebastian, his 

figure and the myth surroundhg him have been immortalized 

through the visual arts, music, Alm and literature. The historical 

material on St. Sebastian becomes evidence not only of this saint's 

continuous iconolatry, but also an assertion of hls beatiflc visions. 

Perhaps one of the most identiftable iconographies In painting, the 

figure of St. Sebastian has been painted by Mantegna, Reni, Callot, 

Carrache, several times by Gustave Moreau, and most recently by the 



Cuban artist Esterio Segura, whose sculptures appear in the film 

Fresa Y Chocohte. Within music, he is the subject of Claude 

Debussy's Martyre de Saint Sébastien (as based on a work written by 

Gabriele dlAnunzio and Gustave Cohen). Derek Jarman, moreover, 

brings him to the screen in a fiîm about gay themes and semtal 

politics. And within the field of Uterature, as Sylvie Forestier 

observes, much has k e n  written about him: 

récit tout d'abord de sa passion, mystères médiévaux, 
Lkgende Dorée, Vies de saints, tragédies de collège, drame 
musical, poémes lyriques, confessions romanesques. 
Toutes paroles qui entremêlent autour de lui les fils 
serrés du voir, du iire et de I'oulr. On conngit la richesse 
iconographique inspirée par Sébastien: on doit lui 
adjoindre l'égale richesse textuelle qui, depuis les 
premiers récits de son martyre, le raconte, et souvent y 
répond. De Jacques de Voragine à Gabrielie d'Annunzio, 
d'Antoine Plathon, . . . a Rainer-Marie Rilke, Mishima, 
Olivier Poivre d'Arvor, Michel Tournier. (20)  

The most difflcult problem confronting us here is the 

homosermalization of St, Sebastian. What seems clear is that the 

hking of St. Sebastlan with homosexuality has emerged, pri-y, 

out of visual representations, and su bsequently Alter& in to 

iiteranue, performance art, and other art forms. And to be sure, the 

"gayness" of St Sebastian has been mafnly stresseci by 20th century 

writers and artists who were, or happen to be, homo~exuds. For 

instance, as Kaye mentions in hfs essay, contemporary artist David 

Wojnarowia, who recently died of AIDS, shows in his Bad Moon 

Rising ( 1989) a mutilated S t Sebastian alongside pornographie 

images of men having sex (Kaye 100). Yukio Mishima, on the other 



hand, not only has hirnself photographed as a modern St Sebastian 

but a h ,  his main character in the novel Confessions of a Mask 

( 1949) has his first orgasm while contemplating a reproduction of 

Guido Reni's St. Sebascian. 4 In Luis Zapata's Fm iirones, which, as 

Foster says, is "by far the most sexualiy explicit gay novel published 

so far In Mexico, perhaps in Latin America" (37), another eiement of 

the tale's homosexual iconography can be said to be the main 

character's name, SebasW. Even more personal experlences, such 

as the one given by the writer Richard Rodriguez, explain and 

become evidence of the homoerotlcism that certain viewers may flnd 

in the image of this saint. As a boy Rodriguez recails how a picture 

of S t  Sebastian " touched alive some very private sexual excitement" 

Again, we need not only look at an image of St. Sebasdan and 

say that in the rendering of this beardless and beautiful young man 

with his body transfixed by arrows, resides a queer iconography, 

even though he appears to be enjoying what can be understood as a 

symbolic penemtion, and thus "embraces associations of male 

homosdty" (89), as Kaye says. There is proof, nevertheless, of St. 

Sebastian's role as the patron saint of homosexual men. Kaye 

provides a reveaiing summary that is worthwhile citing at length: 

Whether he has serveci as the focus of a featurelength 
movie by the director Derek Jarman, of a music v ida  for 
the rock group RE.MVs 'Loshg My Religion,' or, most 
recently, of a contentiously fought-over activist 
performance piece by Ron Athey, Saint Sebastian has 
emerged as the very distillation in art of an emotionaliy 
and pollticaîly fraught homosexual persona, . . . 
Beginning in the twentieth century, Sebastian became, 



pre-eminentiy, the homosexual as beleaguered, 
existential hero. . . . w]e has corne to stand for the 
supposedly sado-masochist nature of male samesex 
eroticism. . . . [Glenerations of men of homosexual 
inclinations have understood Sebastian as a 
homoerotîcized icon, for others he has denoted a 
homosexual eros that is menacingly narcissistic and 
suicida1 in kind. In a paradox that goes to the heart of 
the saint's continuing rrsonance, contemporary gay men 
have seen in Sebastian at once a stunning advertisement 
for homosexual desire (indeed, a hornoerottc ideal), and a 
pmtotypical portrait of tortureci closet case . . . 
Sebastian's fate in modem and contemporary 
representation is, above aU else, the story of the 
mischievous appropriation of Christian syrnbollsm and 
Renaissance imagery by homosexually identifleci men. 
(86-8) 

Kaye, moreover, brings to his essay various examples that seem 

to explain the reasons behind the homosexualization of St. Sebastian. 

Briefly discussing Paul Fussell's hypothesis from his book The Great 

War and Modem Memow, Kaye explains that, "As one who had 

endured near-death, Sebastlan the sunrivor became a fîtting visual 

embodirnent of the psychological state of the psychiatry% hysterical 

male and, with the arrival of the First World War, the sheii-shocked 

soldier" (89). Similarly, Kaye takes notes of an experiment done by 

the German sexologist Magnus Hirschfeld (who Mishima mentions in 
his novel Confessions of a Mask), and whose research aimed at 

locatlng the basis for samesex desire. According to Kaye, Hirschfeld 

used pictures of St Sebastian for his experiment and came to the 

observation thac 

it was not homosexual acts that constituted homosexual 
identity, but a desire or 'taste' in beautfful men, which 



might be understandable as a kind of homosexual 
aesthetic. In the absence of a 'community' of 
homosemial-identifieci men, Sebasttan signifieci the 
possibîiity of a homosexual identity or, more abstrac tly, 
a homosexual subiime. (90) 5 

Whatever the explanadon might be, one thing fs certain: the 

image of St. Sebastian can not be conhed to its historical past 

because a new iconicity that now finds itself rooted in queer culture 

has emerged. St. Sebastian remains a symbol of the tortured 

Christian man, but he has aiso corne to exemplUy the sufierings of a 

certain community of viewers as weii as becoming a vehicle for 

homoerotic semai fantasies. Yet, whether it is through Christian 

iconography or queer symbolism, it can be argued that what 

determines that the figure of St. Sebastian to be associated with 

either Christian maqrdorn or homosemiality are cultural attitudes 

or prescribed verbal supplements to the image. The image itself only 

displays what it shows: a young man whose body has k e n  transflxed 

by amows. In other words, the image of SL Sebastian acqulres its 

meaning by ways of a system of symbolism, of metaphorical 

appilcations and/or analogies, or through the particular experience of 

a community of viewers. 

Furthermore, this is not to say that the image of St. Sebastian in 

20th century culture is speciftcally presented in ration to 

homosexuaiity. St. Sebasdan's traditionaliy understood symbokm, 

as intendeci vvithin the context of Christian art and teachhg, emerges 

out of Gustaw Herhgts The Island: Three Tales. 6 In Herhg's first 

tale we are told the story of a stonemason named Sebastiano, who 

wiii endure a tragic and p i W  We ;ifter srnering an accident while 



repairing the waUs of a medieval Carthusfan monastery on an island 

three hours away h m  Naples. Left without memory, deaf, mute, 

and almost b h d ,  Sebastiano neither recognizing his girlfiiend nor his 

house, sets out to wander over the Island. One &y, however, during 

a religious ceremony, a miracle restores his old self. Herhg's 

Sebasriano emerges, in 0th- words, as a modem personifkation of 

St Sebastfan and as a revelation of a higher reallw that is roated and 

best exphineci by Christfan doctrine and symbolism. 

It is thus a knowledge of the cultural construction of the image 

of St. Sebastian as a homosemial kon that leads us to understand the 

significance of this saint as a homoerotic image. In the same way a 

preconceived knowledge of information on Christfan religion and its 

symbolism would help us identify the religious significance of thfs 

saint. If a knowledge of canonic texts of reiigion and a knowledge of 

the image of St Sebastian are the b i s  for the iconologist "to bufld a 

bridge from both sides [in order] to close the gap between the image 

and the subject matter," as Gombrich explains (Svmboiic 6), a 

knowlecîge of St. Sebastian within the context of queer culture would 

help us forge a reiationship between this saint and homosemiallty. 

In short, to trace back the image of St. Sebastian to its original 

context of production and approaching it as something to be 

interpreted and read is what Bryson points out to be one of the 

hermeneudc mandates (Callimun xxviii). But to interpret the image 

of St Sebastian as a visual sign for homoSexuaUty, we need, to 

borrow Bryson's words, to "relocate [it] within the sodal domain [as 

a] discursive work that r e m  into the sodety" (Caiiigram W). 

Simiiarly, as Jan Mukarovsky points out on his outline for a 



semiological study of art, as a sign that "exists as an 'aesthetic object,' 

[and] whose location is in the conciousness of the whole collectivity" 

(6); and in this case, Is one that exists in the conciousness of a male 

homosexual coilectivity. 

On the author 

Before 1 set out to discuss La came de René 1 would like to 

draw attention to the fact that Virgiïio Wera (b. 191 2 4 .  1979) was 

victimlzed, persecuted, and ignored during three decades by the 

Cuban govemment and its cultural institutions mainly because of his 

homosexuality. In a country where discrimination against 

homosexuals gave birth first to work camps (UMAP) and later to 

sanitoria to incarcerate HIV patients, PMerats ostentatious display of 

effeminacy and known sexual promiscui~, or "sexuar," as Anton 

Arnifat writes of Pifiera in Virniiio Pifiex entre éI Y vo (50), were 

enough reasons for his subsequent marginaïization and the 

censorship of his work Aïthough he never went to UMM, in 1961 

Pinern was the victirn of an arrest of homosexuals, prostitutes and 

pimps in Havana. There is also a story of how Ché Guevara, during a 

visit to the Cuban embassy in Algeria, upon f'inding a volume of 

Pinera's Teatro com~leto, becarne visibly angry and shouted at the 

Spanish writer Juan Goytisolo: "How d m  you have in our embassy a 

book by this foul faggot!" (QFiiroga 168). 7 

This incident is barely more than an anecdote for Pliiera went 

on to suffer more for his king a "maricon"-the demeaning term 

used by Ché when throwing away PiÎiera8s book Isolation, censorhip, 



and political victîmization, as Arnifat recounts in the foilowing 

passage, was the price Piiiera pald for his homosexuality 

En los d o s  del setenta, caiificados por Ptiiera de muerte 
civii, la burocracla de la década nos habia configurado en 
esa 'exmila latitud' del sec La muerte en vida. Nos im- 
puso que muriéramos como escritores y c o n t i n ~ o s  
Mendo como discipiinados ciudadanos. . . . Nuestros 
libros dejaron de pubLicarse, los publicados fueron 
recogidos de las librerias y subrepticiamente retirados de 
los estantes de la bibiiotecas pubkas. Las piezas 
teatrales que habiamos escrlto desaparecieron de los 
escenarios. Nuestros nombres dejaron de pronunciarse 
en conferencias y clases universitarias, se borraron de las 
antologias y de las historias de la literatura cubana 
cornpuestas en esa década funesta. No solo estabamos 
muertos en vida: pareciamos no haber nacido ni haber 
escrito nunca Las nuevas generaciones fueron educadas 
en el desprecio a cuanto habiamos hecho o en su 
ignorancia. Fuimos sacados de nuestros empleos y 
enviados a trabajar donde nadie nos conociera, en 
bibiiotecas alejadas de la ciudad, imprentas de textos 
escolares y fundiciones de aceros. Piiiera se convirtio por 
decision de un funcionario, en un traductor de literatura 
aMcana de lengua francesa (Vlrgillo Pifiera 42) 

What better example is there about the existent cultural and 

spirituai ailenation and dixrimhitation agatnst homosexuals in Cuba 

than the story told in Straberrv and Chocoiate (Fresa Y chocohte), a 

1993 Alm directed by Tomils Gutiérrez Alea and Juan Carlos Tabio? 

Based on Senel Paz's story El lob. el bosaue Y el hombre nuevo 

( 199 1 ) , the film telis the story of the ftiendship that ultirnately 

develops between two men involved with the Revolution and its 

culture: David, a young Mandst-Lenirtfst and umersity student, and 

Diego, a former teacher involved with the Revolution's iiteracy 



campaign now involved In the promotion of Cuban culture. However, 

they are on opposite sides, as they are distinguished in the 

community by theh sexuality. Diego's homosexuallty, despite his 

revolutionary credentials, makes him an enemy of the Revolution. 

He is perceived, as David calls him, in terms of being "enferma," 

"anormal," and as a "payaso." And as David's roommate says with 

regards to Diego, "How could you tnist someone who has betrayed his 

own sexuality?" 

Ironicaiiy, he is more committed to Cuba and its culture than 

David and his Mend Too, as David puts it to his Mend, after 

overcoming his prejudices against Diego, he is the more revolutionary 

of them. And yet, foreseeing his future in a country that not only 

discriminates against hirn, but forces him, as they did with Wiera 

and many others, to exist and work in a world foreign to him 

(construction or agriculture), Diego has no other choice but to leave 

Cuba. He is king marked as an enemy of the Revolution as much for 

his homosexuaiity as for his artistic vision, just as it has happened to 

many O thers in Cuba. 

Whether PiLierats homosexuallty plays itseff out, or not, against 

the background of his Uterary work is not sornething that I wiU 

discuss hem however. This knowledge about Piaera's personal M e  

can make the study of La carne de René more insightful in relation to 

his own personal experience. Here we have another writer who 

found in the image of St. Sebastian, as Kaye puts it, "a stunning 

advertisement for homosexual desire . . . and a prototypicai portrait 

of tortured closet case" (87), which will correspond with his portrayai 

of René. Moreover, paraileh can be established between the 



situation of René in the novel and Pifiera's own Me. Just as René, in 

the novel, is seen by his community as "consptrador enfermo" (h 
carne 20), so Pülera was treated by a rwolutionary comunity as a - 
morally corrupted and anti-revolutionary homosexual. In other 

words, just like René, Pinera was on the side of those behg 

persecuted, and was victimized not only for what he represented, but 

a h ,  for his "heroicn (whether this is or not the right term, the fact is 

that Pinera, unme many of his collegws, did not lave  Cuba after the 

Revolution) disobedience against a govemment that wanted for him 

to be a promoter of a cause that was not his and wanted him 

transformeci into a "normal" and "âiscipllnado" citizen. 

The novel 

Let me now turn my attention to the narrative of the novel. &J 

came de René is a literary work that, as the book's title admittedly 

confesses, is about René's flesh. Throughout the novel, however, the 

term "flesh" can either refer to the cuhary dish or to the human 

body. SfmiJarly, the flesh is symbolicly presented here as a non- 

linguistic discourse that manifests itself outwardly as representative 

of ail human actions, and as a determining force which moves the 

world. And through the flesh, Piiiera's characters not only acquire 

knowledge about the world but also, about themselves. At any rate, 

body or flesh is in Piaera's novel a discourse that provides meaning 

and it pervades everything. As we read in the text. "Era, en verdad, 

un lenguaje harto compiicado, ya que la carne estaba presente en 

cada tema de conversaciontf (22). 



Through the body, there emerges in thh novel a narrative that 

alludes to themes of pain and pleasure. Pain and pleasure are 

portrayeci as manifesteci not only by the novel's characters, but as 

read through the text's invocation of visual images of bodies 

representing Christian martyrs, partlcularly St Sebastian and Christ. 

These images bring to the novel a Christian history but &O, as in this 

novel, become manifestations of tortured male bodies. In the text, 

these images are no longer merely representations of saints but are 

also images of René represented sporting the saints' bodies. Thus, 

the reiigious significance of these images, as would be determineci by 

verbal supplements that produce their meaning, are here abandoned 

in favor of what these images represent in themselves: tortured 

boâies. The body, thus, is treated rather for Its physical than 

spiritual worth, which is the reverse of Christian dogma 

From this point of view, then, this novel presents itself as a 

meditation on the human body as a discourse, regarded as a means 

of knowing human existence and histow. In Piliera's novel, as in 

Schopenhauer's philosophy, it cm be said that the body is "the 

starting-point for each of [the characters] in the perception of the 

world" and, in this sense, it represents the "immediate object, . . . that 

representation which forms the starting-point on the subject's 

knowledge" ( 1: 19). Equaily, history appears to us by means of the 

body, which refers not only to the past, but it also preserves as a 

document the imprints of yesterday's cnielty and suffering (Le., as in 

the case of the bodies of Christ, St Sebastian, and Ramon, René's 

father). In other words, in this novel there is no other reality, as I 

mendoned before, than that which is connecteci to the body. As the 



character Cochon puts it, the reality of the body resides in its 

physical existence: arms, legs, bones, and blood ("brazos, pienias, 

huesos, sangre) (99), and not the spiritual body which is pmblematic 

because it derives from a non existent physicallty, and it has to do 

with the  SOU^, which is, according to Cochon, fleeting and incorporeal 

(99). Thus, the text's question is-this king the text's commentary 

on Christian dogrna-- "iQué cosa era eso del espiritu? . . . 1Alguien 

10 habia tocado?" (64). 

Moreover, the text holds the view that the secret of human Me 

is to be found enclosed within the individual's body. The secret 

king that, "todo para el hombre tenninaba cuando el cuerpo detenia 

su admirable maquinaria" (99-1 00). This point of view is sLmtlar to 

that of Schopenhauer when he says, " 'Death is my entire end' " (2: 

49 1 ). On this also rests the idea of the living body as a determtning 

force in both procreation and creation of the world. Regarding the 

former we read: "No por otra via que por 10 carnal el ser humano se 

reaka" (44). Whiie regarding the latter we rad: "la carne mueve al 

mundo" (101). In this sense, this novel sets out to represent the 

body as it acts up and brings about changes in other bodies and the 

world. 8 

La came de René consists of thirteen sections with titles 

alluding to the human body or flesh. Essentially, this is the story of 

René as a young man as he struggles against the world of his father 

and his fatherts wishes. In this respect, it is a conventional story- 

telling: a young man seeking his own place in the world. As Arrufat 

points out in his preface to Piiierals La carne de René, it is a novel 
that can be labeled as a "BIldungsrornan," or "novela de foxmacion or 



aprendizaje" (7), not unîike Carpentier's presentation of Esteban in fl 
sido de las luces. However, as Arrufat notes, uniike in Carpentier's 

novel, in Pifiera's we have "una narraci6n desarbolada, que parece 

ocurrir en un espacio vacio, irreal en apariencia, [ y que propone] 

involucrar a su personaje en la h ica  reaîidad reconodda, la de la 

carne humana" (La cane1 0). Moreover, a difference fkom 

Carpentier's novel is that, where the extemal world is instrumental 

in Esteban's personai evolution, in Pifiera's work what wiil determine 

René's evolution springs from within hime As M ~ o l o ,  the 

school director, says of René's flesh: "Es una carne que se permite 

pensar sobre si misma" ( 105). 

Pifiera's novel cm be approached, to borrow Foster's words as 

he speaks of El hiego secret0 (1 986), a "homosexuai novel" by the 

Colombian Fernando Vailejo that is comparable to L a  came, as a text 

that "moves through two conscious realms, that of public reaiity and 

its corresponding offlcial [attitude] and that of a world truer to the 

protagonist's actual perceptions of. . . personal needs that are often 

distorted by their conflict with official [attitude]" ( 1 2 5). Similarly, 

carne de René can be approached as a kind of double parable, for it 

concems not only Renk's flesh as evidence of a certain homosenial 

aesthetic, but also, Ramon's flesh as evidence of p6wer and absurd 

heterosexual politics. 

In addition, in its adaptation of Christian iconography, Pifiera's 

narrative embodies the idea of salvation but not through the 

spiritual, instead, through the physicaL Likewtse, the sacredness of 

the body as it emerges out the images of Christ and S t  Sebastian is 

not that which is to be worshipeâ, rather, it is its profimity. 



Nevertheless, in L a  came we have a contrast between the body of 

the father and that of the son, as a tale of two bodies: the one 

portrayeci as Young and b e a u W  and stmggling to remain 

uninjureci, and the other scarred and hjured and just as struggling to 

remain aiive. René's body appears as that whkh must remaln 

sacrai, as if in order to help in balancing a world, as visible in 

Ramon's body, which embodies a history that is cruel and violent, 

and, too, as eternaily marked on the bodies of Christ and Saint 

Sebasttan. 

The novel begins with a scene in the butcher's shop where a 

long iine up of people wait for their turn to get, on this particular 

day, aii the meat they wish to buy. I t  is a place which wili no&y 

draw no attention, as the narrative voice tells us, but which on this 

occasion, looks like a besieged fortress. This initial space both 

foretelis and epitomizes the carnal obsessions at work in this novel. 

With the exception of René, Pifiera's characters are as much 

concerned with the metaphysics of flesh as they are driven by carnal 

excesses. They are middle-class characters endlessly seeking what 

they most desire. As we are told, for them, "mientras hay came hay 

esperanza . . " (20) (Pinem's ellipses). 

At his father's request, René Rnds himself in the butcher's 

shop. As the future leader of his m e r ' s  "Causa," René is here to 

gradualiy leam about the cult of the flesh, to reafize that he too is 

made of flesh, and to overcome that which separates him from the 

reallty of others: the horror he feeis for "cuanto sea carne 

descuartizada y palpitante" ( 18). According to his father, then, the 

way for René to overcome his fears is to confront the world of the 



flesh: "primera, asistencia sistemiitica a las carnicerias, después a los 

mataderos, mils tarde, a las grandes hecatombes humanas" (18). In 

other words, the butcher's shop becomes not only the initial stage of 

René's contemplation of flesh, but an emblem for a world where even 

Christ, accordhg to Cochon's interpretation, "habia perecido en la c r u  

por la causa de la carne" (84). 

In this initiai scenarlo, other characters that are going to form 

part of René's world are introduced to us. In contrast to René, they 

appear in a very festive mood and are concemed only with the 

quantity of meat they are buying. Still, they notice René in the iine 

up and begin to comment on his rather paie appearence; and, as if 

voicing the sentiment shared by the others, there is the suggestion 

by seiiora Pérez that he needs to drink a fittle glass of blood every 

morning. Despite this bloodless portrait of René, he appears to his 

fernale audience mesmerizingly attractive because of his rather 

subdued and pitlful beauty and a body that seerns to be asking for 

protection. As m a t  puts it, "Con su aspect0 ambiguo, su carne que 

parece reclamar protecci6n. con sus gestos de joven en fbga, es un 

seductor" (La came 1 1). Better yet is his father's proffle of him: 

"héroe ro&tico. . . joven lunar de mimda soiiadoral' ((27). 

However, running counter to this adoration of René, there b a sense 

of suspicion among the male group. René's presence prompts Senor 

Nieburg to say "Esa clase de carne no me gusta. . . . Para mi se hata 

de un conspirâdor" (20). 

From this "meeting in the butcher's shop" ("Encuentro en la 

carnicerla" is the title of this section), we foliow René as he proceeds- 

-in what appears to be a a series of lessons-with his leaming 



about the cult of the flesh The tale thus becornes a mapping of 

René's relation with a world which explains itself through the 

significance of body and flesh; and one of knowable intentions, of 

which René is a w m ,  that of wanting to change him through a 

process of pain and pleasure so that he too cm be regardeci as an 

active participant in the social process. But clearly, René's actions 

account not only for a failure to assert hk own nature but also, for 

his unwillingness to subject himseif to anything pertaining to the 

flesh. This is not to say, however, that his desire is to embrace the 

spiritual. It is rather to preserve his body intact, which in turn, is his 

way of asserting also his affinity for a certain beauty; and beauty, in 

his case, is something that resides within himself and the purity of 

his skin. 

René's aestheticism, furthermore, can also be confirmed 

through his attitude toward wounded bodies. Whether or not his 

views are motivateû by the knowledge of a history that is dark and 

evil, as he would judge by his father's body and the palnted bodies 

later show to him, is not completely ascertalnable. But the violence 

and patn that emerges out of these bodies is obvious to him. To 

René, as he says to Ns father, the wounded flesh is not only 

disgusting and causes him to vomit, but it is ugly: "Es fea" (27). René 

is the character who advocates and recognizes the beautifùl both in 

Me and art. This, in turn, is a manifestation of his WU, an expression 

of his physical clarity. But perhaps more signifiant to him is that his 

flesh, as s&ora Pérez tells hfs father, Is not made for suffiering: "la 

carne de René no esta hecha para el dolor. . . . ningh dolor para esa 

camew (29). 



The image of the wounded body flrst appears to René by way 

of his father. Exposeci to his father's wounds, and asked to view the 

h&g of one of them, Ren6 becomes si& Here, the Ilnk between 

the signiflcance of Christ's wounds and the signiflcance of Ramon's 

wounds is clear. Just as Christ, according to Chrisdan dogma, shed his 

blooâ for the salvation of humanity, the text's formulation of Ramon 

is simiîar in that, he too has shed his blood for the salvation of his 

people and the "Chocohte Causa." But this is not to say that Ramon is 

a Christ-Ue figure, it is the evidence of the wounding of his body 

that is placed in immediate relation with the figure of Christ, and 

thereby the message of salvation through one's yielâing to the 

suffering flesh. More than that, as with the body of CMst, in 

Ram6n's the wounds are the factual documentary of a s o d a l  history 

of suffering and resistence. As he says to René: "!Qué cuerpo el mio! . 
. . llevo cuarenta afios luchando con la carne. . . . En una palabra, 

resistiendo, hijo resistiendo" (27). 

The linking of the wounded body and Christianity is, however, 

clearer through a visual representation of Rene as Saint Sebastian, 

made by order of his father, Wcting his own torture (1 wiil discuss 

the association of René and St. Sebastian in more detail in my 

foiiowing discussion of this novel's visuaVverbal interrelation). With 

this image, Ramon's intention is to warn Rene about his desüny, of 

ultimately shedding his blood for his father's cause, and the danger 

that may await him too. It is a h ,  through this visual juxtaposition 

of René and Sebastian, Ramon's way of symboiicaliy bringing René 

into the world of suffering while rrinforcing the idea that it is not at 



aii that bad. This St Sebastian has been painted, &ter all, with the 

face of a srniling René. 

After this visual presentation, and as a way of explaining the 

reason behind this painting, Ramon sets out to explain to René about 

the suffering he, his father (René's grandfather), and his people have 

had to endure as a result of their king defenders of "la Causa;" 

which for the defenders of the "chocohte" is "la revoluci6n rnunW8 

(33). René, of course, is astounded by this epic tale, with a certain 

reiigious element, of both his father and grandfather having spent 

their lives fighting Tor un pedazo de chocolate" (34); and that, it is 

expected of him to continue with the thread of his family history. 

More signifiant in this passage, however, is the clear intention of the 

author: a parody of political wars and the absurdity of humankind 

perpetually changing roles between king persecutors and king 

persecuted. This interchanging of roles accurs in a world where, as 

Ramon puts it, "La persecucion nunca se detendri& es infinita" (34). 

René's next lesson, as the nanative rnoves from one scene to 

another and proceeds in a horizontal chronology, has to do with the 

anatomy of the human body. The only body René has ever seen is 

his own. A new link is forged between art and Ufe, where the 

imageci body becomes the medium and the message. Here it is at the 

cenh-e of the scene, in the form of images from an anatomy book that 

s&ora Pérez shows René and is intended as a tool of seduction. 

Although the shift toward sexuaUty is evident in this scene, René 

appears to have no interest in seaora Pérez's extroverted exposure of 

her erotic self. He is not aroused either by the images, which appear 

to be far from erotic, nor by seiiora Pérez's seductive pose, a 



reference to Goya's Maia Desnuda. René is simply disturbed, as the 

text makes us believe, by thoughts of himself as a self-mutiiating St 

Sebastian. Yet, René's action shows not only his desire to move 

beyond the reality of these images and the message they carry, both 

in terms of pain and pleasure. I t  is his way of afRrming that neither 

heterosexual love nor the wounded flesh evoke the reality that lies 

at the root of his own body. Seemingly, this affirmation amounts to 

René's way of assuring seilora Pérez of the sanctification of his body, 

which in m m  becomes emblematic of his h o m o s ~  self. 

In this section, erotic sexuality and violence toward the flesh 

are centered around food. On this "musical Thursday," seilora Pérez's 

weekly ritual, a dinner consisting entirely of red meat has been 

prepared This dinner for the hostess and her Mends becomes an 

degory of pleasure and desire within a cuhary framework, for it 

represents the eroticization of the flesh and a validation of sexuality. 

As seiiora Pérez says, "La cena de esta noche se compone 

exclusivamente de platos . . . carnales" (42) (emphasis added). 

However, for René, who hardly touches his meal, this carnal 

presentadon and its consumption are inevitably comected with 

violence, In partlcular, when he imagines that a violent act is king  

committed agatnst himself: "René pend que él  también era un 

carnero y Dalia y sus amigos se âisponian a picarlo en pedacitos" 

(43). Flesh, in other words, is redeemed as gratifying and linked to a 

language of SexuaUty, consumption, and violence. But all that 

becomes terrifying to René, and thus he is perceived by sefiora 

Pérez's Mends as "un elemento antisocial" (44). 



René's presentiment about the anatomy book k ing  a 

succession of images of tortured bodies materiahes His father, upon 

Anding the book that seiiora Pérez gives René as a present, spends an 

evening modifying the iconography of the images and then forces 

René, on his way to school, to view i t  The fernale body that @ors 

Pérez showed him the previous evenlng is missing. What the book 

shows is a series of repetitive images of male bodies with the face of 

René, as if mutilating himseif, like in the figure of himself as S t  

Sebasüan, or lifting red hot arrows, or his body king mutilated by a 

skinner. Once again the violence of representation is part of René's 

learning. It is a paterna attempt to purm Rene which here takes 

the form of the sacriflced and injured visual body. AU these images 

emphasize the perspective of a world, that of his father, to which 

René fin& htmself unable to subscrik "Tuvo un acceso de rebeldia, 

y esnivo a punto de emborronar con un kpiz el Aibum hasta que no 

quedaran trams de esas horribles figuras" (49). 

The image of the suffering body reaches its c h a x  with an 

image ailuding to the cîUCIAed C M s t  also sporting the face of R e d  

(this is also part of my foilowing discussion on the novel's image/text 

intemiation). René fhds a disquiethg sculpture tn his schoolroom 

where his father has sent him to learn about the cult of the flesh. 

The sculpture is part of the school's cUTficulum with the intention of 

shaping each student's seKawareness about the suffering fiesh 

(every student has his own Christ-Uke image in his room). The 

signiflcance of this image iies, of course, in the body of Christ 

Christ's body not oniy serves for visual consumption but 

communicates, by metaphorid analogy, that ultimately, the body of 



each student is mirrored in the body of Christ  However, the effect 

intended by this image is not with the opening up of a history that 

alludes to the spirituaiity of Christ, nor the contlnuity of his myth or 

history. I t  is, rather, the body of Christ as bearer of the world's 

physical pain, and a body that ailegorizes suffering in terms of a 

dialectic of exteriority which is represented. This is a critical 

distinction from the interiority of suffering as alluded to through 

Christian teaching, but which cannot be represented. 

In any case, this image is emblematic of the school's motto: 

"SuMr en siiencio" (55). And each student is to be trained so that his 

body becomes a microcosm reflecting the macrocosmic body of 

Christ: "hacer del alumno 'un ser quimicamente apto para el servicio 

del dolor' " (80). The proposition through this image 1s that of both 

dissociating every student from his own self and of preparing them 

to soften their flesh (another "envés Pineriano") so that they fit in a 

world reconfigured by suffering. But René does not want to fit into 

this particular world, for he embraces different ethics and aesthetics 

than those promoted by the schooL Soon then, he is seen as "un 

agente pmvocador" (8O), "rebelde" and "hedonista" (8 1 ) , and as 

someone who "no se compadecia de su carne como tal, sino que 

protestaba por el ultraje infiigido" (81). 

indeed, René is the impenetrable student who refuses to 

become another surrogate victim of the world and of his father: he 

WU not transgress his sacremental body as expected. He will r e m  

in opposition to the cultural violence promoted by the s&ml and his 

father through the tragic iconography of Christian bodies. His 

identity will M y  be secured through his denying and resistance to 



king a participant in the school's ultimate sacriiegious ritual.. the 

rnarking of the students' buttocks, U e  livestock, with a red hot iron. 

More precise, his identity becomes known to everyone through his 

symbok scream when his father manages to mark him. According 

to the school's ruiing, because of his scream, it becomes confirmed 

that his flesh is inept for suffering; still, his scream syrnbolicaUy 

redeerns him from the sacrificial sin. Moreover, René's seeming 

"abnormaiity" is conArmed when one of the mothers present during 

the ceremony angrily says to Alicia, René's mother, that: "Esa carne 

no sirve. Pongala a jugar con mufiecas. . . . No sirve, sefiora. Eche al 

mundo o m  pedazo de carne" (1 11). 

René, in other words, is not presented in this novel in a 

redemptive mission seeking for his body to be redeemed. Rather, in 

this iiterary scheme, he is strugghg to reinforce hfs r d  nature 

which resides not only in his sexuaîity but in his king  moved by the 

aesthetics of his own flesh. This aesthetic experience puts hirn in 

confiict with a community fixateci on his body and his apparent 

eccentricities. What is more, René's action at school and towards his 

father suggests that one's f i  esh is not necessarily saved but rather 

fouled by one's association with images aliuding to one's self- 

mutilation. Do not these images after aii, in a Schopenhauerian sense, 

betray the wiîi to live and the quest for happiness? 

It  is not only the victimization of René by a repressive society 

that emerges out of the narrative of these images (CMst and St. 

Sebastian as victims of the Roman empire), but that he is the 

incarnation of these images. As with the body of Christ, his body in 

relation to other bodies stands here as the r-n for others' 



obsessive behaviour and overt adoration (as in sefiont PPrez8s case). 

As with the martyr S t  Sebastian, he is too "[un] agente provocador" 

who is to become leader and martyr of "la Causa," or "la rwoluci6n 

mundial." And as with the body of Sebastian, he is too symboiicaily 

injured by a society that wants him to change. An example of this is 

what happens to René in the school, where several tongues set out to 

penetrate his body in an effort to convert hlm. Following this iine of 

vision, then, it can be said that René also stands, like Christ and St. 

Sebastian, as a sort of symbol of pst-mortem revival. For René, îike 

a Christ rising from the tomb, also rises from each one of the heliish 

experiences he is put through. In relation to the modem-day cult of 

St. Sebastfan, he stands for the perverse and, as Kaye says of the 

Christian saint, " as a salient emblem of homosexual identity . . . with 

strong implications of compulsive sado-masochist desire, erotfc 

mayhem, and self-preening efferninacy" (87). This is how René is 

perceived at school, and th& is what he arouses in others. 

The school represents Ramon's last hope in his effort at 

changing René. As he tells M ~ o l o :  "Siempre tuve mis dudas sobre 

René. . . . Crei que la escuela y el contact0 con sus profesores y 

alumnos harian milagros" ( 104). Thus, having failed, Ramon yields to 

René and never again reminds him of "el servicio del dolor" (1  12). 

René, then, having led und now the Me of a protected son and 

student, begins to outhe his own future with the hope of finding a 

job and this way, "Seria util a la sodedad y a su familia" (1 12). 

What foilows is a succession of events that record René's role as 

spectator and participant in a world where his "differenmess" 

continues to be asserted. On wimessing the murdering of a man by 



his two sons, we rad: "cabia pensar que la vida a la que aspiraba 

[René] estaba en contradicci6n con la que hacian los de&; por 10 

que éî acababa de ver, . . . seria harto dfficil conciiiar sus proyectos 

con ta1 violencia legalizada" ( 1 14). On having sex with seilora Pérez, 

he reaiizes that: "Por dos vias andtéticas corno dolor y placer, se 

arribaba a una verdad hica: que la carne era el motor de la vida 

Sin la came no habfa vida posible. Ninguna diferenda habia entre la 

horrible came de Cochon, . . . y la perfumada de Dalla" ( 1 22). And on 

the death of his parents he reaiizes: "Si nunca des& la muerte de sus 

padres, ellos ai buscarla y obtenerla habian, ai mismo tiempo, 

propiciado su liberacion. . . . se encontraba solo pero libre" (1 43). 

These and other personal experiences, which were much worse 

than what René anticipateci, give him a new perspective on flesh and 

a new conception of himself. As if exonerating himself from his 

original fear, René now fin& himseif no longer mnning away from 

flesh but rather, as when his curiosity leads him to meet the 

homosexual Bola de Came, "arroj [hdose] en su oscura masa" (1 57). 

This Is a desire that, as we r a d ,  "surgia de su subconsciente [con] un 

desesperado, dramiitico j p r  que? jpor que?" ( 15 7). At the same 

time, these "diversas euperiencias" contribute to René's Anal 

reaItaation, or as the text puts it, "la cornprobacion defînitiva de que 

estaba hecho de carne" ( 180). 

Yet, at the end of the novel, René remains affécted by a world 

that insists on changing him. As René is remindeci by s a o r  

Powlavski, saivation can oniy be attalned by his embracing the cult 

of the flesh: "Usted se condena o se &va; todo depende de la 

dedicadon que dé a su carne. Si usted habita un mundo camal, sea 



carmi y se s a i v d  Pero si cree habitar un mundo poblado por 

hadas, entonces se condenariin ( 191-92). Thus, flesh is the iast 

attempt to connect Rene's body with other bodies and therefore to 

the world. 

The space of the novel 

Although the geographical configuration traced by René and his 

family cm be first located (before the events narrateci here) between 

Europe and North America and then, in a place in the world where it 

snows in December, in this novel there are no references to any 

particula. place. Piaera's narrative, in other words, is not a 

meditation on space and tirne, nor is he a cultural geographer llke 

Carpentier in El sin10 de las luces where we have the most accurate of 

descriptions of the world and the universe-a background of 

reference against whlch Carpentier's characters are aiiowed to 

contemplate and question their own existence. 

Generally speaking, given that the narrative always cornes back 

to the the theme of body and flesh, in Pinera's work the materiaiîty 

and the space of the world is simply an environment that contributes 

to the meanlng of the body. The very notion of the world is the 

body. The body is logos and it is reczaimed as the space which the 

characters create for themselves. Seemingly, the permeadng 

commentary that there canot be world, no space, unless it is 

confirmecl through the evidence of the body. in other words, it is the 

body, as the main outer projection and the subject of thk tale's 

spectacle, which enforces and inscribes any notion of space. 



The text summons us towards a space that exist  between the 

earth and the sky, but neither earth nor sky reveal nor dictate the 

charactersf desliny, as happens in Carpentier's (cg., as with the 

cyclone in Havana). This in-between space is presumed to be, again, 

the exclusive domain of the body. The r d ~  of Wlera's "apparent 

unmai and empv space" (La carne 14), as m a t  sees it, lies in the 

charactersf positional reiationship to his or her own body, and, tw, in 

relation to the representation of other bodies. The world here 

becornes just another cornmon place, as with the butcher's shop, 

where human action is a bodiiy movernent. 

This novel evokes the Schopenhauerian idea of the body as "the 

'microcosmf of the world, and thus the 'key' for understanding the 

world" (Atwell28), not in the sense of the body as valued by nature, 

but the body as culturally conditioned and llnked to &tory. 9 In 

this sense, the body in Pifiera is not only the most immediate cultural 

manifestation of everyday redis., but one that is of history. What 

emerges out of the novel is the acknowledgement of a different 

dimension of iiving, and the idea that the body 1s the ground towards 

which human experience and knowledge is directed. What counts 

most of aii is that the body is the means of communication that 

brings about the novel's sense of social contêxt. 

Simîlarly, this is a space that seems to acquire a certain 

signiflcance via a certain Cathoiic aesthetic. In paticular, in terms of 

the symbolîc spiritual meaning that rests beneath the surface of the 

two religious images in this text. But, as it might be conceiveci 

through the text's sacred imagery, there are no adjustments here 

between body and souL 10 Both through verbal and visuai 



cornbinations, what provides the framework for a meditative scheme 

in aii wllling is the body. In Pülera, hurnanity materiahes by way of 

the Uvhg reality of the body, which attains the space of 

interpretations: hope, beiief, s a d t y ,  and among other things, 

profanitya Again in Uiis text, the reallw of the human space lies not 

within the context of spiritual relations, but within the context of 

physical and cultural relations. As with Schopenhauer's view against 

the doctrine of personal irnmortaîity, the alliance in Pillera's work is 

between corporeal existence and the world: 

Por el connario, en el cuerpo se encerraba el secret0 de la 
vida humana En verdad, un secret0 simple: todo para el 
hombre terminaba cuando el cuerpo detenia su admirable 
maquinaria Para el hombre su oportunidad residia en el 
periodo de la existencia corporal; en cuanto a la otra, la de 
un mils alla, no existia para el Preclicador. (99- 100) 11 

Moreover, in La carne the space is symbolic and, as background 

of reference, it serves to dramatize and ernphasize the theme of the 

suffering flesh. This cm be said to be the function of the butcher's 

shop, Ramon's office, and Ren& schooL As well, the same can be 

said for the space of the visual representations of Christian saints, 

which, as implicit backgrounds of reference, bring to the novel a 

Christian world-histox-y and ethics of CMstianity. History and ethics 

are îinked and explaineci through the space of visual representations 

of mutilated Christian men. These visual representations bring to the 

text, in the Schopenhauerian sense, "the histories of the lnner life of 

saints full of spiritual confllcts, temptations, and desertion from 

grace. . ." (1: 391). They also give the message, as Schopenhauer puts 



it, that: "on earth no one on have lasting peace" (1: 391). This, in 

other words, echoes the novel's own emblematic message: "La 

persecucion nunca se detenda es W t a "  (34). 

Furthemore, the locallzed culture in Pinera appears as a 

temporalîzing act for the characters, and is utterly universai. The 

same can be said for Carpentier's novel, although neither in Vargas 

Llosa's nor in Pidera's do we have a sense of a continuity of national 

Identity and history as in El sido. The feeling in Piiiera is that of a 

modeniist milieu because of the references to the train, the 

automobile, the bus, the elevator, the subway, the penthouse, the 

typewriter, movie stars, electric Ughts, and more. Equally revealing 

is the description given of René's room at school, describeci as 

" toniRcante" according to "la modema jerga de los decoradores" (5 7) 

(emphasis added). Piilera's is a space that grants us the familiar but 

without the descriptive vastness of the universe where (and how) 

the characters Uve. As Arrufat puts it: 

Las sugerendas locales O geograflcas son escasas O no 
m t e n  con relieve. En ios escenarios donde ocurren los 
acontecimientos hay p a s  cosas: no abundan muebles ni 
objetos domésticos. Con frecuencia igiioramos como 
visten los personajes, su edad, y 10 que cornen. . . . Sin 
embargo, pese a este espacio despojado, al tono neutro de 
la narracion, indiferente un tanto al munâo visible . . . el 
Ambito de la novela resulta tan preciso y bien disefiado, 
que el lector 'todo 10 ve'. (La carne 14) 

The space, though modernist in appearence, projects itself also 

into the past, mainly because of its relation wlth the historicity and 

iconography of works of art that are W e d  to the history of 



CMstianity. Yet it becornes evident that Christian history and dogma 

are here the subject of textual parody (cornical at times). It is also a 
space where the passing of time is merely a forward and hear 

movement. With the exception of the textual link to the past of the 

images, and the brief reference to René's grandfather, the tale's 

connecdon is with the present, In particuiar, with René's expertence 

as he goes through various lessons about the flesh and the body. I t  

is, in other words, as if the tale evolves through the rnovement and 

actions, at times symbolic, of flesh and body as they reveal or cast 

shadows over one another. 

In addition, this is a space that neither brings us close to earth, 

nor to the heavenly universe of the stars, nor to the natural flow of 

things, as Carpentier often does when aîluding to the relation 

earth/universe/hu~iinity. Humanity in Piaera's novel 1s separated 

from the earth. The earth serves here only as ground for the dead: 

the cemetery where René's mother is burieci and where René works 

for a period of time. The body is neither naturaiized nor motivated 

by the natural world. The continuity in Wiera's narrative is not, in 

other words, between body and nature nor between nature and 

human history as in Carpentier's textual presentation, but between 

history and the human body. In La carne, the body is of history but 

not of the earth. 

In short, we are drawn into a world which is moved by the 

flesh, in a space where bodies reveal theniselves as they act upon 

other bodies. This 1s also a world where, ultimately, no flesh is 

different from another: "En el degohdero nuestra came se empareja 

con la de las reses, sirve de aliment0 al hombre y resuelve un 



problema de subsistencia" ( 101 ). Equally evident, Pifiera's narrative 

creates a space without much colour, save for red and black that 

stand hem for suffering and death. and as evidence of the symboiic 

palette present in the CMsW iconography brought to this text. 12 

Queer(ing) Space 

"Queer space": 

I t  is a useless, amoral, and sensual space that lives only 
in and for experience. I t  is a space of spectacle, 
consumption, dance, and obscenity. It is a misuse or 
deformation of a place, an appropriation of the buildings 
and codes of the city for perverse purposes. I t  is a space 
in between the body and technology, a space of pure 
artifice (5). . . . By its very nature, queer space is 
something that is not built, only implied and usually 
invisible. Queer space does not confidently establish a 
clear, order space for itself. . . . Queer space often doesn't 
look Like an order you can recognize, and when It does, 
it seems like an ironic or rhetorical twist on such an 
order. (Ektsky 18) 

This notion of "queer space," as insightfully deflned by Aaron 

Ektsky in his study Oueer S~ace: Architecture and Same-Sex Desire, 

not surprisingly, is simiiar to that of Piiiera's. As it emerges out of 

carne, we too can understand the narrative's space that serves to 

account for the same-sex bodily activities as a "queer space" and as 

defhed by Betsky. Evident in Piiiera's, within this contact, is a space 

that serves mainly as playground for given same-sex spectacles and 

as a ground to position the body at the centre of the envtronment. I t  

is a space which is undoubtedly "activated only by [the] body" (5), as 

Betsky writes. 



In this sense let me thus consider the boarding school and Bola 

de Carne's house, the two spaces that serve here as a stage for "queer 

acts," as this novel's emphatically represented "queer spaces." 1 

would like to contrast Betsky's own observations as a way of showing 

the iconographic universality of the "queer space" within the context 

of Western culture. In Pifiera's novel, the school is located in the 

middle of nowhere, near a village sitting on a small hi11 and far away 

from the city. It  is a big two-stoy house with a long centre hallway 

dividing the main floor in two wings and emphasizing a male taste: 

photos of animals of prey and of famous athletes hanging from the 

walis, cornfortable furniture, packs of cigarretes placed on small 

tables, a jukebox (or "boke" as written in the tes) ,  and a refrigerator. 

To René, as he experiences later when he examines his private ï ~ ~ m ,  

"su primera impresion fue de agrado" (54). And in this school, an 

institution catering to the sons of the elîte, René is going to learn and 

undergo a particular process of culturalization that wilI prepare him 

to enter the greater world. 

Let us now read what BetsQ writes about boarding schools, 

which coincides with the representation and meaning conceived in 

Pi fiera's novel. 

[The school] was and still is often a place of confinement, 
and a place where order revealed itself in ail its naked 
power, thus creating a staged version of the artifice to 
which we subject ourselves, it was consciously a place of 
acculturation. Based on the Greek gymnasium, the male 
boarding school spedally often existeci on the very 
outskirts of civilization, outside small villages. . . . Its 
architecture crossed the domestic forms of the house with 
the large public spaces of dassroom and chapeL (49) 



In this institutionalized atmosphere, which as the text says, 

" [era una escuela donde] el reglamento [era] muy parecido a un 

codigo milltar" (W), René lems, through a series of ritualistic 

exercises how to suffer in silence and eventually become another 

workshipper of the cult of the flesh. Ultimately his relationship with 

the rest of the world would be less cornplex Part of his training 

involves electric torture, situations of sadomasochism, perversion, 

and simulated bestiaiity, al1 of which involves a bonding between the 

teachers and the students, or among the students themselves. 

Therefore, a curriculum that aim at teaching the students that: "En el 

cuerpo estaba contenido todo cuanto un hombre necesitaba para 

'abrirse paso en la came de otro hombre. . .' " (64). Note here not 

only Piilera's ellipses, but the way he emphasizes the last part of the 

sentence. 

k t  us now consider Betsky's observation, which appears as a 

further formulation of what Piiiera has written. 

Within such a setting, the boy was supposeci to become 
part of the culture not just through leaming, but through 
the creation of close bonds with his feilow students. . . . 
The boy's school became a mode1 for the creation of a 
coherent &te, and part of that act was quite often carnal 
knowledge. This process was probably reinforced by the 
coincidence of puberty and the acquisition of knowledge, 
so that carnal and mental constructions became bound up 
together. . . . Young boys were initiated into male cufts, 
znd secret sodeties with obscure signais flourished. 
These coteries mirrored the milltaristic and class-based 
sodety on the outside in a condensed and easy-to- 
comprehend manner. Thus the space of the boarding 
school became the queer and repressed base for a normal 
and normative sociew. (50) 



Equally reveaiing in Pifiera's work is the space of "spectacle, 

consumption and obscenity." This is clear in the passage that 

describes the softening of René's flesh, where, to borrow from Ronald 

E. Long, Rem! "becornes the locus for a contest over the meaning of 

[his] person, [or more specific] the site for a contest of wills between 

society and the individual" (269). It is an account of semai and 

deiirious excitment in which the excessive enjoyment of the flesh, 

food, and alcohol, leads to fatigue, drunkness, ihess, orgasm, and 

sleep. This account, furthemore, conjures up the imagery of dogs 

snlffing, smelling, licklng, and poking René's lips as they slide over a 

naked body smeared entirely with Salfva. k t  us thus read a brief 

synopsis, whlch 1 have rearranged slightly, of this event: 

Y comenzo la batalla campal de esa noche. [De perros del 
primer curso como los del segundo, iamiendo la barbffla, 
la nariz, la cara, los labios, el vientre, las piemas, y los 
dedos del pie de René. Cuerpos desnudos y lenguas que 
se deslizan por la ruta carnal. Y un exceso de alcohol y de 
came para corner]; habia una especie de frenesi por 
lievarse a la boca todas las cames al mismo tiempo. . . . 
Pen, como los cuerpos se defienden contra el exceso, 
empezaron Dos alumnos] a vomitar y orinar, y todo se 
unio a la manteca derramada. Lo fofo y 10 biando, 
esponjoso y flaccldo, parecian instar a ablandarse a 10 
duro y sdido, a lo macho y consistente. . . . M Como 
moscas en la miel, las lenguas se pegaban en la carne. 
(86-98) * 

To be considered too, is the rather carnivalesque homosexual 

spectacle that takes place in the mansion of the wealthy Bola de 

Carne, an obese man whose entire Me "estaba dedicada al culto de la 

carne" (158). In a space where, as Betsky puts it, "The goal. . . is 



orgasm" ( 17). Here where Rene has been brought by sefior 

Powlavski, we witness the rituais and secrecy of the homosexual act 

as performed between the sixty-year-old Bola de Came and a Meen 

year old baptized with the name of Principe. And this is what we 

rad: 

[Principe] dio un perfecto salto de lebrel, cay6 en el 
colch6n junto a Bola, 10 cogi6 por la cabeza y por las 
nalgas y empezo a empujarlo lentamente. Pron to se 
oyeron los primeros compases de un vals. Y a medida 
que la musfca se hizo mils impetuosa, Principe imprtmla 
mayor velocidad a Bola, que gritaba, lloraba, reia y daba 
grandes voces animibdolo en su labor. . . . Mientras que 
Principe] a su vez, para animarse, gritaba como un 
condenado y soltaba palabras soeces. ( 16 1 ) 

Undoubtedly this spectacle enables us to recognize too a certain 

homosexual aesthetic value and one that i m p h  and asserts the 

specifity of a particular sodal  and cultural transaction. In other 

words, to borrow from Betsky: 

[this] is how queer men put on a show. . . . a show that 
present[s] them k t  of all to themselves, validating their 
existence in a . . . place, and then to others who [share] 
their tastes, so that they might recognize each other, and, 
h d y  and defiantly, to the world. (6-7) 

Here, again, the body prevails. The male body is at the centre 

of the space as object of male desire and as  a subject with desires of 

its own. The homosexual body, moreover, is conceiveci not in relation 

to the novel's heterosexual spatio/temporal framework but, in 

relation to a space that serves to define its own reality. That is, the 

body in relation to an environment that has been aeated and 



articulates the needs of its creators. As Betsky Mites, "we make and 

are made by our own spaces" (7) (emphasis added); and which in this 

novel, it also means the body. Wiera's "queer space," is thus in line 

with a particuiar socio-cultural discourse, and one that submerses 

back into the socio-reaiity of queer world. 

Image/ text Interrelation 

kt me begin m y  analysis with the image used for the cover of 

Pinera's novel in the Cuban edition of 1995. As with the image used 

for the cover of Vargas Llosa's novel, this image serves as a sort of 

pre-announcement of the theme or an event in the text. The book's 

cover of Pifiera's novel, an illustration by Manuel Ferniindez, shows 

an uncornmon rendering of the Roman martyr Saint Sebastian. Far 

from resembling the traditional St. Sebastian we have known since 

the Renaissance, bound to a stake and shot with mows, this is the 

figure of a broad-shouldered youth resting hfs weight on one leg (In 

the manner of Classical sculpture), and grasping in his left hand one 

of the arrows that he is seemingly yet to use to ~ransfix his semi- 

nude and weU balanceci body. Nonetheiess, iike the naditional 

Sebastian, this figure brings with it an expression of c h ,  suggesting 

an attitude of relaxation rather than the expected suffering as a 
result of the transfixing arrows. Iconographicaily, it is the piercing of 

the flesh by arrows that directs us to think of this image as that of 

Sebastian, for the image itself has ken borrowed from a 

reproduction of the Dorwhoros (450-MO), a sculpture by 

Polykleitos. It is thus an image in which notions of Classical art and 



Christian symbolism are juxfaposed. Thus, the image serves to rder 

to the body as a harmonious whole and as the locus of suffering. 

But there is more to this image than the inserted classical 

elemen t and Sebas tian 's self-infllc ted torture. Sebasüan's genitals 

are here covered not by the traditional doth that adds to one's 

imagination, but by a circular flat sign, a t r a c  sign with an enclosed 

triangle and the letter "P," which stands for the Spanish "Pare." The 

emphasis on convention and cultural specificity 1s clear. But thls is a 

contemporary sign that appears advertising quite loudly what it 

secretly hides, unlike in the repertory of Christian art where the 

genitals of the cruxlfi,d Chrtst and CMstian saints are normally 

hidden inconspicuously. This sign serves as a sort of presentation, 

rather than protection, of that which appropriately seems to find a 

correspondance with the letter "P," the penis, or "pinga," as it is 

commonly known in Cuba. Here thus, the image of Saint Sebastlan 

has b e n  manipulateci and reduced to the expressiveness of an erotic 

sign. The carnai, rather than the spirituai, is the deged message of 

this image, both through the up front announcement of the figure's 

genital and the significance of the penetrated flesh that would 

emerge from a homoerotic reading. 

With ihis Image, Ferniinda pays tribule to Pifieriifs artistry. 

This is but a visual interpretation of Piflera's own verbal rendering of 

SL Sebasdan, which Pifiera projects onto the character of René. This 

is a rendering that visually and symboiically mirrors the character of 

René, as a young and beautifid man whose flesh others irresistibly 

want to pierce through because of his Merentness. As with 

Sebastian, it is an image that becornes evidence of René's calmness 



and sexual ambiguity, and yet, of his exuding sexual feehgs to 

others. 

On the link between the image of St. Sebastian and René, as 

René looks at a painting of St. Sebastian hanging in his father's office, 

we r a d :  

Finalmente, sus ojos se posaron en un cuadro de grandes 
dimensiones, un &O del Martirio de San Sebastian. O al 
menos el pintor tom0 como punto de partida dicho 
martirio, porque en el caso de este cuadro no se podria 
afirmar que fuera exactamente un martirio. La pintura 
presentaba a un hermoso joven, ta1 como 10 habh sido 
Sebasta, en actitud reposada, con la mirada perdida y 
una sonrisa enigmiitica. Hasta ahi el cuadro no ofrecia 
nada de particular. En lo que se apartaba del mode10 
tradicional era en 10 referente a las flechas. San 
Sebas- sacaba las flechas de una carcaj y se ias clavaba 
en el cuerpo. El pintor 10 habk presentado en el 
moment0 de clavarse la ultima en la frente. La mano aun 
se mostraba en alto, separados los dedos del extremo de 
la flecha y como si ternieran no se hubiera sumido 
definitivamente en la propia carne. (3 1-2) 

To René's surprise this St. Sebastian, as we are told, was himself: "Sus 

mlsmos cabellos y su boca, su misma frente" (32). The father had 

requested a painter to create this work for didactic purposes: to 

stress, to René, the view that the body is a perpetually suffering 

thhg and to make him aware of the reality of violence that awaits 

him. Ramon is but attempting to condition Ren4 to a Me of pain, 

similar to his own, and with the hope that his son can continue with 

the leadership of the "Causa." Through this image, as MArmolo later 

says to Red, the idea that "La letra [O la imagen] con sangre entra" 

(55). The same expression is used by Esteban, when referring to the 



guillotine and the printing press coming to America, in El si210 de las 

luces (161). - 
As suggested in the painting, for René the potential exchange of 

roles in this self-sacrificing rituaî is simply t e m g .  By 

surrendering to the visually rendered symbolic destructiveness of 

his own existence, René would not only accep t his role as bo th victim 

and victimizer, he would surrender to the sadomasochistic desires of 

his father and others. The masochist impulse of his father is further 

revealed when Ram6n asks, "iQuién, en medio de tantas flechas, 

resistiria la tentacion de clavarte una a?" (38). To this he 

responds, "yo," and then suddenly stabs René in the arm with a 

needle to prove his point (38). 14 

A certain "envés pifieriano," Arrufat's term with regards to 

Pifiera's reversing of roles throughout this novel, takes place 

between René and Ramon. Within a queer readfng, it is not René but 

rather Ramon who, through his sademasochistic desires emerges, 

"given the martyr's obvious sado-masochisdc connotationsf1 (9 1 ), as 

Kaye puts it, as "an emblem of homosexual identity" (Kaye 87). This 

reversing of roles Is simllar to that in Derek Jarman's Alm Sebasthne, 

where the commanding officer Severus, as Kaye observes, "is the mie 

tormented sado-maxxrhistic [who having king]. . . . Rebuffed by his 

diffident charge,. . . arranges Sebastian's execution and forces the 

future martyr's fellow-archers to shoot their god-like leader" (97). 

S l m k l y ,  the sademasochist desires that René inspire in 

others is also revealed through sefiora Pérez's fantasies. Although 

infatuated with René and sexually aroused by the seductiveness of 

his face, his youthful beauty and, in particular, the quallty of his 



sWn, which seerns to bear the incarnation of purity, sefima Pérez 

visualizes René as a Sebastian. This b seen, for example, in an 

account of René that also evokes the Sebastian on the book's cover 

and fits the image of Jarman's Sebasdane. 

De acuerdo con el canon de esta seiiora, René era la 
encamacih viviente de un semidi6s griego. Aunque en 
est0 haya confusion historia no podria negarse que René 
es una criatura espléndida. Si no pose los miisculos del 
atleta, en cambio en la calldad de su piel restde su 
belleza, y lo que hace irresistible es la seducci6n de su 
cara. En ella la nota dominante es ese aire que esta 
pidiendo proteccion contra las furias del mundo. Y cosa 
extrafia: ese aire que pedia proteccih se manifestaba en 
su carne de victima propiciatoria. La seiiora Pérez la 
imaginaba heriâa por un cuchiilo, perforada por una bala 
O pensaba en su us0 placentero O doloroso. (19) 

Arrufat, understanding René as the antithesis of the 

Kierkegaardian seducer, what he sees as an "and-Don Juan" who 

seduces despite ignoring "el arte del galanteou (La came1 l), 

compares this novel with two novel he claims were "admiracias por 

PMera:" Oscar Wilde's The Picture of Dorian Gmv and Samuel Butler's 

The Wav of AU Flesh. In relation to the former, Arrufat says: 

En El retrato de Dorian Grav se planta la obsesion . . . por 
los retratos. En la novela de PiÎiera se maniftesta idéntica 
obsesi611, pero al r e v k  no sufri- los retratos, segb 
sucede en Wilde, . . . sino que René s u M  en came 
propia la presencia de los retratos: el Album del cuerpo 
humano que le muestra la sefiora Pérez con el fin de 
excitarlo, el cuadro que le muestra su padre con el fin de 
advertiro, y en el que ha dibujado la cara adolescente de 
su propio hifo. En este cas0 es muy claro el envés 
pifieriano: el San Sebasttan no es victima de las flechas 



que le disparan, slno su victimario: con su mano hunde 
las flechas en su came (La carne 12) 

With regard to Butler's novel, M a t  says that, "A semejanza 

del protagonista de Butier, René M experimentando todas las 

experiencias posibles en un joven, pen, no desde el punto de vista 

espiritual, sino en cuanto cuerpo humano" (La carne 12). There is, 

however, another novel that is not only comparable to Wlera's but is 

also evidence, iike La carne de Ren& of the cultural attitude that has 

produced the meaning of St. Sebastian as a homosexual icon. The 

novel is Confessions of a Mask, by Mishima, pubiished in Japan the 

same year Pifiera began writing his (Arrufat, La came 7). 

In both novels, just to give a few examples of many, the 

concem with the body and homosexual identity can be said to be 

central in the narrative. Bo th main characters, young frail adults, 

appear identifieci or identifjdng themselves with the image of Saint 

SebasW. Both characters wrestle with the idea of male beauty and 

male physique. And both, Kimitaké Hiraoka and René, recognize a 

connection of their feelings with the desires of the fiesh. In addition, 

there are even certain passages in both novels that would prompt 

one to say that, just as Braque and Picasso did when they worked 

alongside each other during their Cubist period, these two writers 

were working in the same room Let us compare. In Puera's novel 

we rad: "Sin duda aguardaba una nueva ocasion. . . . Aunque por el 

moment0 todo estuviera en calma, su trasero marcado le advertia 

que ya no era como el resto del mundo" (1 12). Whtle in Mishima's 

novel we read: 



he must have foreseen, if di*, that it was nothing 
less than martyrdom which lay in wait for him ahng the 
way; that his brand which Fate set upon him was 
precisely the token of his apartness from aiI the ordinary 
men of earth (45-60) fi 

Again, the idea of suffering is visuaüy rafsed this thne through 

the cTWdfleâ body of Christ, which has been represented showing 

René's face. This is, moreover, another vision of martyrdom and 

divine glory as well as a nightmarish representation of the tortured 

body that serves here to remind René that his existence is but 

reflected in the suffering body of CMst; and that he too wiU be a 

recipient of suffering. SymbolicaUy, in addition to what 1 have said, 

this is an image that communfcates to René that, the "starting-point" 

for his perception of the world lies not on his body but in that of 

CMst's: "the Saviour of Christianity, that excellent form full of the 

depth of We, of the greatest poetical truth and hîghest significance, 

who stands before us with perfect m e ,  holiness, and sublimity, yet 

in a state of supreme suffering" ( 1: 91 ), as Schopenhauer says. 16 

Therefore, Rene is once again remindeci that he will not only be 

tormented by others but that he will also be his own tomentor. 

Here now he is being told to gradually transfer, or illustrate in the 

body of the sculpture of himself as Christ, by marking it with a red 

pencil, the pain that 1s going to be inflfcted upon him while In schooL 

By dohg this he will remind hfmself of his own state of suffering, 

which echoes, too, the self-induced suff&hg suggested to hirn 

through the image of St Sebastlan. In other words, it is by vimie of 

the knowlege of suffering that René is expected to leam, as one of 

the teachers puts it, that "Es el dolor quien nos domina1' (70); and 



~ S O ,  through the image of Christ, as if remindeci of the Biblical 

message: "ye also are become dead to the law by the body of Christ" 

(Romans 7: 4). 17 

However, as Arrufat explatns, in this novel the religious dogma 

serves as "[una] burla constante de las concepciones misticas acerca 

del alma y su oposicion con el cuerpo, y [como] denodada parodia de 

las metaforas y términos del cristianîsmo" (La came 13) (ernphasls 

added). A mockery, to be more exact. is found in the representations 

of René rendemû with the bodies of Christ and SL Sebastian. The 

point that Arrufat raises about the way Piiiera threats Christian 

dogma, is not unîike Schopenhauer's own view. As Schopenhauer 

Mites when referring to Christian teaching as "thoughtless tak of 

those who harbour nothhg but words," and the torture endured by 

Sannyasis, martyrs and saints of every faith: "[it] seems to me to be 

not merely an absurd, but also wicked, way of thinking, a bitter 

mockery of the unspeakable sufferings of mankind" ( 1: 326). 18 

Every Mort made at culturaking or sexualizing René's body, 

either by the school, his father, or seiiora Pérez, becomes futile. And 

it is not because René's actions echo the Bibiical message, "For to be 

caniaily minded, is death; but to be spirituaiîy minded, is M e  and 

peace" (Romans 8: 6), but because everyone of these efforts is but an 

attempt at genderizing him. This in addition to the cultural message 

embedded in the visual representations of himself, which can be said 

to represent, as Schopenhauer writes, " [ s a  negation, denfal, 

renundation, or elimfnation, of the wlll-to-Uve" (Atwdi 179). 19 

What René d e s t s  when resisting the sort of sexual 

expecience presented to him (by sefiora Pérez) is his desire to seek 



that which most approximates his own self. This becomes impiicit 

when his father says: "Siempre tuve mis dudas sobre René" ( 104). 

His not subscribing to the notion of the injureci flesh is but a 

reflection of his unwillingness to aliow for his body to be a symbolic 

expression or extension of other tortureci bodies. More signif'icant, 

René's action is a manifestation of what I call his homoesthetics, 

which is M e d  to his own body and which is how he reveals himself 

to others: through the quality of his flesh. 

Yet, in this novel it is not so much a question of Rene's 

homoesthetics as it is a question of ethics, in particular, that of a 

community that excludes René (e.g., the school) from validating the 

meaning of his body and therefore denies him the means to express 

himself. His comrnunity simply cannot comprehend René's 

abstention from violence and flesh and thus iabels him "anormal" 

because of his physicai disstinctiveness from them. René's parücular 

expressiveness is not defined by his genitaiia, as with the image of 

St. Sebastian, but by his king in disharmony with the world around 

him, his sexual ambiguity and apparent misplacement in a world that 

separates masculinity from femininity. He is as we would say today, 

a "closet case. " 

René's persona is in itself a protest against a sodety deeply 

affectecl by aggressive ethics and the power of polltics. There lies his 

resemblance with Jarman's Sebastian and with the Christian St. 

Sebasüan. At school he is perceived as being "anormai," "exréntrico," 

and "payasoN-the same terms used by David when referring to 

Diego in Strawberrv and Chocolate. This perception of him 

emphasizes not only his homossniallty, it also sets him apart h m  



the rest of his class. It is also a judgement of his deflance of 

institutional and paternal authority, of rejecting a life that leads to 

physical damnation and, above dl, of his king fueled by a desire to 

remain "sacred." As René says, "El cuerpo era su propiedad sagrada y 

nadie tenia derecho a profanarlo" (85); and with this, as if a Biblical 

connection were invoked: "Ye shaii not make any cutüngs in your 

flesh for the dead, nor print any marks upon you. . ." (Lwiticus 19: 

28). 

Yet René's dedaration stands as an account of his personal 

aestheticism and of his desire to maintain a balance between himself 

and his body. He will preserve his body to bear the inscription of his 

own self, thereby voicing his differentness and what sets him apart 

from the others. To borrow from Schopenhauer, this account stands 

as "the first and simplest affirmation of the will-to-iive [which is an] 

affirmation of one's own body. . . . [and which, in René's case] This 

affirmation shows itself as maintenance and preservation of the body 

by means of the application of its own power" (1: 334). 

Still, it is clear, as Arrufat says, that "Toda [la accidn de René], 

desde el primer capitulo hasta el ultimo, consiste en huir" (La carne 

8). Aiso evident is René's fear, which as Arrufat observes too, is 

"aceptarse como came destinada al placer y al dolorn (La came 9). 

But as Arrufat's adds, does Ren6 "huye de su carne [?]" There is no 

doubt that René feels disturbed by the sight of flesh. Premonitions 

of the suffering flesh haunt René from the very first scene. But 1 wtll 

not go as fat as to say that he is trying to escape his own flesh, which 

he clearly wants to worship. Rather, René's fear is more a reflection 

of his wanting to escape from what others want to do to his sacred 



body and from the terror that causes h i .  any vision of the injured or 

( he tero) sexuaUzed flesh. 

Moreover, Rene's personal drarna plays itself out against a 

world where flesh stands as a paradigm for the reordering of society 

and heterosexual debauchery. This world perpetually threatens his 

identity and body. René's solitarines and his runnfng away to a 
world of his own is but a form of cultural contestation against those 

who not only want to change his nature, but also want to injure and 

mutilate his flesh-the sacreness of his body. I t  is not his flesh that 

disturbs him, but injured bodies iike that of his father or himself as 

visually represented through saints. 

On the other hand, it is m e ,  as Arrufat observes, that in the 

novel, "no se explica ni se describe el origen de este miedo" (9). But 

this does not seem to be a problem when explaining part of René's 

fear if we consider that, as Schopenhauer writes, "If. . . we were to 

bring to the sight of everyone the terrible sufferings and afflictions 

to which his lue is [or will bel constantly exposeci, he would be seized 

with horror" ( 1: 325). 21 So too, René is honifled when seeing 

himself as an image of a tortured man, or as he sees images of the 

mutilateci flesh of dead animais in the butcher's shop. I t  is this 

premonition not only of suffering but also of death that horrifies 

René. As Schopenhauer writes, death "fifis the wiU with horror, 

because it is contrary to its original nature, which is a blind craving 

for existence" (2: 498). As the text tells us, it is that which: "le 

provoca [a René] arqueadas, después vhi tos  y termina por echarlo 

en la cama dias enteros" (1 8). 



In renounclng camai excess and everything that cornes wlth it, 

and resisting the role that, as a male, has k e n  assigneci to him, 

"breeder" (as heterosexiials are known withln the gay community), 

and leader of his father's "Causa," R e n é  is simply rejectlng the sort of 

iife that is threaded in the (hetero)social fabric. René, in opposition 

to the other characters in the novel, embodies and is invariably 

C O M ~ C ~ ~  with, the human need for purity and the sacred. The 

irony, of course, is that this stands not in relation to conventional 

Christian viewpoints, but as an aesthetic enterprise that makes René 

live and act in allegiance to the beauty of his body. In contrast to his 

father and the Images of the Christian saints1 bodies, Renels beauty 

resfdes, as sedora Pérez observes, in the purity of his skin. 

René's, indeed, is the tale of a homosexuai strugglîng and trying 

to assert his position in a world where the reallty of the others is not 

comparable to  hi^. 22 He is, iike Jarman's Sebastiane, the prototype 

of the "tortureci-closet case" and stands in thls novel for "homosexuai 

self-revelation," as Kaye says of the Christian St. Sebastian. H e  is, to 

be more precise, like the hornosexual that is identlfied not through 

homosexual acts, but, as said earlier, through "a desire or 'taste' in 

beautlful men, which might be understandable [too] as a kind of 

homosexual aesthetic" (Kaye 90). Evidence of René's "homosemial 

aesthetic," or, to borrow fkom what Ronald E Long writes, of the fact 

that he "recognizes and hves by the 'sacrallty' of mascullne beauty 

and homosex" (273), is clearly acknowledged in the novel in the 

foliowing passage: 

René se negaba a ser moderno y osaba declararse a la 
antigua usanza: cuerpo cultivado, piel intacta, ufias 



pulidas, cabellera abundan te y rizada; carne muellemen te 
:ecd!ck, c m  be.Ph?da,s a su alcance. y encima una fresa y 
después una guinda. A las nueve el corder0 y m a  tarde 
otra carne como la suya en lecho de plumas (85) 
(emphasis added) 23 

Another point worth noting in the interrelation RenWSt. 

Sebastian is the fdea of their both being suwivors. Like the 

Sebastian who survives the k t  death sentence imposed by 

Diocletian, René also survives his nrst death sentence when his 

double is killed instead. Even the element of surprise that seems to 

be part of the story of Sebastian's resurrection is comparable to the 

story of René, as it is to be imagined with Diocletian, who had to be 

surpriseci when he sees Sebastian aiive and retuming to him; 

something similar happens in Piiiera's novel when seiiora Perez, 

surprised on seeing René again, says "Muerto, decia yo; muerto, decia 

Dalia; muerto, decian todos. Y he aqui que de pronto resucita de 

entre los muertos" ( 189). Then subsequentiy, the novel ends with 

René recognizing and subrnitting to the idea of the suffering flesh, as 

with Sebastian, who the second time around "submits to mortality" 

(Kaye 89). 

This is a text that not only draws a cornparison with visual 

language, but one that cuiminates with the main character 

recognizing that his physical relation Is as much a part of his 

homosexual identity as it is a cultural one, as epitomked through the 

visual representations aiiuding to Christ and Saint Sebastian. In an 

ending that echoes that of Mishima's Confessions of a Mas& cornes 

René's final revelation: "Contemplo su cuerpo en el espelo de una 

tienda, en Ia vana espemma de ofrec6cSelo a Dalia Solo carne de 



tortura ha110 su mirada implorante" ( 193) (emphasis added). This 

revelation occurs through the -or space which, as Betsky puts it, 

is "one where the world cornes back to [Re&] in a reversed mariner" 

and " [a]s a result, . . . afflrms and confuses or destabiiizes Ihfm]'' (2 1 ). 

And as if evoking the BibUcal passage: "But 1 see another law in my 

members, waning against the law of my minde. . ." (Romans 7: 23). 

Conclusion 

Let me summarize. Much of my discussion in this chapter has 

k e n  centreci around various contexts and expressions that assess the 

reading of La came de René as a "homosemial novel" 1 have 

suggested that, rather than by means of homosexual acts, it is by 

way of the text's allusion to a certain homoesthetics' expressiveness 

that Pifiera's work can be evaluated as a "homosemial novel." 

Basically, this homoesthetics emerges clearly out the text's "queer 

space" and, out the image of Saint Sebastian. 1 have understood and 

approached this image according to a particular cultural and 

historical context that produces its meaning and which exists outside 

of the text. And in doing so, 1 have been remindeci ail dong of what 

Gombrich's says, that 

it 1s never possible from a given work of art alone to 
reconstnict the text it [serves]. The oniy thug we can 
know for certain is that not alî its features can be laid 
down in the text. Which are and which are not, can only 
be estabiished once the text has k e n  identified. . . . 
(Symbollc 3) 



1 have thus considered the image of St. Sebastlan In terms of 

what it brings to Piaera's novel and how it functions within the 

sigdY h g  s y s i ~ a  cf e.2 tex. F k t ,  zr  th the L~pge of Christl in 

terms of its king inseparably interwoven with the text and as an 

iconographical representation that is emblematic of Christianiw, and 

1 have tried to point out the text's intention at "parody by ironic 

inversion" (Hutcheon 6). At the same dme, 1 have trieci to stress that 

the image of St. Sebastian functions here dlfferently than originaily 

experienced. That is, St. Sebastian k now understood and conceived 

in relation to queer culture and as an image that serves to assert and 

manifest the main charac ter's homosexuality. 

Yet while the image of St. Sebastian is to me immediately 

relevant and part of this novel's body of information on quemess, 

its inclusion can be said to be a mere appeal to conventional Christfan 

dogma and aesthetics. It might be that St Sebastian, as with the 

image of Christ, serves here as a model for socio-historicai and 

aesthetic value judgement. St Sebastian can very weil stand in this 

novel as commentary on Christian martyrdom and the not very 

pleasant visuality of the torturing of the flesh. For in relation to the 

novel, it certalnly embodies in its visual representation a narrative 

that correspond with that of the text. To be sure, the text itself does 

not allude to St. Sebastfan as an icon for homosexuaiity. And, 

undoubtedly, St Sebastian's queer iconography is but a social 

construction. 

Nonetheless, by exarnining a textual reference to an image that 

endows a particuiar significance within queer culture, and one that 

presupposes its recognition within a historical present, the image of 



St. Sebastian can therefore be said to be in this novel emblematic of 

homosexuaiity. In this sense, I am suggesting the Gadamerian point- 

of-vlew that relating to art, or iiterature, implies some sort of 

modification that h a  to mke place in the spectator or reaünb. 



Conclusion 

Writing on what is fashionable and what is not, within given 

contexts that set out to analyze the image/text relation, W. J.T. 

Mitchell States the following in Picture Theoiy: 

The most damaging objection to the imagetext mode1 for 
the anaiysis of either text or images might be that, like 
the comparative method, it simply rearranges the deck 
chairs, and reiterates existing dominant paradigms of 
analysis in the disciplines of literature and art history. 
The notion that images may be read as texts is hardly 
news in art history these days: it is the prevailing 
wisdorn, the latest thing. On the side of literary study, 
reading texts for the 'imagery' is definitely not the 
prevailing wisdom: it is as old as the hills. (99) 

After reading Mitchell's remark, 1 believed that I was somehow 

to be saved from his criticism, mainly because with my thesis 1 was 

on the side of literary study, and 1 was reading texts not for the 

imagery, but according to it. Yet, I too realize that throughout this 

thesis 1 am reading images as text and, at times, 1 have read the text 

for the imagery. Even more, 1 have corne to recognize that 1 have 

privileged the word at the expense of the image. As Mitchell says of 

his book, I have also here "jettisoned [art] history altogether in favor 

of a kind of descriptive formalism" ( 100). But as Mitchell also Mites, 

one thing has become c l e z  "it is hard to keep discourse out of 

painting, it is equally difflcult to keep visuallty out of iiterature" 

(Picture 99). 

Another thing has also become clear. We cannot say much 

about painting, to recaii John Passmore's remark in my first chapter, 

"except by talking about its relationship to something else. . . " 



(Bmdall67). That is to say that there is no better Mend to the 

image than the word. Thus, in the interrelation between image and 

text, the word is most useful because it provides a forum and allows 

for the kind of questions we may have about the image. The image, 

moreover, benefits from its maniage with the word because its 

context is broadened beyond the apparent iimitations of its space. 

To recd Schopenhauer's initial remark in the first chapter, the 

word remains closely aliied not with the image but with whoever is 

speaklng. In a personifid way, we will never know how the image 

feels about its king ma,rried to the word because it is the latter that 

is always doing the talking. Furthemore, if it is "hard" or 'dinicult" 

to keep the word out of the image, as Passmore and Mitchell say, it is 

because it owes to the word and because we are serveci by it rather 

than by the image itseff. The word simply and conveniently serves 

to j u s w  its own role when aiming at integration within the realm of 

the image. 

The question now arises. Why, to borrow from Valdés, "are 

painters and other artists often unable to explain their work? 

(World-Making 5). An answer to this question may provide an 

insight into the stniggle of the verbal when articulating painting 

beyond its visual frame. Certainly there are as many reasons as 

there are many answers. One of the chief reasons for the artist's 

muteness has to do, according to my own experience, with an 

awareness that verbal language is not always the most sufficient 

ground to articulate what takes place in painting itself. This is 

maialy because, as 1 wrote in my fint chapter when referring to the 

way semiotics approaches painting, verbal language can best explain 



what takes place at the levei of the image-play, but not what takes 

place within the image itself by means of the materiallty of paint As 

we read through Ryman's remarks, it is this materiality that 

transpires in the process of the image creation. 

By the same token, 1 have tried to argue that verbal hguage 

ultimately reduces painting to a context (Le., Its own context) that 

plays no part in the painting's own experientiai and growing pmess 

(chapter One). My view is that verbal îanguage, as Rudolf Arheim 

says, "[ils an inâirect medium, iimited essenüally to arttficial sounds 

of letters, which remain totally meaningless until one learns to refer 

them to the corresponding image" (3 10). In addition, there is some 

tmth in what Nelson Goodman says, in referring to Constable's 

Malbrough Castle, that it "is more Uke any other picture than it is 

like the Castlel' (Lanauaaes 5). This statement fflustrates where the 

actual dialogue among painters reside, which is in their awareness of 

other paintings. In other words, a painting is best explaineci (as 

viewed) when in relation to other paintings-as a plant that reveals 

itself among other plants, yet, silently grows In its own soiL Notice 

the way Picasso's and Braque's cubist works not only explain each 

other but a h ,  how they explain themselves; and, too, how they 

serve to explain the kind of dialogue that takes place between these 

1x9 &s~s. 

1 began in m y  first chapter, nonetheless, by drawing attention 

to the fleld of art histov and various debates with regard to the 

pictoriai image. Withln the various possibllities, 1 chose to focus on 
issues regarchg the way we look at visual representations, to which 

we ascribe meanfag, and some of the theoretical approaches that 



have aimed at making it d l  the more comprehensible. For the 

purpose of my argument and as a way of providing a certain art 

historical background, I sketched what 1 believe to be a few of the 

most significant approaches to the pictorial image. Throughout, I 

expressed my beiief that the image by virtue of its own context, on 

the one hand, resists theoretical reduction. On the other hand, 1 

emphasized how these theoretical studies or approaches to the 

images, by virtue of their own context, appear to be providing more 

for the verbal terrain than for the images that produced them. 

In addition, 1 argued against artist's htentiondty and the kind 

of contextuailzatlon that lads us to the initiai context of production 

as ground for the interpretation of works of art. Simkiy, 1 tried to 

show some of the problems with regards to the verbalization of the 

pictorlal, which 1 view as a sort of supplement that primarily tends 

to accommodate the visual to the verbal. 1 presenteâ the necessity 

to approach the image for what it shows itself. 1 also underiined that 

the work of art bears witness to the socioi-ulturai and historical 

period From which it emerges; although, it cannot be confined to its 

historical past because it also has its own present 

Chapter One set the tone for my thesis. Subsequently, In 

discussing the three novels here, 1 set out to stress the way the text 

registers the presence of given works of art and how the reciprocal 

textuai action constitutes the relation between image and text. 1 

showed how, in these novels, the word takes precedence in its 

coexistence with the Image, sometlflles by means of the text's 

contextualization of the image, or by its seeming to merely repeat 

what the image shows, or even by its mediating the image's meaning. 



Yet I emphasized how the image itself, nonetheless, helps to further 

articuîate what the text rnanifests. 

In my second chapter, 1 outhed the way painting helps in 

providing what the tepL c--$ fs;; -,:;*d$. r~;c&-.*--- LA u ~ u i k ,  - 1 

tried to show how painting in Elonio de la rnadrastra confirms the 

role of the reader as spectator and how it brings to the text the kind 

of voyeuristic show that is dso provided by the verbal. In my third 

chapter, 1 focussed on the way the text invokes the visual to 

emphasize not only a correspondance with the verbal, as in the first 

novel, but also to serve the novel with the sort of historical and 

cultural documentation that is constitutive of the tale. Thus I 

discussed and emphasized on the repertoire which the visual itself 

brlngs to El sido de las luces and how it perfectly served the 

purposiveness of the text. In my fourth chapter, 1 focussed on the 

image in terms of king not only a projection of cultural values and 

attitudes, but also as king bound up in its interpretation with a 

certain experience. Thus 1 presented my understanding of Saint 

Sebasdan as an image hked to queer experience and, in terms of 

king  a background of reference in La came de René, as an image 

that serves to assert and articulate the homosemial context of 

Piiiera's noveL 

In each of these novels, moreover, 1 &O stresseci the 

importance of viewing and reading the works of art in themselves. I 

concedeci, however, that in doing this a certain visual invocation of 

the verbal was achieved. These analyses further confirm the 

importance of the image in providing Lnforrnation to the text and aiso 

show how it enables a critical elaboration of the verbai. Yet my aim 



has been to argue, as 1 stated at the end of my chapter, that the 

image itself functlons as a continuous subversion of the verbalization 

because it ultimately a m  indqwndently nf the wd.tter te%. 

In short, 1 tried to interpret the visual image for what it shows 

and in relation to the con text in which it appears. My interpretation 

is, ultimately, the result of my own C U ~ W ~  experience whkh 1 bring 

to these novels, as weU as when viewinghading the visual image in 

its hteractlon with these texts. 1, too, recognize that the muted 

image inevitably invites discursivity, for it provides a visual frame of 

reference that not only shows but also tells us about our king in the 

world. Yet, despite this and other studies on the interaction 

image/ text, I believe that we must stiii continue to dlscover by ways 

of looking for it would be deceptive to equate the verbal with the 

visual. 

I would Uke to conclude, however, with an account made by 

the late Russian modemist painter, Marc Chagall, because it raises 

the kinds of questions I have raised throughout this thesis with 

regard to interpreting and asserting what pictures show, the artist's 

intention versus viewer's recep tion, and the viewer's reception 

venus the work of art. This shows how Chagall sirnply vaJidates his 

intentions as the basis for interpreting his paintings over that of the 

viewer's. Above all, this b an account that shows how bhdly the 

artist fails to consider what grows out the work itself. Dare we say 

that he takes no responsibility for the implications that might 

emerge out of what he sees as king "no different in poetic value," or 

the meaning that his "decapitated woman" may acquired once in the 

realm of the public (as Chagall states in the quote that will follow). 



This, then, my iast example, is an account that neither praises looking 

nor the work of art itself, which has k e n  part of the intention of this 

But please defend me against people who speak of 
'anecdote' and 'fw tales' in my work A cow and a 
woman to me are the same-in a picture both are 
merely elements of a composition. In painting, the 
images of a woman or of a cow have dmerent values of 
plasticity,-but no different poetic values. As far as 
literature goes, I feel rnyseif more 'abstract' than 
Mondrian or Kandinsky in my use of pictorfal elements. 
'Abstract' in the sense that my painting does not recall 
. l In the case of the decapitated woman with 
the milk pails [in the painting A la Russie, aux ânes et aux 
autres], 1 was first led to separating her head from 
her body merely because 1 happened to need an empty 
space there. In the large cow's head in Moi et le Viiiage 1 
made a small cow and a woman m i m g  visible through 
its rnuzzle because 1 needed that sort of form, there, for 
my composition. Whatever else may have grown out of 
these compositional arrangements is ~econdary~ (Hospers 
218) 



Endnotes to Introduction 

1 As quoted in James Snyder's Medieval Art: Painting- 

Sculpture-Architecture, 444th Century (New York: H q  N. 

Abrams, l989), 16. See also E. H. Gornbrich's account on Pope 

Gregory's position with regards to images in churches in an era of 

iconoclasm, in The Storv of Art, 12th ed. (London: Phaidon, l972), 

95-98. 

2 Sec, furthemore, Snyder's section on "The Narrative Mode- 

The Illustrated Book and Other picture Cycles," 79-95. 

3 Among the various studies on Las cantkas de Santa Maria, 

see in particular the work by Albert 1. Bagby, in "The Moslem in the 

Cantigas of Aifonso X, el Sabio," Ken tuckv Romance Ouarterlv 20 

(1973), 173-207. With regard to the representation of Moslems in 

this work, he writes: "The Moslems, like the Jews, composed hated or 

scomed minorities [in Spain]. . . . They provided made-to-order 

antagonists to Christian men and women and to the Blessed Vigin 

Mary; and they became the butt of satire, caricature, and animus" 

(204). 

Yet as Mieke Bal Mites in, Reading "Rembrandt:" Bevond the 

Word-Image O~wsition (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 199 1 ): "Context, 

. . . is a text and thus presents the same difficult of interpretation as 

any other text The context cannot define the work's meaning 

because context itself defies unambiguous interpretation as much the 

work" ( 6 ) .  



5 See, for e~mpk, the vrcrk cf P.-- Geisdorfer Feal and 

Carlos Feal, Painting on the Pane: Interartistic Aooroaches to Modem 

His~anic Texts (Albany State U of New York P, 1995). In particular 

the chapter that deals with the novel Tres tristes tigres3 as an 

example of an approach that sets out to "read the text for the 

Imagery," or, in other words, a study that suggests a correspondance 

between this novel and the visual work of Marcel Duchamp. In 

addition, see these two author's valuable theoretical remarks in the 

k t  chapter and the epi(dia)logue in Painting on the Pane. 

6 1 owe this phrase to Peter Fuller's term, "shared symbolic 

order," as quoted by S a h  Kemal and Ivan Gaskell (2). 



Endnote to Chapter One 

Nelson Goodman in, W w s  of Worldmakinq (IndianapoUs: 

Hackett, 1 W8), 62, observes that the work of art has both interna1 

and extemai properties, but that the predictable response to non- 

represen tational works is that they have only in ternal properties 

(62). See also Joseph MargoIis in, "Puzzles of Pictorial 

Representation," Philoso~hv ïmks at the Arts, 3rd ed. (Philadelphla: 

Temple U P, l987), 341, who disputes the self-referenWty of the 

work of art. For contrasting view points to that of Margolis, see M. H. 

Abrams in, The Mirror and the i a m ~ :  Romantic Theorv and the 

CrlticalTradition (New York: Odord U P, 1953), 26, and Ursula 

Meyer, introduction, Conce~tual Art (New York: Dutton, 1 W 2 ) ,  vii- 

XXI 

2 For visual references of these two paintings by Robert Ryrnan, 

see the international edition of Flash Art Summer 199 1: L o c A  on 

the magazine's cover, and Desimate, 92. 

3 As David Summer writes in, "Conditions and Conventions: On 

the Disanalogy of Art and Language," The Lanauaae of Art Histow, 

ed Saiim Kemal and Ivan Gaskell (Cambridge: Cambridge U P, 199 l), 

"[we] in the Western traciition understand an image to be something 

that first of all  refers to something else by resemblance and may 

'therefore be the record of a visual experience'" ( 1 98-9). W. J. 

Mitchell, on the other hand, writes tn Iconoloav: Imaae. Tes ,  

Ideoloav (Chicago: The U of Chicago P, l986), that there are many 

answers to the question "what is an image," and that each answer is 

held in relation to the discipiine that sets out to invesdgate it. 



However, as he points out, we are bound to reconcile with the 

tradi tional formulation of the image as " likeness, resemblance, and 

simiiitude," a tradition that " begins, of course, with the account of 

man's creation 'in the image and likeness' of Cod" (3 1). Regarding 

why some viewers "respond negatively to nonobjective imagery," see 

Laura Schneider Adams in, Art and Psvchoanai~sis (New York 

HarperCollins, 1993), 45. 

4 See Norman Bryson on the material character of painting, 

according to his semiological approach in, "Semiology and Visual 

In terpretation," Visual Theow, ed. Norman Bryson, Michael Ann 

Holly, and Keith Moxey (Cambridge: Polity P, 199 l), 68-69. 

5 Baldick is here making reference to the anti-intentionaiist 

position of Wiiliam K. Wimsatt and Monroe C. Beardsley in their 

essay, "The Intentional FaUacy." See Wimsatt's and Beardsley's 

article, as reprinted in Aesthetics: A Critical Anthologv~ ed. George 

Dickie, Richard ScW'i, and Ronald Robiin, 2nd ed. (New York St 

Martin's P, 1 9 89), 43 1-41, and th& arguement that " [t] he evaluation 

of the work of art remains public; the work ts measured against 

something outside the author." This is in opposition to Hirsch's point 

of view, who argues that intentional f&cy "is properly applicable 

only to artistic success and to other normative criterfa like 

profundity, consistency, and so on" ( 12), and further adds that, the 

fallure to differentiate between "changes in meaning" and "changes 

in significance" is what he sees as "the source of enormous confusion 

in hermeneutic theory" (6-10). 

6 Panofsky also adds, in Meanina in the Visual Arts, that "whiie 

an acquaintance with spedfic themes and concepts transmitted 



through iiterary sources is indispensable. . . for an iconographicai 

analysis, it does not guarantee its correctness" (36). 

7 See Mieke Bal's brief but valuable discussion of Borges' story, 

and her commen ts on the present historicity of works of art in, 

"Reading Art?," Cenerations and Geogwhies in The Visual Arts: 

Feminist Readinns, ed. Griselda Pollock (London and New York: 

Routledge, 1996), 39-40. 

8 On the other hand, see ais0 Meyer Schapiro in, Words and 

Pictures (The Hague: Mouton, 1973), who says: 

[i]t would seem to follow that the visual image is more 
concrete than the word; but while this is me in many 
instances, one can point to verbal accounts with elernents 
of description, physical and psychological, that are not 
found in the pictures or c a ~ o t  in principle be translateci 
in al1 styles of art because of the limiteci range of their 
means of representation. (1 1) 

9 In addition, Ryman's style can be seeing, in the words of 

Schapiro, as a "manifestation of the culture as whole. . . . [for it 

indicates and] projects the 'inner form' of collective thinking and 

feeling" (Theow 52). For more background of information on 

conceptuai and minimallst art, see Meyer vii-xx, Henk Slager in, 

Archeologv of Art Theow (Amsterdam: Rodopi, 1995), 122-129, and 

Dlane Waldman's introduction to S k t h  Gumzenheim International 

Exhibition 197 1 (New York: Solomon R Guggenheim Museum, 197 1). 

10 Furthermore, in the introduction to Cal i im:  Essavs in New 

Art Histow from France, (Cambridge: Cambridge U P, 199 1 ), Norman 

Bryson explains that writing "about art will be seen to have in fact 

two mandates: archival and hermeneutic. . . . The second, 



hemeneutic, mandate refers to the image as something to be 

interpreted and rad" (xxviii). See also Joseph Margolis in, "The 

Interconneetion of Art and History," journal of Philosoohv and the 

Visud Arts, ed. Andrew Benjamin, (London: Academy Croup, 1989), 

19-27, 

11 As quoted in Michael Baxandall's, "The Language of Art 

Criticism," The Language of Art Histow, ed. Salm Kemal and Ivan 

Gaskell (Cambridge: Cambridge U P, 199 1 ), 67. 

12 For an insightful account of the Platonic Idea and of mimesis, 

see Panofsky's remark, in Idea: A Conce~t in Art Theorv, tram. 

Joseph J. S. Peake (Columbia, S. C.: U of South Carolina P, 1968), 3-5 . 
13 This is Danto's view when discussing Rauschenberg's bed in. 

"The Artworld," Philoso~hv Looks at the A r t s ,  ed. Joseph Margolis, 

3rd ed. (Philadelphia: Temple U P, 1987). There he claims that the 

work is in itself a "new entity and not an imitation" (1 57). 

14 Sec aiso Eva Schaper's useful analysis of Aristotle's and 

Plato's contrasting views on mimesis in, "Plato and Aristotle on the 

Arts: Frorn Prelude to Aesthetics," Aesthetics: A Critical Antholoa 

ed. George Dickie, Richard Sclafani, Ronald Roblin, 2nd ed. (New York: 

St Martin P, 1989), 48-56. 

For a good discussion of Gombrich's use of the nature- 

convention distinction and the distinction between artificial and 

natural signs in Plato's Cratylus, see Mitchell's Iconologv: Ima~e. Text, 

Ideology, 7 5-94. 

16 Gombrich's point of view is that, "aiî art originates in the 

human mind, in our reactions to the world rather than in the visible 



world itself, and it is precisely because ail art is 'conceptual' that ail 

representations are recognizable by their style" (Art and iilusion 87). 

17 For Bryson, "the conception of imagernaking, with its key 

terms of schema, . . . might be cailed the Perceptuallst account, slnce 

the essential transaction concems the eye, and the accommodations 

the schema must make to new observations coming into the eye" 

(Calliaram nviii). He adds, moreover, that Perceptualism, "renders art 

banal, since its view never W s  above ocular accuracy, and always 

renders art trivial, since the making of images seems to go on, 

according to perceptualism, out of society, at the margins of social 

concerns . . ." (Calllgram A-ii) .  

18 In addition to the views against Gombrich by Bwson in 

Caliimm, and Mitchell in Iconolomc Imape. text. Ideolonv, see 

Richard Woliheim's essay, "Reflections on Art and Illusion," 

Aesthetics: A Critical Anthology, ed. George Dickie, Richard Sclafani, 

and Ronaid R o b k ,  2nd ed. (New York: St. Martin's P, 1989), 525-43. 

19 However, as Michael AM HoUy explains, in Pan~fskv and the 

Foundations Art Histow (Ithaca: Comell U P, 1984), "art historians 

not acqualnted with the background of many of Panofsky's ideas 

frequently see in his later work merely a practical program for the 

decipherîng of specific and not-so-hidden symbols in visual images" 

( 159). See Holly's comment on Panofsky% distinctions between 

"symbols in the ordinary sense," and "symbols in the Cassirerian 

sense" (1 60). See also Siager 98-104. 

20 Regarding Goodman's approach to the theory of symbds and 

sign-types, Mitchell writes: 



[Goodman] insists that we approach any symbol system 
by asking what difference is made by its constitutive 
diffaences. . . . But he does not begin with the 
assumptlon that we know what the difference between 
various symbol types is as a consequence of some prior 
knowledge of the essential, internal structure of their 
media, the mind, or the world. The differences between 
sign-types are matters of use, habit, and convention. 
(Iconolow 69) 

21 See Goodman's theory of notation in, Lannuages of Art 

(Indianapoiis and New York: Bobbs-Memil, l968), 127-73. 

2 Steiner adds furthemore, quoting Sol Worth, in The Colors of 

Rhetoric (Chicago: The U of Chicago P, l982), " that correspondence 'is 

not correspondence to 'reality' but rather correspondence to 

conventions, rules, forms and structures for structuring the world 

around us. What we use as a standard for correspondence is our 

knowledge of how people make pictures' " (29). 

a Similarly, Steiner compares the visual arts with language, 

and views the work of art as "a sign, not a thing," and claims that 

"both arts-visual and verbal-establish some degree of tension 

between the semiotic and the object world. To this degree at least, 

they are sernanticaiiy and semiotically comparable" (65). On the 

other hand, Richard Woilheim argues, in Art and Its Obiects: An 

Introduction to Aesthetics (New York: Harper and Row, 1968). that 

"art cannot be compared to language in that the two diffkr radicaily 

in function: for the function of language is to communicate ideas, 

whereas the function of art is something qriite different, e.g., to 

arouse, express, evoke emotions, etc" ( 1 18). 

24 For a aitical presentadon of Pierce's and Saussure's ideas, 

see Moxey 31-6, and Cuîler, The Pursuit of Signs 18-43. 



Moxey also points out that, " [a] Peircian view of semîosis . . . 
serves as a metaphor for the relativity of knowledge to the cultural 

and social formation of those responsible for its production" (34) .  

26 Regarding the "sign proper," one of the three fundamental 

classes of signs proposed, Cuiler points out that it is "sornetimes 

misleadingly called 'symbol"' (96). Moreover, regarding the 

Saussurian model, Moxey writes that, in "the dualism of the 

Saussurean sign . . . the terms 'signifier' and 'signified' are qualities 

that derive the sign' meaning from an intemal set of differences 

(Saussure 34). 



Endnotes to Chapter Two 

1 As quoted also in Ernst van Alphen's Francis Bacon and the 

Loss of Self (London: Reaktion, 1992), 164-65. 

2 About this, Barthes says that "we are still . . . a civihation of 

writing, writing and speech continuhg to be the informational 

structure. in fact, it is simply the presence of the linguistic message 

that counts. . ." (Image 38). 

3 Barthes also provides an analysis of how, in relation to a 

photograph showing Elizabeth and Philip leaving a plane, "the text 

produces ( învents) an en tirely new signifiecl which is retroac tively 

projected into the image, so much as to appear denoted there" (27). 

4The paintings in this novel can also be understood in terms of 

king emblematic readings. The work of Peter Uwe Hohendahl, "The 

Emblerna tic Reader: Heine and French Painting," Palntings on the 

Move: Heinrich Heine and the Visuai Arts,  ed. Susanne Zantop 

(Lincoln: U of Nebraska P, 1 WJ), is a most useful essay that gives 

insight to this type of reading. Hohendahl observes, for example, 

how in the interrelation image/text, the text tums "the images of the 

painting into a narrative scene, thereby tuniing the figures into 

acting human beings and then proceeds to elucidate the significance" 

(12). Something similar happens in Vargas Llosa's novel. Yet, as 

Barthes writes in The Responsibillty of Forms, tram. Richard Howard 

(New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1985 ) , it can be said that in 

Vargas Llosa's novel, within the interaction image/ text, the text 

"constimtes a parasitical message intended to connote the image" 

(14). 



5 Furthemore, to borrow from Christian Metz in, Film 

Iannuape: A Semiotics of the Cinema, trans. Michael Taylor (New 

York: Oxford UP, 1974), it can be said that, in appropriathg the 

spaWtempora1 context of the paintings to serve the purpose of the 

novel, Vargas Llosa's tefi "invent[s] one tirne scheme in terms of 

another scheme" ( 18). 

6 I am guided here by Mieke Bal's study in Narratoloav: 

Introduction to the Theow of Narrative, trans. Christine van 

Boheemen (Toronto: U of Toronto P, 1985). In particular, with 

regards to her observations that, in the relation between primary 

and embedded texts, the narrator's rext is primary and the actor's 

text Is embedded. Bal, however, d e s  distinctions between 

embedded texts and so-called frame nanatives by saying that in the 

latter case these are "narrative texts in which at a second or thlrd 

level a complete story is told" (143). My use of the term frame story, 

or frame narrative, is based, therefore, in my belief that these other 

six stories are part of the complete story of Eloeio de la madrastra. 

Not only because they serve to "explain the primary story," as Bal 

puts it, but because this is what the text seems to be suggesting: the 

relationship between primary and frame storfes is relevant for the 

understanding of what we are being told. 

7 With regard to erodcism and the erotic theme in fiterature, 

see, for example, the work of Albert Mordeil, in The Erotic Motive in 

Literature (Oxford, kg.:  Plantin, 1990), 14-35. There he observes, 

for example, how the word erotic "has ken used to designate the 

perverse and the immoral in sex matters" (14). Now with regard to 

the way the erotic theme is viewed in this novel, insightful are the 



works by Eduardo Bejar, Rita Gnutzmann, Rafael Lampugnani, and 

Jorge H. Valdiviem. For a contrasting point of view, see the study by 

M. Keith Booker, in Vargas Llosa Amonn the Postmodernists (Floridâ 

UP of Florida, l994), 162-82, who labels Vargas Llosa's tale 

pornographie. Booker, however, dws not explain in his study what 

his definitlon of pomography is, which would have helped us 

understand hfs views. 

8 Regarding Saint Sebashlan's iconology, according to a "non- 
conventional" interpretative framework, as undentoad within queer 

culture, see the insightful essay by Richard k Kaye, "Loosing his 

Religion: Saint Sebastian as Contemporary Gay Martyr," Outlook 

Lesbian and Gay Sexualities and Visual Cultures, ed. Peter Horne and 

Reina Lewis (London and New York: Routiedge. 1996), 86-105. 

9Although this is an interpretative framework which I am not 

punuing here, another possible way of approaching the analogy of 

Lucrecia with St. Sebastian can be established by way of what Julia 

Kristeva says in Tales of Love about the saint. As also quoted in 

Kaye's essay, Kristeva observes that "[St Sebastian] undergo[es] 

martyrdom in order to maintain the fantw that there exists a 

powerJ1 (Tales of Love 78). Could this also iiiustrate the experience of 

Lucrecia? 

10 As Diinot and Garcia-Padilla say, in speaking of dlegory, 

what is to be considered here, is that 

[albove ail, aiiegory is by no means fundamentally 
confineci (as tradition has it) to issues of content 
(interpretation). it is a means of 'speaking other,' but 
that 'other' involves reflection on the fonnal and the 



structud, on the configurational and the 
representational processes, as much as it does on the 
content of what is spoken. (43) 

11 See also Michael Jacobsvs Mvtholoaical Painting (Odord: 

Phaidon,l979), 52. 

* The theme of voyeurism has k e n  widely explorede 

However, see Dorothy Kelly valuable study with regards to 

voyeuristic and exhibitionists scenarios in the novel, in TeWg 

Clames: Voyeurism in the French Novel (New Brunswick, N.J.: 

Rutgers UP, 1992). Equally valuable, for a further analysis of the 

voyeurism in this novel as implicit through the paintings, is 

Rosemary Betterton's study in, "Introduction: Feminism, Femininity 

and Representation," h W n n  On (London and New York: Pandora, 

l987), particularly her comments on the role of the mafe viewer in 

relation to the "framed" fernale, which as she says, "is connected to 

the sense of power and control that the male spectator has over the 

image of a woman's body as she is posed and framed for him" (1 1). 

This is, moreover, an account that echoes that of John Berger in, 

Wavs of Seeing (London: Penguin, 1972), 54-56. 

13 My view on narcissism relies a h  on the work of Juiiet 

Mitchell, in Psvchoanalvsis and Feminism (London: Men Lane, 

1974), 33-5. 

14 Szyszlors painting, within the context of this novel, is an 

example of how the work of art, by dependence on verbal 

supplements, becornes a representation of something else. Outside 

the text, and according to Lapoldo Castedo, in A historv of Latin 

American Art and Architecture, transe Phyllis Freeman (New York: 

Frederldc A. Praeger, l969), " [t] he American volcano, the flre of the 



thM day of creation, are fundamental themes of the the work of the 

Peruvian Fernando Szyszlo." Adding that, "Szyszlo is obsessed with 

abstract representation of the magic world of pre-Columbian Peru . . 
." (241-43 ). Yet, w i W  the experience of this textuai context, which 

nevertheiess neither seems to coinclde with Castedo's observations 

nor with the text, we see it as the representation of the vagina 

fi In interpreting Fra Angelico's fresco, Geisdorfer Feal is 

obviously subscrlbing to the clalm that correct contextuallzation of 

works of art is the basis for correct interpretation. This ts, in 

opposition to my point of view in this thesis. However, 1 do not 

dispute the fact that the hune  story in this chapter is obviously 

based upon a model, that of the Annunciation which this image 

clearly brings to the novel. But here, the original model gives way to 

the mode1 ascribed by the story of Vargas Llosa in its fnterrelation 

with the scheme of the novel. In addition, see Bal's valuable 

observations with regards to the way fabulas, like embedded stories, 

are " based upon one model." There she writes, when further 

commenthg on the work of Roland Barthes, that "a confrontation 

between a concrete fabula and a general model (which) alîows the 

description of the structure of the fabula of the text In question to be 

stated more precisely with regard to the b a i s  model by whlch the 

specific structure is placed in relief and made visible" (Narratolow 

19). 



Endnotes Chapter Three 

Why the Engiish title? Apparentiy, at the time Carpentier's 
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titled The Centuw of Liahts, which would have b e n  also the title of 

the Cuban writer's text. But as José Luis Rodrigue2 de Armas tells us 

in, "Una pintura, una noveia," Vanauardia (28 Dec. 1986): "Por regla, en 

el m e ~ a d o  de libros nunca debe aparecer un texto cuyo titulo 

pertenezca a otro anteriomente pubiicado: aigo de esto sucedi6 

cuando El sklo de las luces de A Carpentier fue traducido ai ingles y 

se planificaba su 'lanzamiento' entre los angl6fonos. Del atolladero 

supo salir el editor al distribulr la novela bajo el titulo Emlosion in a 

Cathedrril" ( 1 ). 1 also want to make note here that, the Uterature on 

this novel Is extensive. Particularly relevant, however, are the 

collections of essays and other material Ln, Iman, ed. Virgilio Lapez 

kmus (La Habana: Letras Cubanas, 1983) and in, Quinze études 

autour de El Sig10 de las Luces, ed. DanieIoHenri Pageaux (Paris: 

L'Harmattan, 1983). 

2 See also the work by Luis Pavon Tamayo, "La revolucion y el 

sentido de la vida en tres personajes de El sin10 de las luces," Iman, ed. 

Virgilio Lopez Lemus (La Habana: Letras Cubanas, 1983), l l M 6 .  

3 A most valuable and brief analysis of the historical dimension 

of this novel is provided by Graziella Pogolotti in, "A los veinte ailos de 

El sialo de las luces," Iman, ed. Vîrgiiio Lopez Lemus (La Habaaa: 

Letras Cubaoas, 1983), 198-205. 

4 On the allegorical function of Desiderio's and Goya's work in a 
sip!1o3 see Catherine E Wall's valuable essay in, "The Vlsual Dimension 



of El sialo de las luces: Goya and Emlosldin en una Catech19" RCEH 13.1 

( 1988): 148-57. 

5 Furthemore, according to Mieke Bai when she argues that. 

iconography proposes that we read the image as 
what it is not; it 1s only logical, then, that it will prompt us 
as well to read narrative works as what they are not; that 
such a mode of reading wffl prompt us to recognfie the 
'underlying' story, rather than the new, visual story we 
might read otherwise." (Reading 207) 

6 On Romanticism, see in particular the definition by Chris 

Baldick, The Concise Oxford Dictionary of Literarv Terms (Odord: 

Oxford UP, 1990), 193-95, and William Vaughan, Romantic Art (New 

York Oxford UP, 1978), 9-26. 

7 AS JeamFrançois Chabrun tells us, in Gwa, trans. J. Maxwell 

Brownjohn (New York Tudor, 1965). 

[t]o men U e  Goya, Uberals who had pinned ail their hope 
on France, [the French invasion] had k e n  a brutal and 
incomprehensible blow. This was one of the main rasons 
why Goya did not paint [the two paintings that 
cornmernorate this event] . . . untii six years afterwards 
( 181 4), by which tirne French troops had left Spanish 
territory" (166). 

8 Although these two dates are not given in the novel, these 

becorne evident in the novel. Victor Hugues arrives in Havana a year 

after the death of the young Cubans' father and a year before the 

African slaves revolted in 1791 in Halti, known then as Saint 

Domingue. The beginning of the novel, thus, can be piaced in 1789. 

As for 1808, this is the year of the French invasion to Madrid, which 

coincides with the end of the novel; and May 2nd is not only a historic 



date but a h ,  one that is suggested In the novel as the day when Sofia 

and Esteban presumably died Rghting the French troops. 

9 On the historiciv of Victor Hugues, see the section that has 

-ken inciuaeà in EciuarÙo 5er-i k k ' s  ediuüri ui'z ~ i ~ i û  de k : Ü C ~ S  

(La Habanz Letras Cubanas, 1985), 451-53. 

10 Bal provides a valuable discussion on theatricaiity and 

painting through her d y s b  of scholarly works on this subject by 

Svetlana Alpers, Norman Bryson and Michael Fried, in Reading 

"Rembrandt," 45-54. 

11 Duarte Mimoso-Ruiz, in a most cornpiete analysis of the 

relation text/image In Carpentier's novel, sees this perpetual 

devouring in relation to Goya's Saturn and his ferocious cannibalism: 

"le perpétuel dévorement de la création qui évoque le célèbre 

'Saturne' " (1 79). See Mimoso-Ruiz's "Du référent iconique à la 

symbolique des personages," Quinze études autour de El Sig10 de las 

Luces de Aleio Carwntier, ed. Daniel-Henri Pageaw (Paris: 

L'Harmattan, 1983), 165-86. 

12 See Regina Janes in "Beheaâings," Death and Re~resentation, 

ed. Sarah Webster Goodwin and Ellsabeth Bronfen (Baltimore: Johns 

Hopkins UP, 1993), 255. insightful, in relation to this novel, is her 

account of the "two Wnds of beheading" that took place during the 

French Revolution and, as we read in Carpentier's novel, the 

popuhizaclon of the guillotine. 

13 On the symboiism of the guillotine within the novel, see 

Bernard0 Subercaseaux's "Elaboracion artistica y epig&es en El sielo 

de las luces," 232 and Salvador Pedro Redonet Cook's "Palabras y 

guillotina: elementos recurrentes en U sido de las luces," 62-64, both 



in Iman. ed. Virgiîio Lopez Lemus (La Habam Letras Cubanas, 1983). 

Redonet Cook, for example, is of the opinion that "La guillotina y la 

palabra" are "dos leitmotivs de la signllicacion y la composici6n del 

texto" and "de la intention en El siglo de las luces" (63). 

14 See George Ferguson in, Siens and Svmbols in Christian Art 

(London: Oflord UP, 1 98 1 ) ,48. 

15 See Mimoso-Ruiz, 173-75. Also, Donald L Shaw, in Aleio 

Carwntier, ed. David Foster (Boston: Wayne, 1985), who says that 

"the symbolism here corresponds to ail those aspects of the novel," one 

of which is "the regular reemergence of the Church and. . . the longing 

for the CnicifW1 (85-86). 

16 On the Baroque and the theatricaiity of El sialo, see in 

particular MarieAnne Macé, in "Le Siècle des Lumières ou les 

turbulences baroques," Quinze études autour de El Siglo de las Luces, 

ed. Daniel-Henry Pageaw ( Paris: L'Harmattan, l983), 187-204. 

17 What Yves Bonnefoy calls " 'the movement of interiority' " 

( 1 6 1 ) , and as quoted in Deleuze's The Fold: Leibniz and the Baroa ue, 

tram. Tom Conley (Minneapolis: U of Minnesota P, 1993). 

18 See Mimoso-Ruiz's analysis of Goya's Desasues and the chart 

he provides in which he groups the thirteen works according to their 

salient themes, 175-81. 

19 Of course, here Dumas's analysis concerns the author's 

intention. And whether it is " bueno O ma10 para el hombre," as Dumas 

questions Carpentier's intentions, it c m  be said that this is what the 

text itself seems to encourage the reader to ask As Eco points out, " 

when a text is produced . . . for a community of readers-the author 

knows that he or she will be interpreted not according to his or her 



intentions but according to a cornplex strategy of interactions which 

also involves the readers. . ." (Intemretation 67). 



Endnotes to Chapter Four 

1 As in Gadamer, this is not to deny the historicity and the 

original meaning ascribed to the image of Saint Sebastian. I am 

suggesting that, when interpreting the image of Saint Sebastian, we 

need to recognize how the reading and significance of this saint has 

evolved wi thin con temporary society and how i t transgressai its 

original meaning, in this case, as evident within the cultural 

experience of queer culture. 

2 For a critical overview on the work of Piilera, see for example 

the essays by Gabriella Ibieta, "Funciones del doble en la narrativa de 

Virgilio Pfaera," Revista Iberoamericana 5 6 ( 1 990): 975-9 1, and by 

Ana Garcia Chichester, "Superando el caos: estado actual de la critica 

sobre la narrativa de Virgilio Piiiera," Revista Interamericana de 

Bibliografia 42 ( 1992): 13 2-47. 

3 Although David William Foster, in Gay and Lesbian Themes in 

Latin American Writing (Austin: U of Texas P, 199 1 ), does not include 

La carne de René as one of the exIfest ezunple in Latin Amencan 

literature that deals with gay identity, his study is essential. In 

particular, as a critical work that has set out to gather and analyze, 

from the point of view of semiotics, various Latin American Iiterary 

works which he labels as a "type of homosemai novel" (5). 

4 As a note of interest, various writers have written about the 

simllarities between Mishima's pose as St. Sebastian and the Sebas- 

by Reni. Juan Antonio Vallejo-Nagera, for emnple, ventures further 

and notices not only a difference between these two images but the 

signiftcance of this difference. In, Mishima O el  lacer de morir 



(Barcelona: Planeta, 1983 ) , Vallejo-Nagera compares the two images 

side by side and points out that, a difference from Reni's painting 

where there are two m w s  transfixing the body of Sebastian, in 

Mishima's, there is a third a m w .  As a sort of prophesy, these third 

arrow seems located "exactamente en el lugar donde [Mishima] va a 

iniciar su seppuku . . ." (146-47). (Vallejo-Nagera's ellipses). However, 

Vallejo-Nagera incorrectly believes that the painting by Reni that 

serves as model for Mishima's photograph is the Saint Sebastian in 

Palazzo Rosso, Genova. The image that serves as model for Mishima's 

pose is in fact another of Reni's St Sebastian, in the Pinacoteca 

Capitoîina in Rorna (16 15), which shows not two but three arrows, and 

is therefore more comparable to the photograph of Mishima In 

addition, on Mishima as St Sebastian, as weU as his king compared to 

Cervantes's don Quijote, see Severo Sarduy's short, but rnost insightful 

essay, "El hidalgo y el samurai," Quimera March 198 1 : 33-34. 

5 In Confessions of a Uask, trans. Meredith Weatherby (Tokyo: 

Charles E Tuttle P, I W O ) ,  41, Mishima, as Kaye acknowledges, makes 

references to the study of Magnus Hirschfeld. 

6 1 owe to Kaye his pointhg out this novel by Herhg, which in 

his notes, note # 9, he mentions as "a work that evinces no interest in 

the homosexual 'apocqpha8 of the Roman martyr" (102). 

7 This stow and Piaera's arrest in 196 1 by the C u b a  authorities 

is recounted by José Qpiroga in, "Fleshhg Out Virgilio PIiiera from the 

Cuban Closet," iEndendes? Oueer Readlnas. Hls~anic Writinrs, ed. 

Emiliz L Bergmann and Paul Julian Smith (Durham: Duke UP, 1995), 

168-69. 



8 1 am here paraphrasing Schopenhauer, in referring to one of 

the possible conditions of knowing the world of perception. He writes: 

"the flrst [condition] is, if we express it objectively, the abilîty of 

bodies to act on one another, to bring about changes in one another" 

9 Furthemore, in Schownhauec The Human Character 

(Philadelphfa: Temple UP, l99O), Atweli argues that Schopenhauer's 

view of the wiii and the body, is a monism that "sounds dualîstic, for it 

portrays the human king as body and a will" (28). Worth dting at 

leng th, Atwell writes: 

The act of the will and the action [or movement] of the 
body are not two different States objectively known, 
connected by the bond of casuality; they do not stand in 
relation of cause and effect, but are one and the same 
thing, though given in two entirely different ways, Rrst 
quite directly, and then in perception for the 
understanding. The action [or movement] of the body is 
nothing but the act of wu objectified, Le., translated into 
percrptiûîi. . . . Ga& fi ïzflectfon are wdmg and acting 
different: in r d t y  they are one. Every nue, genuine, 
immediate act of the will b also at once and directly a 
manifest act of the body; and correspondlngly, on the other 
hand, every impression on the body is also at once and 
directly an impression on the will. (1: 100401) 

See also Atwell's afterwords, his comments on "Schopenhauer as 

Philosopher of Paradox," 2 1 1- 23. 

10 1 continue here to examine Wiera's novel according to my 

own reading and in relation to the writings of Schopenhauer. 

However, 1 have equally relied here for m y  comments on the relation 

btween body and soul, on DOM Welton's analysis of Friedrich 



Nietzsche's Bevond Good and Evil, in"Biblica1 Bodies," MY and Flesh: A 

Philoso~hical Reader (Malden, MA: BlacheU, 1998), 2 30. 

11 Again, see a passage thar echoes the view of the atheist 

Schopenhauer not only when he writes, " 'Death is my entire end' " (2: 

491), but also in, "But we need not look further for that which exists 

always only as substance and never as accident, but we have it 

dirrctly in matter ( 1: 489). See moreover, Schopenhauer's 

observations, as he discusses Kant, on immortality and the concept of a 

sou1 (1: 487-93). 

12 For a conmsting viewpoint, see Arrufat's comment in his 

preface to La carne de René, 14. 

13 See Quiroga's valuable interpretation on the homoeroticism of 

La carne de René. Arnong other things, Qulroga points out that this is 

"an erotic tale of masculine desire, . . . an account of the nightmares of 

mascuiinity that climax in a school scene where the attentive pupils of 

Dr. MikDol pariently lick René's tlesh in order to initiate it into a 

bizarre cult of the flesh" ( 170). Later he adds, when analyzing the 

passage that describes how Roger's tongue on René's flesh is analogous 

to the relationship that extsts between the pen and the surface of the 

paper, that: 

This has to be one of the more eroticaUy charged moments 
in Cuban iiterature. The equadon between Roger's tongue 
and a pen, and René's flesh and the surface of paper, is the 
most transparent exposition of the erotics of writing itself. 
The contact benveen tongue and flesh doubles the charged 
erotlcism of a writing inscribeci as îicking the hardened 
flesh of the allegorical René. Why is René's flesh so hard? 
This is the question that haunts Pifiera in his noveL . . . 
Flesh and poiitics are the two foci of Pifiera's allegoy 



which the loyal reader 1s treated to iick in order to soften 
its deliberate hardness. Within this ailegory, Pülera is a 
voyeur-inscribing, examinhg the fissures within 
heterosexuality, as he denies himself the inner gaze that 
fathers and teachers demand of René. ( 17 1-72) 

14 On the other hand, Ramon's seeming sademasochism can be 

explaineci, as Schopenhauer writes, in terms of: 

[his] t r w g ]  to mitigate his own suffering by the sight of 
another's, and at the same time [he] recognizes thls as an 
expresston of his power. The suffering of another becomes 
for him an end in itself; it is a spectacle over which he 
gloats; and so arises the phenornenon of cruelty proper, of 
bloodthirsüness, so often revealed by histoty. . . . (1: 364) 

fi Kaye also quotes this passage from Mishima's novel. See his 

brief analysis of Confessions ol a M i  93 -34 

16 Why is René disturbed by this image of himself represented 

by the body of Christ? For one, because he recognizes that this image, 

as with the image of himself as St. Sebastian, stands for "el 

aniquiiamiento [de su] cuerpo" (5 8). But also, because he recognlzes in 

this image an expression of the suffering of znother's body, that of 

CMst; and therefore, not a representation of himself, of hls identity. 

In other words, to borrow from Schopenhauer. it can be said that in 

the interrelation ReneKhrfst we have a situation in which: 

The w u  of the Arst breaks through the boundary of 
another's affirmation of will, since the individual either 
destroys or injures this other body itself, or cornpeis the 
power of that other body to serve his will, instead of 
serving the wiil that appears in that other body. Thus if 
from will, appearing as the body of another, he takes away 
the powers of this body, and thereby increases the power 
serving his wiil beyond that of his own body, he in 
consequence afffrms his own wiil beyond his own body by 



denying the wiii that appears in the body of another. (1: 
334) 

17 Ail the Biblical references are from The Holy Bible (London: 

John Field, l6S3), and as equally cited in DOM Welton's "Biblical 

Bodies," 243-5 3. 

18 Schopenhauer then adds, as if brushing off any possible 

suggestions of pessimistic thinking, "Let not imagine that the CMstlan 

teaching is favourable to optlmlsm; on the contrary, in the Gospels 

world and evtl are used almost as synonymous expressions ( 1 :3 26) .  

This seems to be also PiÎierals view in this novel. In fact, as Arrufat 

tells us about Pifiera, the following biographical detail mirrors 

Schopenhauer himself: "Personalmen te Virgilio Pliiera desconfiaba de 

los dogmas religiosos, de la salvacion y hasta de la existencia del alma. 

Para é1, como declara la protagonlsta de su pieza teand Electra 

Garrig6, los dioses han mueno y la inmortaiidad ha terminado" (LZJ 

carne 12-13) 

19 As Atweil explalns, for Schopenhauer: 

salvatkn is rypically a religious notion, often refe-g to a 
state of existence beyond 'this Mer; but salvation for an 
atheist like Schopenhauer is not 'of the next world' or an 
'after Me,' even though much that he says about salvation 
has a definite religious tone. . . . sakation is persona1 
rather than, say, sociai or politicai. I t  is personai in at least 
two further senses as well: I t  is not by membership in any 
group-whether political or religious or other wise-that 
salvatlon cornes about; and salvation pertains directly to 
release from one's own suffering and at best indimtly or 
coincidentally to relieving the suffering of others. (180) 

Pointhg out certain paradoxes in the novel, Amufat writes in 

his preface to La Carne de René, ed. Pedro de Orail and Anton Armfat 



(La Habana: Unich,  1995), that wMe Rem2 "huye de su came" (9), "el 

rnM principal en la conducta de René radia en escapar a su pmpio 

cuerpo" ( 1 O). 

21 Schopenhauer elaborates by saying that, "every llfe-history is 

a history of suffering . . . a continual series of mishaps great and srnail" 

(1: 323-26). This is not unme Pifiera's own vlew on Me in La carne de 

René, particularly, through the character of René. 

* Although brief, Quiroga's analysis of René's homoSexuaUty is 

very insightful, 170-72. 

23 Here in this passage we are before what may be another of 

the text's own paradoxes, as Arrufat says about this novel. We read, 

for exainple, about René's refusal to eat meat at sefiora Pérez's house 

and of his feeling sick at the sight of flesh. And yet, here we have an 

account of René as if wanting to eat "lamb at nine" ("A las nueve el 

cordero"). On the other hand, considering that in this section of the 

novel, the tale revolves around the image of Christ in relation to the 

students, seen as "Cristos modernlzados" (85), could it be that the 

textuai reference to "el cordero" is here representative of Christ? This 

can be compareâ to its use in early Christian art, where 

iconographically the lamb stands as a symbol of Christ or duding to 

his king sacrifice& In this case, this could be another of Pifiera's 

intended parodies, or mockery, of Christianity. 
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